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1.0 INTRODUCTIONAI_ID SUMMARY
This report descrlbes the detailed aerodynamic, heat transfer, and
mechanical design of the low pressure turbine (LPT) for the Energy Efficient
Engine (E3). The LPT configuration in Figure I was selected after investi-
gation of alternate designs, tradeoff studies, payoff evaluations, and exten-
sive preliminary design analyses aimec at achieving high aerodynamic effi-
ciency while maintaining maximum mechanical integrity.
The E 3 LPT is a five-stage, moderately loaded, low-througr-flow design
with a high outer wall slope of 25" The LPT is clo3e-coupled to the high
pressure turbine (RPT) via a 7.62-cm (3-in.) axial length transition duct. The
f!owpath has been sized to match the fan characteristics aad to achieve per-
formance goals for the flight propulsion cycle. Provisions have been made to
accommodate a potential growth application. The aerodynamic design point is
the maximum-climb power settin_ at Mach 0.80 and 10.67-km _35,000-feet) alti-
tude.
The design-point gas flow rate through the LPT is 22.7 kg/s-m 2 (4.b Ibm/
sec-ft2). The Stage I rotor has a tip radius of 0.45 m (17.55 in.) and a tip
speed of Ib8.6 m/s (553 ft/secl. The Stage 5 rotor has a tip radius of 0.59 m
(23.28 in.) and a tip speed of 223.7 m/s (734 ft/sec).
An assessment of the performarce of the LPT has been made based on a
series of scaled air-turbine tests divided into two phases: Block I and
Block !I. The transition duct and the first two stages of the turbine were
evaluated during the Block I phase from March through August 1979. The full
five-stage scale model, representing the final integrated core/low spool
(ICLS) design and incorporating redesigns of Stages i and 2 based on Block I
data analysis, was tested a_ Block II in June through September 1981.
Results from the scaled air-turbine tests, wh:_h will be reviewed briefly
herein, indicate that the five-stage turbine designed for the !CLS application
will attain an efficiency level of 91.5_ at the Mach 0.8/I0.67-km (35,000-ft),
max-climb design point. This is relative to program goals of 91.1% for the
ICL_ and 91.7% for the flight propulsion system (FPS).
In order to improve roundness control and radial clearances, the casing
is a full 360 ° structure, rather than two 180 ° halves, with nozzle stators
attached in mult£vane segments. The LPT rotor assembly employs hi_-aspect-
ratio, tip-shrouded blading in disks connected by bo1_ed flanges it: low-
stress attachment areas. The rotor assembly is supported by a single bearing
cone. The Stage 4 rotor-to-stator spacing employs a wide gap (1.4 blade chord
lengths) to minimize turbino noise.
Cooling requirements have been minimized so that only the Stage 1 nozzle
employs controlled purge air from the fifth-_Lage compressor bleed for seal
blockage and disk rim purge.
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Activ, _ clearance control (ACC) is an integral part of the LPT design.
13ae ACC uses fan bleed air routed from pylon scoops to a distribution manifold
for impingement on the casing. The ACC system reduces blade-tip and inter-
stage-seal radial clearances at selected high-performance operating points.
Mechanical integrity is assured by designing airfoils for a service life
of 18,000 missions a .d 18,000 stress < cles. The casing and rotor are sized
for 36,000 missions and 72,000 stress sycles, respectively. Airfoil quantities
and characteristics have been selected so that no resonances are predicted in
the range of engine steady-state operating speed. All material-property design
data are based on average-minus-three standard deviations (-30) and incluc'.e
sect ion size considerations.
The capability of the LPT configuration to meet design and operating
requirements in each technical area is discussed, and the technical details are
presented in depth, in the following pages.
2.0 AERODYNAMICDESIGN
2. i DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
Historically in prototype engines, turtomachinery component <fficiencies
fall short of design goals by significant amounts. The conseque:_t cycle rebal-
ante causes components to operate off-design, furthe- reducin B _fficiency. In
an attempt to obviate this trend, the ICLS cycle was devised with appropriate
derates on component efficiencies. Depending on the accuracy of the efficiency
derates, turbomachinery components des _ned to the requirements of the resul-
tant cycle will avoid off-design penalties.
Table 1 presents tP'r cycle uata for the 1CLS max-climb aerodynamic design
point and, for comparison, data for the FPS maximum climb, maximum cruise, and
sea level takeoff points. Mote the relatively small differences between climb
and cruise for the FPS. Note further that the ICLS has been designed to a
flow function approximately 4% higher at climb than the FPS. This reflects the
derated component efficiencies and estimated instrumentation losses in the
ICLS.
Efficiency goals at Math 0.8/I0.67 km (35,000 ft) maximum climb are 0.911
(or 91.1%) for the .<'.S and U.917 (91.7%) for the FPS.
2.2 NUMBER OF STAGES
The selection of a five-stage configuration for the E 3 LPT was based
in part on results obtained during the IR&_-funded Highly Loaded Fan Turbine
(HLFT) technology development program and also on system studies aimed at
minimizing direct operating cost (DOC). These system studies evaluated the
impact of turbine loading, weight, and cost on DOC and indicated a relative
optimum at a loading level attainablu in five stages. Further, significant
performance gains at this loading level had been demonstrated in the [iLFT
program, i_dicating that the ICLS goal could be met with a five-stage turbine.
I
2.3 INITIAL _OWPATH SELECTION (BLOCK I)
Maximum tip diameters for the HPT and LPT were set by mechanical and con-
figuration control requirements at 7b.2 cm (30 in.) and I18.1 cm (46.5 in.),
respectively. In addition, the LPT flowpath outer-wall slope was l;mited to
25 ° through Stage 3, transitioning to cylindrical by the Stage 5 exit.
The initial (Bloc_ I) five-stage flowpath was defined throuzh an itera-
tire technique whereby a candidate outer-wall contour was selected (within the
limitations on wall slope and exit diameter), and the inner wall contour and
stage energy distribution were iterated concurrently lo yield acceptable
levels of loading (gd6h/2u 2) and flow coefficient (Vz/u) for each stage. The
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Nest candidate flowpaths were selected based on a take-by-stage efficiency
estlmat_ which accounted for the effects of loading, flow coefficient, tip
slope, a_pec_ ratio, and clearance.
2.4 BLOCK 1A_R TURBINE DESIGN _D TEST
The detailed aerodynamic design of Sl:ages I and 2 of the Block I flowpath
was executed according to HLFT design philosuphy in a 0.67-scale test rig. The
configurations tested, along with the approximate test dates, were as follows:
Stage I nozzle annular cascade (March 1979)
Stage I (April 1979)
Stage I with Stage 2 nozzle annular cascade (June 1979)
Two-stage group (August 1979).
The rig flowpath for the two-stage group is shown in Figure 2. Note
,hat the HPT to LPT transition duct is an integral part of the Stage i vane
assembly.
Total-to-total efficiency for the Block I two-stage build, as tested in
the two-stage group, was below the pretest prediction. The _ollowing items
were identified as possible contributors to the deficiency.
i . An area of secondary flow over the outer g0% of span of the Stage l
vane was identified during the Configuration I test. This loss
core, caused by the combination of a weakened inlet boundary layer
(from the diffusing outer wall of the transition duct) and the high
vane tip slope, induces deviation from the design-intent efficiency
near the stator tip. Figure 3 presents the m_easured efficiency for
Stator i. _ote that the transition duct loss is included in the
cascade efficiency definition.
2 . Similac secondary flow effects were noted during Configuration 3
testing over the outer 20% span of the Stage 2 vane.
. Both rotating tests revealed unexpectedly poor performance in the
regio_ of the rotor hubs. Figure 4 presents the Stage I efficiency
profile. Note that, in addition to the severe dropoff at the hub,
performance in the outer half of the annulus is depressed due, in
part, to the Stage I vane tip losses.
A stage-by-stage performance stackup f_- the ICLS turbine, using the
trend and the level of the stage efficiency versus loading characteristic
established by the Block I test series, indicated a status efficiency of 90.4%
versus the ICLS goal of 91.1%, a 0.7% deficiency.
Based on extensive posttest data matching and data analysis, the following
were identified as crucial items to be addressed during the Block II redesign:
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Figure 4. Block I, Sta_e 1 Total-to-Total Efficiency.
Stage i vaue solidity is low, especially at the hub.
Stage ! vane aspect rat o is low, especially near the tip.
The solidity of rotor blade hubs is low, and there is excessive
pressure-side diffusion near the leading edges.
A severe performance penalty is incurred by the increase in outer
wall slope from 22 ° (HLFT) to the current 25 ° . This is especially
true in the vicinity of low-aspect-ratio-vane tips.
Inner and outer-wall overlap geometry ;s degraded relative to HLFT.
This refers specifically to the amount (or lack) of axial overlap
between the stator bank and the rotor platforms/tip-shroud exten-
sions.
2.5 FINAL FLOWPATH SELECTION (BLO_ ll)
In order to address the issue of outer-wall slope and the influence it
has on performance, several alternate flowpaths were developed and analyzed
by those methods previously described. One ground rule that was enforced in
the course of this alternate-flowpath study was that the overall length and
diameter remain unchanged. Results of the study indicated that configurations
which reduce wall slope via an increase in loading or through-flow velocity
show a net loss relative to the base Block I flowpath. Consequently, the
Block II (final aero) flowpath has remained essentially unchanged from the
Block I status. However, the following modifications were incorporated to
address the specific problems identified during Block I testing:
O A higher aspect ratio, h_gher solidity version of the Stage 1 vane
has been added, along with a modified transition duct, to accommo-
date the new vane design. Figure 5 shows a comparison of the Block
I duct/vane with that of Block II. Note that the _ lidity was
increased by raising the airfoil count from 56 " this also
increases the airfoil-throat aspect ratio (he nroat). The
chordal aspert ratio was _ncreased by reduc e axial chord at
the outer wall.
An effort to improve flowpath overlaps resulted in the Block II
five-sta_e flowDath shown in Figure 6. A comparison of typical
inner-wall overlap geometry for Block II with that of Block I
(inset_ Figure 6) shows that the rotor platforms have been extended
to lap under the stator inner bands. Note also that the flow near
the outer wall is effectively shielded from the open honeycomb of
the tip shrouds; this was not the case in Block I (see Figure 2).
The poor performance of the Block I stages near the walls is partly
attributable to the overlap geometry, which is more open relative to
past General Electeric AEBG (Aircraft Engine Business Grou_ air tur-
bine rig flowpaths.
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In an effort to increase blade hub solidity locally without a sig-
nificant weight increase, rotor hub axial widths were retained at
the Block I levels while the numbers of blades for each rotor
were _ncreased to yield the desired solidity at the hub, and the
axial widths from the pitch line to the tip were reduced to get
solidities there back to Block I levels.
Figure 7 presents the results, including inner- and outer-wall Mach num-
ber distributions, from an axJsymmetric analysis of the final transition duct.
Note that two additional lines have been added on the c.uter wall in the vicin-
ity of the vane leading edge to show stagnation and midchannel streamline M_ach
numbers as they approach the leading edge. Also included is a plot of a "sep-
aration para-_= :er." This is an indicator of the sensitivity of a turbulent
boundary layer (on the outer wall in this case) to separation in the presence
of an adverse p-essure gradient.
2.6 FINAL VECTOR DIAGRAMS
The gas path through-flow or vector diagram analysis was accomplished by
using a calculation procedure that solves the full, three-dimensional, radial-
equilibrium equation for axisymmetric flow accounting for (I) streamline
slope and curvature, (2) the effects of radial-component blade force due to
airfoil sweep and dihedral, and (3) airfoil blockage and radial gradient of
flow properties. Calculations were made with radial gradients of blading
losses to simulate end-loss effects. The calculation model for the E 3 LPT
showing meriiional streamlines and intrablade-r¢; calculation stations is
shown on Figure 8, Table II presents final Block II vector diagram data.
These data served as boundary conditions for the airfoil design analysis.
2.7 AIRFOIL DESIGN ANALYSIS
Airfoil aerodynamic design analysis was initiated using vector diagram
data from the through-flow analysis, Table II, ana preliminary solidities
determined during design studies. A tabulation of blading aerodynamic geome-
try is presented in Table IIi. The design process was initiated by generating
approximate airfoil shapes using a numerical procedure which applies a thick-
ness distribution to a mean camber line as a function of flow angtes and appro-
priate input coefficients. These preliminary airfoil shapes were analyzed by
a procedure that calculates the compressible flow along the stream surfaces
determined from the through-flow analysis which accounted for the variation
in stream tube thickness.
The undesirabl_ features of the resultant surface-velocity distributions
were corrected, and modified surface Mach number distributions were input to
the analysis procedure which, i_ turn, made the necessary modifications to
airfoil shapes in order to produce the desired velocity distribution. Final
airfoil shapes and velocity distributions are shown in Figures 9 through 18
for stream surface sections at I0%, 50%, and 90% from the inner wall. The
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data are represented by plots of local sur face velocity normalized by down-
stream exit velocity. The peak Math number (Mp) is indicated on each velocity
distribution. A_rfoil coordinates for each of the sections in Figure 9 through
18 are Fresented in the Appendix.
2.8 BLOCK II AIR TURBINE TEST
The performance status of the Block II aerodynamic design ;_ assessed
through scaled rig testing of the following configurations (given with the
approximate test dates):
• Two-_tage group (June 1981)
• Five-stage group (September 198i)
Results of the Block II two-stage test are compared to the Block I two-
stage test results in Figure 19; group efficiency versus group loading is
presented at design pressure ratio. Note that the redesign features incorpo-
rated into Block II have improved the efficiency at design loading by 0.75%
Note further that the Bloc_ II airfoils have improved tolerance to negative
incidence, as evidenced by the increasing efficiency improvement at the Ic '_
loadings. Design-point loading for the Block II two-stage group is 89.1%.
The flowpath for the Block Ii five-stage rig is shown in Fig_re 20.
Results of the five-stage test are presented in FEgure 21 as group efficiency
versus group loading at design pressure ratio. Note that the turbine design-
point efficiency is 92.0%. The fcllowing tabulation compares this result with
a pretest estimate (based on extrapolation from Block I test results) made for
the 1980 Detail Design Review (DDR):
nTT
An edge blockage
&n purge air
&n Reynolds number
r_fT at Mach 0._/I0.67 km
(35_000 ft), max climb
1980 Estimate [981 Rig Te_t
91.5% 92.0%
+0.I
÷0.i ÷O.l
-0.7 -0.7
L_h_se are relative to program goals [at the :lach 0.d/I0.67 km (35,000
ft), max-climb condition] of 91.[% for the ICES and 91.7% for the FPS.
The correction for edge blockage accounts fo, the fact that all Block II
rotor blades were received from the vendor with trailing edge diameters ._hich
were, on the average, 25% oversized relative to design intent.
The An for purge air reflects the availability of extra power from the
inner-cavity purge as it enters the LPT flowpath in the front stages and
expands through downstream stages. This was not simulated in the rig.
The An for Reynolds number is based on a Reynolds number excursion done
on five-stage rig and v_rifies the 0.7% pretest prediction. This is the pe[_-
alty for altitude operation.
The performance status of the g 3 LPT at the Mach 0.8/[0.67 km (35,000
ft), max-c_imb design point is gl.a%, exceeding the ICLS goal by 0°3%.
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3.0 HEAT TRANSFER DESIGN
3. I OBJECTIVE
To meet t'le stringent requirements for high performance in the E 3 design,
th,. developme'_t of a high-efficiency LPT is essential. An important factor in
this development is limiting the amount of cooling air bled from the high-
pressure comp'essor (_[PC) so the overall cycle performance is not Jnduly pen-
alized but re.,sonable and acceptable temperatures are maintained for the LPT
components. Initial design effort was directed at defining the cooling air-
flow requirements to keep the rotor and casing below the temperature limit for
Inconel 718. During the detailed analysis, each component was analyzed in an
effort to assure that the proper rupture and low-cycle fatigue (LCF) lives
were obtained. Other efforts were directed at the ACC and the Stage I nozzle
transient temperatures for both rupture and LCF analyses. The seal-blockage
flow requirements also had to be defined by first looking at the relative
rotor/stator transient growth in order to define the maximum clearance and the
potential rub problem.
The rotor and casing cooli_ig airflows were defined by first establishing
the limit temperatures and :-'ea'-blockage airflows required to cool the casing
and purge the rotor of any hot 4=_es, thereby preventing ingestion. In order
t_ achieve this, thermal transien, analyses of both the rotor and stator were
required. Also, ACC requirements had to be included in the analy_es. The
cooling air-delivery system, the impingement manifold, spent-impingement-air
rejection system, and engine system performance payoff were also considered in
the LPT cooling-design analysis.
3.2 DESIGN CONDITIONS
In most commercial engine applications the greatest thrust requirements
occur at takeoff power. The large amount of thrust at takeoff is accomplished
through high flow and high temperatures in the core engine. The high flow and
temperature drive the LPT which Ln turn drives the fan to generate most of the
thrust. It is this high flow rate and high temperature of the gases entering
the LPT during takeoff power that cause most observed distress. That is why
the heat-transfer design point was established as the hot-day, m_×-power-take-
off cycle point.
Tile LPT heat transfer de3ign for this engine study i_as been established
by the overall _ngine cycle parameters. The most severe temperature and pres-
sure conditions occur at maximum-power takeoff.
Table I' and Figure 22 present the base FPS engine LPT _esi_rL parameters.
The design cycle condition was chosen as 50" C (122" F) day, maximum-power
takeoff, sea level, at _=ch 0.3. This represents the highezt gas and coola_, _
temperature condition. In order to prevent the LPT from being growth-limited.
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a design was required which ensured that the turbine structure could accommo-
date higher operating temperatures. This was accomplished by designing the
rotor and stator easing for the growth-cycle environment. However, the flow-
path components _ere designed to meet the base engine design objectives. The
LPT inlet cycle-average design gas temperature, T4.2, for the baqe engine is
859" C (1578" F), to which 61" C (llO ° F) of m_rgin is added. The T_. 2 margin
includes the effects of deterioration, engine-to-engine variation, transient
overshoot, open clearances at takeoff, and control-system tolerance. Includ-
ing margins, redline average LP _ inlet temper_lure is 920 ° C (1688 ° F) for the
base engine and 966" C (1771" F) for the grow'.l engine.
LPT design parameters for the FPS base engine and a growth-engine design
are also presented in Table IV for comparison with the ICLS cycle data. The
tabulation indicates that, for the assumed component efficiencies, the ICLS
engine represents a deteriorated FPS base engine. Thus, the ICLS data will
yield a good comparison with the FPS analysis (which was also done for a
deteriorated engine).
The maximum peak temperature is defined as the higtlest local temperature
that might be encountered on a stationary component. Based on CF6 engine
experience, the maximum predicted peak radial gas temperature profile at each
LPT vane stage inlet at hot-day takeoff power for a deteriorated base engine
i3 presented in Figure 23. The maximum peak gas-temperature radial profile
at the inlet to the LPT is defined through analysis and utilization of commer-
cial engine experience. The temperature drop through each stage in the turbine
is determined from the normalized work extraction as defined by the detailed
aerodynamic design at each stage.
Based on CF6 experience, the radial temperature distribution that the LPT
rotor blade stages of the base engine will be subjected to during hot-day
takeoff is presented in Figure 24. These radial temperature profiles are also
defined with the use of commercial engine data and the _erodynamic vector dia-
gram at each stage. Since there is no cooling in any of the five rotor stages,
and since the relative blade Math numbers are low, the blade metal temperature
is assumed to be identical to the relative gas temperature. Radial conduction
within the blades is also neglected.
In order to define the LCF life of the various flowpath components, it
is necessary to evaluate the typical thermal transient from idle to =mxJmum
power. 1,1 order to accomplish this, the gas-temperature profile at idle power
was defined. The maximum and average temperature profiles at the inlet and
exit of the LPT at the idle power setting are presented in Figure 25. Because
there is very little work extraction in the LPT at idle conditions, there is
virtually no temperature drop of the gases. The profile is also peaked at the
75% span, as could be expected, because the combustor is lit on the pilot dome
only.
3.3 COOLING AIR SUPPLY SYSTEM
The airflow that is used for cooling the LPT internal structure, Stage 1
nozzle, and rotor is extracted at the fifth stage of the compressor. Mechan-
ical restrictions, such as the variable compressor vanes, prevented moving the
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cempres_or bleed location to the fourth stage of the compressor even though it
would have been adequate. The extra pressure associated with Stage 5 bleed
enabled this air to be used in the compressor ACC cooling circuit. After the
fifth-stage compressor bleed air has been routed through the compressor ACC
system and into the low pressure casing manifold, the pressure is 3% above the
gas stream total pressure at the LPT inlet. This pressure is high enough to
cool and purge the rotor but is not so high as to cause excessive leakage and
degrade engine performance.
During an engine start cycle, 'he compressor pumping at the fifth stage
is not adequate to yield a satisfact_ ry cooling/purge-supply pressure for the
LPT. For this reason, the compressor exit air is used to augment the LPT
cooling/purge air. A check valve is used in the compressor discharge circuit
so that backflow into Lhe fifth-stage compressor bleed system will not occur.
This compressor discharge bleed augmentation system will be activatpd at any
subidle power setting.
The LPT casing is cooled with fan air extracted from the fan bypass duct.
The air enters a pair of scoops, one on each side of the pylon. After
entering the scoops, the air is diffused before entering a 270" plenum sur-
rounding the LPT. From this plenum, the fan air enters an array of tubes and
then impinges on the outside of the LPT casing in order to coo! the structure.
The spent impingement air discharges through the rear frame struts and o_t
the center vent. Air leaving the center vent mixes with the primary-nozzle
gases and yields a small amount of thrust.
The air temperature rise resulting from zooling the LPT casing is adequate
to offset the attendant pressure loss; this eliminates any significant loss in
thrust when the cooling air reenters the main gas stream.
The LPT ACC system is also combined with the primary casing cooling system.
This is done by incorporating a cooling-flow-modulation valve between the fan-
duct scoop and the 270 ° manifold that surrounds the LPT.
3.4 DESIGN MISSION
The first step in the detailed thermal analysis of the LPT was to define
the flight mission. The mission that was analyzed consisted of a 24-minute
takeoff climb cycle and a 24-minute descent cycle. The takeoff/climb cycle
presented in Figure 26 incorporated a 2-minute takeoff and a 22-minute climb.
During climb, the aircraft is gradually accelerating to the maximum speed of
Mach= 0.8 at 9.1 km (30,000 ft).
Because the engine does not reach the high ram Mach numbers until high
altitude, the LPT does not achieve maximum rpm until 10.67 km (35,000 ft)
at the maximum-climb power conditions. Figure 27 presents the LPT rpm excur-
sions for a typical filght cycle. The takeoff mission starts at I000 meconds
and continues until about 2500 seconds at which point the aircraft has achieved
a maximum-cruise condition. The landing mission starts at 3000 secoPds and
proceeds through flight idle, approach, touchdown, thrust reverse, and back to
ground idle at the 4600-second point.
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3.5 COOLING FLOW DEFINITION
The required cooling air is presented in Figure 22 for the _ase engine
and _n Figure 28 for the growth engine. The major portion of the rotor purge
air is defined bv the estimates of the seal clearances and the required flow
to block the seals and prevent the flowpat_ gases from being injected into the
rotor cavity. To accomplish this, i._0% of the fifth-_tage compressor bleed
air is used to purge the outer an_ inner bands of the Stage i nozzle, cool the
vane approximately 56 ° C (I00 ° F), block the HPT rotor balance seal, and purge
the LPT rotor cavity. A small portion of the rotor >urge air leaks into the
sump purge cavity and eventually exits through the center vent of the primary
exhaust nozzle. But _he majority of the flow returns to th_ LPT flowpath;
work is recovered as the purge air expands through the remaining stages and
ut through the exhaust nozzle. The flow through the Stages i, 2, and 3 rotor
spacer arm flanges is defined by the required spacer arm temperatures.
The aft rotor cavity is purged with LPT exhaust gas. This is a sig-
nificant change from the preliminary design where fifth-stage compressor bleed
air was used to purge the cavity. The prime reason for purging the cavity
with warm air was to improve engine performance and reduce thermal gradients
in the rear frame hub and in the rotor disks of Stages 4 and 5. This system
allowed a reduction in fifth_stage bleed air by 0.1% W25 aL_d provided better
temperature matches in the frame hub and between the bores and rims of the
disks.
The outer casing will be kept under the design objective metal tempera-
ture of 677 = C (1250 ° F) by impingement cooling with fan air. The ACC and
the casin@ impingement-coollug scheme are combined into one system. The cool-
ing of the casing requires 0.1% W25 ; this will be increased to 0.3% for maxi-
mum cooling in order to achiev_ the greatest clearance reduction.
To incorporate growth capability in the LPT rotor, it was necessary to
increase the rotor cavity flows so that the disk spacer arms were kept within
temperature limits. For the growth engine, cooling for the LPT was increased
from 1.4% to 1.57% of the core compressor inlet alrflow.
The LPT gas s_ream and cavity pressures at the 30 ° C (86 ° F) ambient tem-
perature, maximum-takeoff, base-e_igine cycle point are presented in Figure 29.
These cavity pressures were used to define the seal-blockage flow rates and
various sink pressures for the cooling air.
The prime source of LPT coolinN air is fifth-stage compressor b!eea
delivered to the turbine through six pipes equall spaced around _he Stage I
LPT nozzle cooling-supply manifold. This manifold, which is iptegral with the
casing and outer transition duct hanger, distributes the cooling air uniformly
around the inside of the casing. Next, cooling air is fed into the 72 nozzle
vanes and across the fiowpath to the inner nozzle support structure shown in
Figure 30. The cooling air warms to about 72 ° C (!30 ° F) while flowing
through the vanes. The rotor cavity need not be cool, d significantly below
)93 ° C (II00 ° F), and this will hapFen wheh fifth-stage compressor bleed is
used as coolant. Most nozzle co_, ng is done near the leadiilg edge where the
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highest stresses occur. Once the cooling air reaches the nozzle hub ir is
delivered into the wheel-space supply plenum by 72 spoolies. The total cool-
ing air passing through the nozzle is 1.2% W25 , of which 0.[4% is used to
help purge _he nozzle inner-flowpath structure. Of the remaining 1.06% that
enters the 360" wheel-space supply plerum, 0.56% is supplied to the forward
wheel-space cavity, and 0.5% is supplied to the aft wheel-space cavity. The
plenum supply pressur_ is 545 kPa abs (79 psia) while the forward wheel space
cavity pressure is 488 kPa abs (70.8 ps_'_ as shown in Figure 31. This yields
a 1.08 pressure ratio across the wheel-space injection holes. The holes are
angled 00 ° from the circumferential direction ahd yield a tangential velocity
of 149 m/sec (4_8 ft/sec). This tangential velocity reduces the amount of
boundary layer pumping that the HPT rotor must do. The _,heel-space cavity
pumping analysis indicates that the velocity of the air silould be about 50%
of wheel speed. Since the af= cavity is at a pressure of 410 kPa abs (_9.5
psia), the cooling-air injection pressure ratio is higher, and a higher tan-
gential velocity is achievable. The LPT roLor iu rotating at less than 30%
of the HPT rotor speed; therefore, the tangential velocity leaving the injec-
tion hole_ is better than twice the LPT rotor wheel speed. With this system,
a substantial amount of work will be obtained from the injected air as it is
pumped up on the rotor disks.
Of the 0.56Z W25 that is injected into the forward wheel-space cavity,
0.4% leaks back through the interturbine seal and into the LPT rotor cavity.
Extensive seal-clearance studies have been conducted on the interturbine seal
to define the proper quantity of blockage air. Over the engine operating
range, it is eyrected that the seal clearance will vary between C.025 cm (lO
mils) and 0.06_ cm (27 mils) as shown in Figure 32. The tightest clcarance
occurs during cold-start takeoff transients with a new seal; the _ost open
clearance occurs at nominal cruis= power with a deteriorated seal. The seal
will flow 0.67% W25 when t_e clearance has opened up to 0.09 cm (3b mils).
This could only occur as part of an engine failure, and only then would hot
flowpath gases be injected into the HPT aft rotor cavity. In conclusio,_, the
seal blockage air is satisfac=ory _rom an engine safety standpoint and yields
the best overall performance. During the ICLS test, important information on
the windage temperature rise and vortex pressure gradients will be obtained
ia the wheel-space cavities. These data will be very beneficial in develop-
ing the seal design for the FPS.
The LPT rotor cooling/purge air supply consists of interturbine seal
leakage air and air that is injected tangentially into the rotor cavity from
the wheel-space-cooling-supFly plenum. The total cooling-air s,Jpply to the
rotor .'avity will be 0.91% W25 for the base engine and 1.08% for the growth
engine. The extra cooling flow of 0.17% W25 for the growth engine is required
In ocaer to di1,Lte the 36" C (64" F) hotter gas around =he rotor spacer arms.
The dis_ spacer arms are exposed to higher gas temperatures; thu_, more w,,eel-
space purge air is required to dilute the gases and keep the metal within
acceptable limits. The wheel-space purge air requirements were defined by
evaluating the allowable gas temperatures in a detailed thermal model. Then
dilution airflow requirements were defined in order to bring the gas tempera-
tures down to the allowable level. This cooling scheu_ will also a]low the
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cool dilution air to circulate through the taps between dovetails and di_k
posts and keep those components within limits. The wheel-space purge air is
metered through slots in the upstream spacer at= bolt flange. This will yield
a consistently small flow area needed to meter the flow. The purge airflows
(Figure 22) are 0.16, O.]O, and 0.06 % W25 for the first, second, and third
wheel-space cavities, respectively. An additional 0.03% is supplied through
the main torque-bolt flange. This helps to define the flow under the Stage 3
disk and the =hrough-flow in the cavity bounded by the Stage 3 disk _nd the
main torque cone. Of the 0.91% W25 that dumps into the rotor cavity, 0.16%
leaves through the sump bypass seal. This air then flows around the aft sunp
and dumps into the centerbody at the back of the engine. From there it flows
out through the primary-nozzle center vents, recovering a portion of the
thrust. An extensive analysis has been conducted in an effort to keep the
sump bypass leakage seal as small in diameter as possible to keep the clear-
ance to a minimum.
The remaining rotor-cooling flow (0.4% W25) is supplied to the seal ahead
of the Stage 1 rotor. This flow is more than adequate to cool and purge the
Stage 1 forward wheel-space cavity. The quantity of flow must be kept at a
high level to compensate g0r significant variations in seal clearance during
normal operation. The flow tolerance of the interturbine seal is 0.16 to 0.41%
W25 , and the flow tolerance of the sump bypass seal is 0.05 to 0.20% W25. The
wheel-space-metering-slot tolerance could shift the flow from 0.25 to 0.45%
W25. When the worst tolerance stackup clearance arrangement is evaluated,
there will still be a small quantity of wheel-space air flowing through the
Stage I rotor forward 3cal.
As mentioned previously, no cooling air is used to purge the aft rotor
cavity. The aft cavity, Rotors 4 and 5, is now purged with LPT exhaust gas at
the hub of the fifth-stage rotor exit; 0.147Z W25 of this gas is allowed to
circulate down around the two disks in the aft cavity before dumping into the
aft sump bypass cavity. Not only does this reduce the temperature gradients
in the rear frame hub and between the bore and rim of the Stages 4 and 5 disks
during transients, it also improves engine performance. The fifth-stage com-
pressor bleed air used to purge this cav1=y is now allowed to flow through the
complete engine before being extracted at the LPT rotor exit. In transient
operations, the hot gas is used to heat £he forward, inner-hub structure of
the turbine rear frame more quickly during engipe accelerations; thus, ther-
mally induced stresses in the frame struts are mitigated. The maximum gas
temperature at the hub of the five-stage rotor is 599" C (IIIO" F) for a
deteriorated FPS engine. This is not a sevecely high temperature, and the
gas can be used for disk temperature control. Between id]e power and maximum
takeoff power, this gas temperature changes by only Ill to 167" C (200 to
300" F); therefore, thermal gradients at high rpm are moderate.
3.6 ROTOR TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
A detailed heat-transfer analysis of the total rotor structure has been
completed. This analysis iocluded both the FPS and the growth engine. The
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transient _nalysis considered a complete mission from steady-state ground
idle through takeoff and climb to maximum cruise. Included in the transient
was a throttle chop _rom maximum at 6.09 km (20,000 ft) climb to flight idle.
After holding to flight idle for 320 seconds the engine was taken back to
maximum-climb power. This maximum-climb, hot-rotor reburst was analyzed to
determine the relative clearance between the rotor and casing.
The rotor gas temperatures at idle and maximum power were defined by
using commercial engine data. At idle power the combustor is burning on the
pilot dome only; this generates a spiked profile that persists even into the
LPT. The spiked profile does mix out as the gases flow through the five stages
of the LPT. But since there is not much work extraction in the LPT at idle
power, temperature drop through the five stages is insignificant. The profile
effect combined with the low-work-extraction effect causes the hub temperature
to increase as the gas flows through the turbine. This is typified by the
idle profile at the LPT inlet and exit as presented in Figure 25.
A detailed thermal model of the rotor structure was constructed. It con-
tained 532 nodes, as shown in Figure 33, and extended from the Stage 1 disk for-
ward seal back through the fifth-stage rotor. A generous porticm of the torque
cone was included so chat boundary effects could be evaluated. The heat-trans-
fer model also included 192 separate time-dependent boundary conditions, 173
metal-to-metal contact resistances, and 4 separate temperature-deiendent mate-
rial property tables. Rotor temperatures throughout the mission were defined
for both the base and the growth engines. Figure 34 shows rotor temperatures
at various locations for the growth engine 120 seconds into a hot-day takeoff.
The spacer arm reached a temperature of 616" C (1141" F), well within the tem-
perature limits of the Into 718 material. But the seal reached a temperature
of 668" C (1235" F); this made it the temperature-limiting item in the rotor
assembly. 8owever, the seal temperature was still within the design limit of
677" C (1250" F).
3.7 CASING COOLING SYSTEM
The LPT is cooled with fan air impinging on the outside of the casing
from an array of holes located in a manifold surrounding the complete casing.
Commercial experience has shown this approach to be reliable and the least
costly from a performance standpoint since LPT fan air is used. Thrust is
also recovered from the fan air as it is ejected out the primary-nozzle center
vent. As shown in Figure 35, the impingement holes are located over the vane/
seal hangers. These areas are the hottest part of the casing and need the
most cooling. The objective is to keep the maximum Into 718 casing tempera-
cure below 677" C (1250" F) and meet the life objectives at the same time.
The detailed transient temperature analysis indicates that this is feasible
when the contact area between vanes and casing is kept to a minimum. It was
also necessary to minimize the length of the hangers and to increase the con-
duction area between the hanger and casing. Blankets of low-conductivity
material were placed between the flowpath components and the easing. This
insulation helps reduce the radiation and gas circulation betwee_ the hot
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flowpath and the casing. Each insulation blanket is covered with 0.005 to
0.008 cm (2 to 3 mil) thick Into 600 metal foil to help maintain the integrity
of the insulation material between overhauls. Where the foil might be exposed
to hot, high-velocity flowpath gases, the foil thickness has been increased to
0.015 cm (6 mils).
Casing cooling is accomplished by means of an impingement manifold
extending around the complete LPT casing. The coolant is collected by a
scoop located in the fan bypass duct. The cooling air is then fed through a
circumferential duct to the LPT casing impingement manifold. The impingement
manifold consists of four 90" sectors with one axial distribution plenum per
section as shown in Figure 36; 1.27-cm (0.5-in.) diameter tubes distribute
the cooling air circumferentially around the casing. The cooling air leaves
the tubes through 0.064-cm (25-mil) diameter impingement holes evenly distrib-
uted in each circumferential tube. The 0.064-cm (25-mil) impingement hole is
the minimum size that extensive commercial engine experience has shown to have
no plugging problems. The hole spacing in each ring has been adjusted to give
the desired cooling for each turbine stage. The =pacing parameter (distance ÷
diameter) varies from 9 to 16, and the total number of holes yields a total
impingement flow area of 13.97 cm 2 (2.165 in2). This impingement flow area
is the minimum flow area in the cooling-supply system. All other pipes and
ducts have flow areas at least three times larger than the impingement flow
area.
In order to complete the detailed heat-transfer analysis of the casing,
a thermal model was constructed. Figure 37 illustrates the detailed thermal
model; it consists of 534 nodes, 5 different materials, 121 metal-to-metal
contact reslstances, and 56 time-dependent boundary conditions of temperature
and heat-transfer coefficients. The thermal model extended from ahead of the
Stage 1LPT nozzle flange to beyond the Stage 5 shroud aft-sunnort flange.
The high hcat transfer coefficients associated with the LPT gas flowpath
and the low heat-transfer coefficients associated with the casing external
impingement cooling system were input into the detailed thermal model. Radi-
ation from the casing was also factored into the detailed thermal model. The
gas temperatures along the casing flowpath, with only the combustor p£1ot
stage burning, were factored into the idle-temperature definition. A complete
flight transient analysis was conducted. The most severe temperature distrib-
ution occurs at the end of the maximum takeoff segment of the flight mission
and last for 2 minutes. After this point, the engine is throttled back to
maximum-climb power setting, and the LPT inlet temperature drops by 56" C
(I00" F).
Since the LPT ACC is combined with the casing cooling system, two analy-
ses were conducted on the casing. The two analyses consisted of the casing
cooling extremes: (i) minimum cooling _o keep the casing temperatures within
limits and (2) maximum cooling to define the closure capability of the cooling
system and worst temperacure gradients. The temperature distribution in the
casing at 2 minutes into the takeoff transient is presented in Figure 38 for
the mtnimim cooling of 0.08% W25. The temperature distribution at the end of
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takeoff with the maximum cooling of 0.3% is presented in Figure 39. The
analyses indicated that 0.08% W25 casing cooling at the second-stage nozzle
hangers may not be enough. With the maximum cooling of 0.4% W25 , the _tage 2
nozzle hangers are well below the 677" C (1250" F_ _emperarure. These areas
will be watched closely in the ICLS test in order to find out i_ additional
flow will be required to keep the casing hanger temperatures at an acceptable
level.
3.8 STAGE 1 NOZZLE
Extensive analysis on the heat transfer design of the Stage I nozzle has
been completed. This analysis includes the outer casing and flowpath struc-
ture, the Stage I vane, and the inner flowpath structure (see Figure 30).
Because of the critical nature of the nozzle support structure, the HPT aft
wheel-space purge, the interturbine seal blockage, and the LPT rotor blockage,
a detailed temperature analysis has been made of each of these areas.
The analysis of the outer flowpath structure included the casing, the
nozzle support ring, the transition flowpath, and the HPT Stage 2 aft shroud-
support ring. Several changes were made In the design of the nozzle support
structure during the detail design phase. Most of these changes were directed
toward establishing an effective, reliable means of supplying rotor cooling ai_
while keeping air leakage to a minimum and meeting the hardware life require-
ments. The final design meets these objectives. A detailed trans.ent heat-
transfer analysis of the final design has been completed. The _hermal model
(Figure 40) contains 375 nodes of 4 different materials, 37 contact resis-
tances, and 27 time-dependent boundary conditions of temperature and heat-
transfe: coefficients. Also, radiation from the casing was factored into the
model. The complete flight mission was analyzed thermmlly. The analysis
included the effects of ACC cooling on the HPT/LPT casing. The point in the
engine mission exhibiting the most severe thermal gradients occurred 30 seconds
after the lO-second accel from ground idle to full-power takeoff on a hot day.
Cne of the concerns with the design was the rabbet seal between the
nozzle support ring and the casing. It is imperative that the rotor cooling
supply system seal leakage be kept to a minimum. Extensive investigative
analysis was done to assure that the seal stayed tight under all transient
conditions. The critical takeoff portion of the mission presented no problems.
The internal nozzle support structure quickly heated while the casing was
somewhat slower to respond. The thermal coefficient of expansion is comparable
for both rings and results in a tight fit since the fast-responding inner ring
grows outward against the slow-responding casing. Some leakage occurs during
the descent transient from maximum cruise to flight idle where the seal has a
tendency to open up. The fast-responding inner ring cools faster than the
casing, and eventually the inside ring is cooler than the casing. The worse
condition occurs at about 450 seconds after the throttle chop from maximum
cruise to flight idle. In order to overcome this leak problem, a 360" heat
shield was placed over the rabbet seal ring. Because the heat comes from the
rotor purge air, the heat shield reduces the effective heat transfer coeffi-
cient, thus slowing the rate of response. The shield eliminates the tempera-
ture-gradient reversal during the descent transient. The detailed temperature
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distribution was defined and mechanical loads were evaluated at the 450-second
point into the descent transient in an effort to evaluate the seal gap. The
temperature distribution at the critical time is given in Figure 41. Although
the seal ring is 12" C (22" F) warmer than the adjacent casing, the seal will
open to 0.013 cm (5 mils). This results in a 0.22% W25 leak through the gap.
Inasmuch as this occurs during the flight descent, no service problems will
result, but efforts have continued in order to further reduce the gap. The
prime thermal mismatch is caused by the other sections of the 360" plenum
cooling, by as much as 83" C (150" F), faster than the casing. The biggest
problem was caused by the cooling air impinging on the 360" manifold at six
locations around the casing where the LPT cooling air entered the through-pipes
in the casing. To further improve the clearance between the casing and seal
ring, a heat/splash shield was plac_,d under each of the six pipes entering the
casing. The splash shield is 15.2 cm (6 in.) wide in the circumferential
direction and fastened to the nozzle support ring by two bolts. The improve-
sent produced by the heat/splash shield will cut seal leakage virtually to
zero. The end result is a plenum that has a good therual match with the
casing to keep the seal leakage to a acinimum over the complete _¢ission. The
interference fit between the seal ring and the casing during accel will also
be reduced. This will diminish the possibility of wear due to transient
axial-growth variation when there is a large interference fit at the seal. In
addition, the Stage I vane was analyzed because it is the prime load-carrying
member for the inner flowpach structure and the flowpath for the rotor cooling
air. From previous engine experience, the highest stress print is the vane
leading edge (LE). Early in the detail design, the preliminary heat-transfer
calculations indicated that it was reasonable to reduce the LE temperature 28"
C (50* F) below gas stream. Since the gas-stream temperature at the 90% vane
span was 949" C (1740" F) for a hot streak on a deteriorated engine, the LE
had to be cooled below 921" C (1690" F). At the same time, the pressure drop
required to maintain sufficient cooling flow through the nozzle had to be kept
to a minimum. Temperature reduction and pressure-loss objectives were achieved
by adding two ribs in the vane. The ribs were slanted so that the flow was
restricted in the forward cavity at the outer band; the flow was diffused by
tilting the rib aft and gradually increasing the flow area at the hub. This
resulted in LE cavity with the minimum flow area at 90% span and maximum flow
area at the hub. The flow area distribution in the tvo aft cavities were
reversed from the LE cavity. The maximum flow area was at the vane 90% span,
and the minimum flow area was at the hub. This design approach resulted in a
high-velocity cooling flow at the vane outer flowpath LE cavity and a high
heat-transfer coefficient. Turbulence promoters were also added to the inside
of the LE radial cavity as a means of further enhancing the coolant heat
transfer.
A detailed thermal model was set up to assess the temperature distribu-
tion in the vane at the LE and in the rest of the vane, including the trailing
edge. The gas-side heat transfer was defined by using the design velocity
distribution and heat-transfer design practice for this type of airfoil with
no film holes and low Reynold3 number. Local metal and steady-state tempera-
tures at maximum takeoff are presented in Figure 42. The maximum LE tempera-
ture was reduced by more than 28" C (50" F) below gas stream to 918" C (1684"
F). The bulk metal temperature dropped to 871" C (1599" F); this kept the
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maximum LE-to-bulk-temperature difference to 47" C (85" F). Due to the low
cooling at the trailing edge, that section of the airfoil will be effectively
the same as the gas temperature. Even with the worst possible temperature
profile, at the 60 to 70% span, the gas temperature will not get much above
982" C (1800" F) and therefore will not cause any significant life problem
with the Ren_ 125 material in the FPS nozzles or Ren_ 77 in the ICLS
nozzles.
Because of the critical nature of the load-carrying capability of the
Stage I vane LE, investigation was extended to the fillet region of the vane
and outer band. The vane wall thickness was kept the same as the maximum
thickness at the 90% span. But, because the curvature of the LE was greater,
the gas-side heat transfer was reduced, and the area ratio (Agas/Acoolan t)
went down. Although the coolant heat-transfer coefficients went down due to
the reduced flow velocity, net cooling was improved because the cooling surface
area increase had the domi_ting effect. This resulted in a lower metal tem-
perature at the LE.
The next item in the rotor cooling-air-supply system is the inner nozzle
support structure and the inner RPT/LFT transition-duct flowpath and rotor
cavity air-supply plenum. Of the air that is supplied through the vanes, 1.06%
i£ fed through the spoolies into the rotor supply plenum, and O.14% is used
for structure purge and spoolie leakage in the inner nozzle cavity, as shown
in Figures 30 and 31. The purge air will help prevent any hot-gas leakage
from circulating into the cavities around the nozzle inner flowpath cavity.
This will help the nozzle aerodynamic performance by keeping the high-momentum
gases in the flowpath and will improve the hardware life by preventing high
thermal stresses associated with high temperature gradients around the str_c-
ture delivering the rotor cooling air.
In order to define the temperature distribution in the nozzle inner flow-
path structure, a detailed thermal model was constructed. This model (Figure
43) included the 10% vane span, the transition structure, the vane and seal
support structure, and the rotor air-supply plenum. The thermal model con-
tained 238 nodes of 4 materials and 32 contact resistances. There were 25
different time-dependent boundary conditions of temperature and heat-transfer
coefficients included in the model. The most severe temperatures occurred
30 seconds after takeoff from ground idle power. Selected temperatures at
this particular time are presented in Figure 44. A transient analysis was
carried out from takeoff through cruise in an effort to define the intertur-
bi_e seal growth for clearance definition in order to assure proper rotor
cavity purge at all cycle conditions.
3.9 ACTIVE CLEARANCE CONTROL
In the design of a high-performance engine like the E 3, component effi-
ciencies must be maintained at a high level. Each component was examined to
define which factors contributed to potential deterioration of engine perfor-
mance. It was found that blade tip clearances had a significant impact on
compressor and HPT/LPT performance. No matter how close the clearances are
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Figure 44. LPT Stage 1 Vane Inner Seal Temperatures at 30 Seconds into HDTO.
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set at engine assembly, they cannot be kept to a minimum at all engine opera-
ting conditions without an indepen@ant means of control. Various factors con-
tribute to _ _creased blade tip clearance, thereby reducing component/engine
performance. [n the LPT, the items that contribute to tip clearance deterior-
ation are:
l°
Transient Thermal/Mechanical Growth - Mechanical growth of the rotor
structure and mechanical-plus-thermal growth of the airfoils occur
within i0 to 20 seconds after start of a typical accel from ground
idle to maximum-power takeoff. Thermal growth of the casing is
significantly slower. Such growth will cause the blade tip clear-
ance to transiently close, possibly causing a tip rub. In the LPT
the stationary shrouds are constructed of metal honeycomb which can
be rubbed out very easily by the blade tip-seal teeth. However, as
the casing heats up, it moves rapidly out and away from the rotor
and leaves a gap between the stationary shroud and the blade seal
teeth.
2. Engine Bendin_ - Engine bending occurs because thrust reaction must
be carried out of the engine to the airframe through the engine
mounts. Thrust at sea level static, maximum-power takeoff is six
times higher than cruise thrust. The high takeoff thrust reaction
causes the casing to distort and go out of round. Sections of the
stationary shrouds will rub while other sections will have larger
than normal clearance and will not rub. When the thrust loads are
reduced, the casing returns to a normal, round configuation. The
section_ of the shrouds that were subjected to a rub now have a
larger clearance between the honeycomb seal and the blade seal
teeth. Flight maneuver loads can also cause a rub. Because of the
mass and inertia of the rotor, a rub can occur when a sudden flight
maneuver is transmittea to the rotor through the roller and thrust
bearings. There will be bending in the rotor structure between
bearings; this will result in a rub between the blades and station-
ary shrouds. The magnitude and iocation of the rub will depend on
the severity and direction of the maneu"er. Once the rub has
occurred and the flight maneuver ceases, the rotor will return to
the normal position relative to the casing, and locally the clear-
ances will be larger. Larger clearances will also be available
during takeoff and climb, when the maximum distortions are expected.
3. Rotor and Stator Vibrations - The rotor will be subjected to various
levels of vibration depending on the natural frequencies and excita-
tions that might exist in the engine. The vibration will increase
when the frequency _f the stimulus approaches the natural frequency
of the rotor or a component in the rotor structure. Similarly, She
casing or stationary components also can vibrate and can enhance
the possibility of a blade rub.
If the performance of an engine is to be improved by reducing the LPT
blade tip clearance, the above-mentioned distortions must be reduced, or the
configuration must be designed to accommodate them. Both methods of improve-
ment are being incorporated in the E 3. Distortions are being reduced by
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evaluating better methods of transmitting engine loads. Vibrations are being
kept to a minimumthrough the judicious location of the bearings designed to
transmit loads with a minimumof structural distortion. At cruise, once the
distortion loads and vibration have diminished, the clearances are closed
downby the ACCsystem.
ACCin the E3 LPT is accomplishedby shrinking the casing that supports
the stationary seals. During steady-state cruise conditions, the casing
skrinkage is accomplished by coo]in_ the metal - taking advantage of the high
coefficient of thermal expansion of Inco 718. By cooling the casing 167°C
(300" F) it is quite possible to reduce the casing dimmeter by 0.304 cm (120
mils). This temperature reduction will reduce the clearance by 0.152 cm (60
mils) and is more than adequate to accomplish the objective of active clear-
ance control. The casing-cooling system relies heavily on experience with
the CF6-50LPTcasing impingement-cooling system. In this system the low-
pressure, low-temperature fan air is used as coolant and is impinged on the
outside of the LPT casing by means of an array of manifolds. In the E 3 sys-
tem, fan air is extracted from the fan duct by means of a scoop. The air is
routed to the impingement manifold through a control valve and 270 ° core-cowl
manifold. Clearance control is accomplished by adjustment of the impingement
cooling flow by means of an air valve. By judiciously setting the valve,
by means of the engine control system, the quantity of impingement-cooling
flow to the LPT casing can be controlled. The controlled flow rate, in turn,
controls the _mount of casing temperature reduction; this defines the casing
shrinkage and thus blade-tip clearance. As the control-valve flow area is
increased, reducing the flow restrictions, more air will flow from the fan
stream to the impingement manifold, cooling the casing to a lower temperature.
As the casing temperature is reduced, the diameter shrinks, and the blade tip
clearance becomes smaller.
The ACC valve in the FPS will be controlled by the full-authorlty, digi-
tal electronic control (FADEC). Fan speed, fuel flow, and compressor exit
temperature and pressure will be the FADEC input used to control the LPT ACC
system. The FADEC will define the best clearances for a particular flight
condition. The thermal mistory of the rotor and casing will be factored into
the control so that the required cooling for the casing can be defined. The
valve setting required to achieve the desired cooling flow will then be met.
The ACC fan scoop (Figure 45) is a split design combining the HPT and
LPT ACC air supplies. This design was chosen over the separate-scoop design
as a means of keeping the amount of fan-duct blockage and scoop drag to a
minimum. The fan-duct scoop is split down the middle into the HYT and LPT
sections by a sheet metal divider. This divider segregates the HPT and LPT
cooling air from the inlet of the scoop unit after impingement. Separate
valves are provided to control the amount of cooling air delivered to the HPT
and the LPT.
The scoop is mounted away from the wall to avoid ingestion of the boundary
layer flow. After the air enters the scoop it is diffused in an effort to
recover as much of the fan-duct dynamic pressure as possible. After the air
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diffuses to a 2:1 area ratio, it dumps into a rectangular duct that directs
the air to the control valve (Figure 46). After flowing through the valve the
air dumps into a 270 ° sector manifold inside the core engine cowl. The flow
splits and flows circumferentially around the LPT in the rectangular duct.
The llow divides and flows circumferentialiy around the LPT in the rectangular
duct. The flow is bled off the rectangular core-cowl plenum at four locatio_.o
(two on each side of the engine) and into the LPT casing impingement manifold.
After the air impinges on the casing, it discharges through the rear frame _nd
out the primary-nozzle center vent. A bulkhead is required to segregate the
core-cowl purge air from both the HPT and the LPT ACC air. _is is located
ahead of the HPT casing and extends from the casing to the core cowl. An
extensive effort has been made to seal all possible leaks into the core cowl
in order to maintain the performance of the ACC cooling system.
To evaluate the ACC, it was first necessary to look at the required
casing cooling at various engine cycle conditions. Shown. in Figure 47 are
several engine cycle conditions that were evaluated. At ground idle, the
casing cooling will be reduced to a minimum value. This will allow the casing
to be at a higher temperature during takeoff transients but still keep it
within the material limiting _em_erature of 677" C (1250" F). Maximum rota-
tional loads occur after the engine has ua_ergone acceleration to full takeoff
power and after liftoff has occurred; then casing cooling can be initiated.
Tne _CC will open the valve and admit 0.15% W25 of fan airflow to the impinge-
ment ._anifo!d where it cools the casing and closes the clearances to the
requi_d range. Since the rotor rpm and blade metal temperatures are at the
highes, level, very little clearance closure is required. As the engine is
throttled back to maximum-climb power, the metal temperatures drop. When this
occurs, more casing clearance closure, and thus more cooling, is _equired. At
maximum cruise, 66% of the maximum _learance closure is required; _t 60% maxi-
mum cruise, all of the ACC cooling is required. Of course, there are few
cycle points in the engine mission below 60% maximum cruise where t,;_ ACC will
be needed. During approach and flight idle the ACC cooling will b_ =hut off
in anticipation of a throttle burst to a higher power setting.
The performance payoff of the ACC system was defined at the LPT design
point: maximum-climb power at an altitude of 10.67 km (3b,O00 ft). The
clearances with minimum casing cooling ranged between 0.112 cm (44 mils) on
the last stage to 0.022 cm (48 mils) on the first three stages. Since these
clearances can be reduced Lo 0.041 cm (16 mils) at this power setting, tLe
potential clearance reduction is between 0.07 cm (28 mils) on the last stage
to 0.08 cm (32 mils) on the first three stages, as shown in Figure 48. _nis
can be accomplished with the use of about two-thirds of the cooling capability
of the system. The performance payoff for each stage was evaluated, and the
overall LPT efficiency increase was 0.5%. When the cost of the fan air is
factored in, the net payoff is a 0.33% reduction in specific fuel consumption
(sfc). It should be noted _hat this improvement in performance is not only due
to the reduction in blade tip clearance but also to the hub interstage seal
clearances. In cooling the casing, the nozzle diaphragm moved radially inward
and closed down the interstage seal clearances as well. The interstage seal
clearances represent about one-third of the overall system payoff.
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Figure 48. E 3 Low Pressure Turbine Active Clearance
Control Payoff Potential
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3.10 START ANALYSIS
In the development of the E 3, the compressor has continued to be a crit-
ical item. The 23:1 pressure ratio, single-spool compressor is truly an
advancement in the state of the art for a×ial-flow compressors. However_ the
high pressure ratio of the compressor necessitated several features The var-
iable stators in the first five stages had to ha_e more control during start-
up and low-power conditions. The compressor also was designed to provide
stall margin in the front stages during starting conditions. Without bleed,
the aft end of the compressor cannot pass the flow that the front stages are
delivering. The compressor bleed is extracted at the seventh stage where it
has the greatest payoff in terms of flow stability during start. The seventh-
stage bleed air is dumped overboard.
During the early E 3 program start analysis, the required bleed flow
was defined at a maximum of 30% of the compressor inlet flow. This flow
required the turbine inlet temperature to be set at 1149 ° C (2100" F) if the
engine was to be started and accelerated to idle speed within the designated
start time. Several assumptions had to be made in conducting the early start
analysis. These assumptions addressed
• Compressor efficiency at subidle
• Turbine efficiency at subidle
• Compressor stall margin at subidle
All these factors have a significant impact on the required turbine inlet tem-
perature and on compressor-bleed requirements.
During 1980-I_81, both the 2-stage HP air turbine test and the 10-stage
compressor test were completed. The results from these two tests had a signi-
ficant impact on the engine start analysis. The factors that affected the
engine start analysis are:
Ten-point compressor efficiency improvement during start
Five-point HPT efficiency improvement during start
Stall margin achieved with reduced seventh-stage bleed
HPT flow function decrease during start
These improvements during start conditions allow the engine to be accelerated
to idle speed within the required time at a reduced turbine inlet temperature.
The HPT inlet temperature reduction amounts to a 200 ° C (360" F) drop to 949 ° C
(1740" F). The LPT inlet temperature reduction amounts to a more impressive
289" C (520" F) drop to 627 ° C (1160" F). This was attributable to the improve-
ment in turbine efficiency and a reduction in the turbine flow function.
With the substantial reduction in cycle average temperature entering
both the HPT and the LPT, the engine could be started and accelerated to idle
7_
speedwith only the pil_t combustor burning. This causes a substantial outward
skewing of the combustor exit profile. T,le maximum (peak) pattern factor at
the HPT vane inlet is 1.26, and the circumferential-average pattern factor is
0.63. Although this results in local gas-stream temperatures above the maximum
design value, the _teady-state metal t_mpe_ature does not become excessive.
This is due to the reduced cooling-air temperature and the heat-flux environ-
ment (low pressure) during engine start conditions. By the time the hot
streak has reached the LPT, the temperature has attenuated by mixing and work
extraction; the maximum peak pattern factor at the LFT is 0uwn to 0.27, and
the circumferential p_ttern factor is down to 0.21. The attenuation factors
for Lhe double-annular combustor, burning on the pilot stage only, were defined
in the CF6-50 double-annular combustor program. After the 49" C (88" F) T4. 9
design margin is added to the 627" C (1160" F) T4. 9 cycle temperature, the
peak pattern factor yields a hot-streak temperature of 801" C (1474" F). This
is the highest temperature that the LPT Stage ! vane will be exposed to during
start. Because the trailing edge (TE) of this vane is uncooled, a temperature
gradient is set up between the bulk metal and the TE. The maximum temperature
gradient on the vane _ill not exceed 779" C (138 ° F) under steady-state condi-
tions. The maximum transient temperature gradient has been estimated to be
203" C (365" F). This is _ithin acceptable limits.
With an average circumferential pattern factor of 0.21, the LPT vane inlet
yields a 777" C (1431" F) temperature. This is the highest temperature that
the first-stage blade might be exposed to during engine start. There is no
cooling in the blade, so the only temperature gradients are set up during the
transient. The highest gradient between the. TE and the bulk metal temperature
during the start transient is 172" C 6310" F) and occurs 40 seconds after
start. Beause the LPT rotor spool is at a very low speed at this point: no
significant mechanical-loac stresses occur. Therefore, the combined thermal
and mechanical stresses are .or excessive.
A review of component life, based oe updated start tempera' ires and ther-
mal gradients, showed that fuli-iite goals can be expected. The start-tran-
sient thermal gradients in the LPT vanes are less severe than the steady-state,
hot-day-takeoff gradients in the highly cooled HPT Stage I vane and occur at a
substantially lower temperature. The blade transient metal temperature gradi-
ents have been found to be less severe than an earlier analysis indicated. In
the early analysis, which was based on the original dynamic start model, the
full blade life for the required flight missions was achieved. Only a small
percentage of the blade life was used up during the start cycle. These fac-
Lor_ lead to vne conclusion that the LPT life objectives can be achieved with
the current _tact _ycle.
The effe=C_ of engine _tarting on HPT and LPT temperatures will be moni-
tored c_oseiy duLing the F3 program. As information is obtained from tests
of the compressor, the HPT/LPT air turbine_, and the core engine, it will be
factored into the engine-start dynamic model to assure the reliability of both
the ICLS and the FPS.
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4.0 MECH._qlCAL DESIGN
4.1 OVERALL DESIGN APPROACH
A.l.l Description
The LPT to b_ used in the ICLS test is a moderately loaded, close-
coupled, five-stage turbine with uncooled airfoils. Mechanical features are
shown in the Figure 49 cross section.
The LPT casing is a continuous, no-split-flange design with wall insula-
tion and local impingement cooling for improved clearance control. The Stage
I nozzle is a conventionally cast, four-vane segment attached by a hooked tang
at the outer flowpath. Stages 2 through 5 nozzle vanes are cast, multivane
segments attached by hook tangs to the outer-case supports. Outer honeycomb
seals are brazed to sheet metal backing strips that hook into the outer casing
and assist in the radial retention of the Stages 2 through 5 nozzles. The inner
diameters of these vanes have integral seals which consist of honeycomb brazed
to the cast vane seal support. A full-ring inner seal is bolted to the Stage 1
vane and consists of three sections of honeycomb brazed to a sheet metal struc-
ture.
Material selections for the LPT static parts are shown in Figure 50 and
listed in Table V.
Table V. LPT Materials.
Component ICLS FPS
Stator
Vane i
Vanes 2-5
Casing
Mani fo Id
Seals
Bolts
Nuts
Rotor
Blades 1-5
Disks I-5
Blade Retainers
Bolts
Nuts
Ren_ 77
Ren_ 77
Inco 718
321 SS
Hastelloy X
Inco 718
Waspaloy
Ren_ 77
Inco 718
Inco 718
Inco 718
Waspaloy
Ren_ 125
Ren_ 77
Inco 71_
321 SS
Hastelloy X
Inco 718
Waspaloy
Ren_ 77
Inco 718
inco 718
Inco 718
Waspaloy
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The LPT rotor is an uncooled design comprising disks with it,tegral
spacer arms and bolted joints between each stage. The main support cone
extends from the sump between the HPT and LPT rotors and attaches at the LPT
spool between the Stage 3 and Stage 4 disks. LPT blading is a proven, cast
design with tip shrouds and multitang dovetails. Inner stage seals of the
LPT spool are repairable, two-tooth designs and are attached at the bolted
flange joints between the disk spacer connections. They provide good perfor-
mance (low leakage) and easy replacement. The rotor materials are shown in
Figure 50 and listed in Table V.
Overall, the selected LPT configuration is a balanced design with a
strong emphasis on high efficiency and performance while retaining good
maintenance features and low cost.
4.1.2 Design Loads and Limits
The LPT is designed to meet the mechanical loads and limits that are
defined in the E 3 technical requirements and according to GE design prac-
tices. Basic engine cycle performance parameters defining the aerodynamic
design point and the maximum rotor speeds are given in Table VI. The ICLS
engine hard,are is designed to meet two levels of requirements. The blades
are designed for FPS conditions, and the rotor spool and support structures
are designed for growth conditions. Basic aerodynamic design parameters for
Stages 1 and 5 rotors are shown in Table VII and indicate the range between
LPT inlet and exit characteristics.
Design limit stresses are set by the -3o material properties. For high-
cycle fatigue (HCF) life evaluation, a Goodman diagram is used to predict the
maximum allowable vibratory stress where infinite life can be achieved. Low-
cycle fatigue (LCF) stress levels are based on limits as set by parts usage on
36,000 aircraft missions with two stress cycles per mission for rotor parts.
This results in requirements of 72,000 stress cycles for rotor parts and 36,000
stress cycles for all other components. In addition, the disks must be designed
to provide a residual life of 6,000 cycles when the disk has a defect of the
size: 0.025 x 0.076 cm (0.01 x 0.03 in.).
Acoustic considerations imposed separate requirements on the Stage 4
rotor where a 1.4-chord, axial, blade-to-vane gap and a rotor with 156 blades
were needed.
The typical mission with the major time-lapse increments denoted is
shown in Figure 51.
4.1.3 Desig_ Goals
The LPT mechanical configuration is based on meeting the overall engine
requirements of sfc and DOC within the following goals:
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Table VI. LPT Design Cycle Ferformance Parameters.
I,
II.
Flowpath and Clearance
Calcv lation
Cycle Case No. 41
Altitude
Mach No.
_Tamb
Rating
Fan Physical Speed
Maximum Stress
Calculations
C_cle Case No. 72
Altitude
Mach No.
ATamb
Rating
Rotor Physical Speed
(at 2.6% Overspeed)
Cycle Case No. 27
Altitude
Mach No.
&Tamb
Rating
Rotor Physical Speed
(at 2.6% Overspeed)
FPS
!0,668 m (35,000 ft)
0.80
+tO ° C (+18" F)
Max. Climb
3539 rpm
5791 m (19,000 ft)
0.30
+35" C (+63" F)
Takeoff
3611 rpm
(3707 rpm)
Sea Level Static
0.30
+35 ° C (+63" F)
Takeoff
3289 rpm
(3376 rpm)
Growth
10,668 m (35,000 ft)
0.80
+I0 ° C (+18" F)
Max. Climb
3939 rpm
5791 m (19,000 ft)
O.30
+35" C (+63" F)
Takeoff
4079 rpm
(4160 rpm)
Sea Level Static
0.30
+35 ° C (+63 ° F)
Takeoff
3679 rpm
(3777 rpm)
Table VII. uPT Design FPS Aerodynamic Parameters, Design Point.
Parameter Stage 1 Rotor Stage 5 Rotor
Tip Diameter
Tip Speed
Airflow
Inlet Radius Ratio
Aspect Ratio
PT/PT
Numbers of Blades
89.1 cm (35.1 in.)
168.6 m/sec (553 ft/sec)
67.8 k_/sec (149.5 ib/sec)
0.76
3.54
1.30
122
118.3 cm (46.56 in.)
23.7 m/sec (734 ft/sec)
67.0 kg/sec (149.5 ib/sec)
0.64
5.72
i.26
llO
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Performance
Provide a loading parameter of 1.29 at a physical speed of 3457 rpm
at a fully developed efficiency of 91.7% at the Mach 0.8/10.7 km
(35,000 ft) cruise match point.
2. Life
18,000 _ours/18,000 flight cycles for cold (nonflowpath) part_
9,000 hours/9,000 flight cycles for hot (flowpath) parts
Minimize potentially damaging airfoil vibrations
Rotor structures unaffected by blade-out-induced vibrations
Rotor structure designed to 122% of maximum-rated growth physical
speed
. Reliability
Elimination of bolt holes in live disk
Proven blade design
4° Turbine Develolmment
Develop the aerodynamic efficiencies of the blading by a systematic
building-block-approach, air-turbine test orogram.
Design the rotor and b]ading systems to achieve cost, aerodynamic,
and aeromechanical requirements as well as initial reliability equal
to or better tha_ current high-bypass turbofans.
4.2 Rotor
4.2.1 Blade Design
The Block liB air turbine blade features shown in Figure 52 reflect suc-
cessful commercial engine experience. All five stages of the blades are solid
and uncooled and nave two-tang dovetails. The tip shrouds are cast integrally
with the airfoils and have two-tooth seals to prevent leakage past the blade.
The blade airfoils were designed (quantity, chord, shape, size) initially
to meet aerodynamic requirements and then modifled (quantity or shape) as
needed to meet additional mechanical-stress or frequency requirements. Figure
52 shows the major airfoil geometry features. The blade airfoils range in
length from 10.90 cm (4.29 in.) on Stage i to 22.58 cm (8.89 in.) on Stage 5.
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Stage i
St age 2
Stage 3
Stage 4
St age 5
i Number
.of Blades
120
122
122
156
llO
CH , Root
Chord ,
cm (in.)
3.05
(1.20)
3.05
(1.20)
3.30
(1.30)
3.07
(l.2l)
l
I Tip
Chord,
! cm ( in. )
T
3.10
i
i (i .22)
;
i 3.18
i (1.25)
F
I
1 3.51
(1.38)
2.90
(1.14)
4.22
(1.66)
L, Blade
Length,
I
cm (in.)
i
10.90
(4.29)
i 13.74
I
: (5.41)
16.66
(6.56)
I 20.22
(7.96)
22.58
(8.89)
i 3,54
_ 4.39
i
!
! 4.99
7.47
5.72
Two-Tooth
Integral
Tip Shroud
Solid Uncooled
Blade
p
©
Material: Cast Ren_ 77
7
I
_ Decambered Blades
Stages 1, 2, 3
Two-Tang Dovetail
Figure 52. LPT Blade Features of Stages I Through 5.
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The aspect ratios range from 3.54 on Stage 1 to 7.47 on Stage 4. The large
aqpect ratio on Stage 4 is due to the aerodynamic "flask" design of the air-
foil. The chord dimension decreases from the root to the pitch and then
increases from the pitch to the tip. The smaller chord at midspan produces
a larger aspect ratio. Also, there are more blades in Stage 4 than in any
other stage. The larger numberof blades (].56) was selected to improve
acoustic emissions by increasing blade-passing frequency and by providing
a larger nozzle-to-blade gap due to the shorter blade chord.
Additional typical airfoil geometry features are shownin Figure 53.
Leading-edgeand trailing-edge diameters are shownfor the root, pitch, and
tip sections. They range from 0.079 cm (0.031 in.) o, Stage I to 0.048 cm
(0.O19 in.) on Stage 4. In addition, area and maximumthickness _re [,lotted
versus percent _pan. In all stages, the ma×imumthickness and area through
the blade sha_:_are larger than those through the airfoil in order to pro-
vide addedstrength adjacent to the dovetail attachment. An angled platform(5° from axial) was used on the Stage 4 blade to provide an adequate platform
for the highly staggered airfoil shape (Figure 54).
Each blade airfoil was analyzed for combinedspanwise stresses. Figure
55 showsthese stresses for significant Stage I airfoil locations. The
airfoil was tilted tangentially to balance the leading-edge and maximum-con-
vex stresses_ Axial and tangential offsets were provided at the blade root
to reduce the peak stresses in the dovetail. A summaryof airfoil stresses
is presented in Table VIII.
Blade airfoil rupture life was calculated by using a mission-mix analysis.
Sevenoperating points were chosento represent the full range of engine/air-
craft mission points (Table IX). The resulting rupture lives and HCFallowable
stresses for the airfoils are shownin Figures 56 through 60. The minimum
allowable vibratory stress value is based on GEengine experience. All blades
were found to have adequate rupture lives and HCFvibratory capabilities.
LCF lives were calculated at maximumhot-day takeoff stresses. For each
mission, _t was c iservatively assumedthat there were two LCFcycles: one
for takeoff and .e for _hrust reverse. Therefore, 36,0,70cycles would result
from 18,O00misslons. All blades were found to ha_e LCF life in excess of
100,O00cycles, versus 36,000 cycles required, as shownin Table X.
Vibration analyses were performed to ensure that there were no resonances
of blade natural frequencies with major engine stimulation forces in the
steady-state operating range. Typical modeshapes investigated were first
flex, first torsion, first axial, and two-stripe (Figure 61).
Results of the resonance study for the Stage 1 blade are shownin Figure
62. The only cross points (intersections of forcing functions wlth blade
natural frequencies) near the steady-state operating range are for the second
torsional modewith both the Stagc I vane line (72/rev) and th_ Stage 2 vane
line (102/rev_. (There are no knownproblems in the secondtorsio,_al modefor
previous engine designs; therefore, no prob]ems are expected with this blade.)
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S[a:es 1,2,3,5, Blades
L Platform
F
Axial Edge
to Platform
_-_Blade Root Section
Stage 4
_---Axial Design Not Used
/ o
/
High Airfoil Stagger Would Exceed
Available Planform if Axial Design
Were Used.
Figure 54. Blade Platform Planform Selection.
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BuLk Blado Tee_rlture
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• C
Stress, Hot Day Takeoff, 3707 r_
Figure 55. LPT StaKe i Blade Stress and Temperature Distribution.
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Table VIII. Airfoil Stress Summary - Takeoff Condition.
St He 1 2 ] _ 3
Cent r L fu@al $Crea_
Pitch, MPs (kJ_)
l_adi_ Edge beulclmC $treee
Pzcch, MgPa (ks_)
toot, NIPs (ksi)
Uncorrected G4e S_tmdin I 8trens
&oo¢, Mh (ksi)
_£.3
(6.O)
53.1
(7.7)
73.8
(10.7)
62.7
(9. t)
133.1
(19.3)
57.9
(8._,)
b6.7
(9.7)
101.3
(14.7)
59.3
(8.6)
1_0.3
(21.8)
62.7
(9.1)
87.5
(12.7)
lO&.l
(15.1)
qN_.5
(1_,.0)
157.9
(22.9)
&4.8
(12.3)
88.2
(12.8)
12&. 1
(18.0)
BB.q
(12.9)
207.5
(30. I)
93. I
(_3.5)
136.5
(19.8)
106.9
(15.5)
13&.4
(19.5)
2_,8.2
(36.0_
Table IX. LPT Mission Analysis Used for Airfoil Rupture Creep
Life Calculat ions.
i I I
I Tu_ ar I Altitude, i _ch
Po_r S4e¢c_n I Condttton (hr) : m(ft) t ._o.
.kEix. Takeoff 159.5 0 0.3
p
_aL_. Takeoff ; _5q.5 0
_mx. Clzmb
_x. CI ,rob
_Lix. Crul_
_J_x. Crui_
1,685
1,685
5,515
1,838
6,958
18,000
, 3,0_,8
(lO.O00)
I
! 10,668
( 35,000)
10,668
: (35,000)
i 15,2_K)
: (50,000)
! o
I
0.3
0._53
0.8
0.8
0.8
l IATimb i
I " C (" F) +
i
-18
(,33)
o3
(°6)
-10
(°18)
-10
(.18)
°10
(+18)
°lO
(-18)
*10
(.18)
T_ 9
rim i " C (" F) !
3707 _ 9?0
+
,'. "_88 )
3707 873
(160_)
3_53 871
(160l)
3633 870
(1599)
3526 B&3
(15_9)
3a,77 B_
(1552)
2800 677
(1250}
," £
P_9 Tot
xPa (psi)
586
(85)
586
(85)
&62
(67)
262
(38)
(36)
120
207
(30)
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Forcing Function
O'
Torsion
First Axial
First Torsion
I I Flex
1OOO Forcing Function
Core ÷ Fan
0 1000 2000 3000 4000
LPT Rotor Speed. rim
Figure 62. Stage i Blade (Pinned Tip) Resonant Frecuency Analysis.
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Blade Airfoil LCF Life.
Stage
l
2
3
4
5
o Max, MPa (ksi)
75.85 (It.O)i01.36 (14.7)
107.56 (15.6)
129.63 (18.8)
168.24 (21.5)
30
50
30
40
20
% Span
882 (1620)
838 (1540)
746 (1375)
693 (1280)
624 (1155)
*Required Life = 36,000 Cycles
LCF Life Cycles*
Temperature,
" c (" F)
>105
>105
>105
>105
>105
Thus, the vibration characteristics of the Stage 1 blade are completely satis-
factory.
Similar analyses were performed on blade designs for Stages 2 through 5
blades; no indications of vibration problems were found.
The blades were also analyzed for sensitivity to flow-induced vibration
(flutter). A flutter index was calculated for the torsional and flexural
modes of vibration, and this index was compared with v_lues obtained from
prior GE engine evaluations. All blade designs met the flutter-vibration
requirements as shown in Table XI.
Table XI. LPT Flutter Analysis.
Calculation
• Flutter Index =w-ffi Relative Flow Velocity
I/2 Blade Chord - Blade Natural Frequency
Check Both Flexural and Torsional Flutter
Safety Factor ='_4ax. AllowableP_Calculated
Results
Safety Fact o_"
i , , i
• Torsion
• Flex
= = --
I Stae I
1 2 3 4 5
2.3 1.8 1.6 I .0 1.3
4.9 4.0 3.4 1.8 2.2
Conclusion
All Blades Meet Flutter Vibration Requirements (Factor _I)
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Analyses were performed to determine combined blade/disk vibration fre-
quencies in the operating range and to establish that there were no resulting
detrimental ex:itations. The modes investigated were the 2, 4, and 6 diame-
ter types. The combined blade/disk natural frequencies for each disk stage
are plotted against existing engine excitations ill Figure 63 for Stage i. A
review of this plot (Campbell diagram) showed that even the potentially limit-
ing mode, the 2-diameter on Stage i, has greater than the desired frequency
margin with the 2/rev excitation line thcoughout the engine operating range.
Thus, no vibration problems are indicated at any frequency.
The blade tip shrouds provide rotational fixity for resistance to vibla-
tion and also serve as tip seals against gas leakage. The tip shroud sizing
and design considerations are listed in Figure 64. The tip shroud geometries
were based on commercial engine experience with thicknesses set by stress and
frequency requirements. Temperatures considered in the analyses were for the
hot-day takeoff condition.
Figure 65 shows a typical view of two adjacent tip shrouds after assem-
bly. S_d teeth are used on the seals so that they will cut into the station-
ary honeycomb seals rather than crushing into them. A hard coating, applied
by flame-spraying, is used on the tip-shroud interlock surfaces to prevent
excessive wear. C_64 hard coat will be used on Stages I and 2 because it has
good high-temperature wear characteristics, and Triballoy T800 will be used
on Stages 3, 4, and 5 because it has excellent wear characteristics at lower
temperatures.
An LPT flowpath improvement in the Block lib design provided axial
lengthening in the upstream portion of the tip shrouds on Stages I, 2, and 3
in order to achieve larger overlaps at the outer fl_,path. This tip shroud
extension, although improving performance, had adverse effects with respect
to streeses and vibrations. Consequently, the first three stages of tip
shrouds were thickened to ensure that they would meet the life requirements
and that the lowest natural frequencies would be higher than vane-passing
frequencies by sufficient margins.
Figure 66 shows the results of the Stage I blade tip-shroud analysis.
The tip shrouds were analyzed for stress and frequency. A creep limit stress
was calculated based on reaching plastic creep c_ring the 18,000-hour mission
shown in Table IX. The frequencies of the overhangs were calculated and com-
pared to the vane-passing frequencies of the adjacent stages. As indicated
in Figure 66, the Stage 1 tip shroud meets the creep limit stress criteria
and has sufficient frequency margins over vane-passing frequencies. Similar
analyses were made for the shrouds of Stages 2 through 5; again, no problems
were found with vibration stresses.
One additional region, the blade platform angel wings, wa_ checked for
potential vibration problems. Short overlaps are used in current GE engines,
and these angel wings have natural frequencies much higher than any _tator
vane-passing-frequency excitation. The E 3 LPT angel wings are much longer,
for improved performance, so they have lower frequencies and, thus, greater
potential for coincidence with stator excitation. Th_ analyses performed on
97
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Figure 63. Stage i Coupled Blade Disk Cambell Diagram.
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• OCher Shrouds Also Meet Stress and Frequency Requirements
Section
I-I
2-2
3-3
4"-4
Stress MPa (ksi) Frequency
Actual
82.7 (12.0)
78.6 (11.4)
51.0 (7.4)
75.8 (II.0)
Creep
Limit
37.6 (12.7)
87.6 (12.7)
187.6 (12.7)
87.6 (12.7)
I Actual
(Hz)
10,490
14,620
15,800
15_310
% Margin
Over
102 S2*
4o
57
6O
59
*Stage 2 Vane Fo.-ced V_bration, 102 per Revolution
Figure 66. LPT Stage 1 Blade Tlp Shroud Stress/Life and Frequency.
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the blade angel wings were comparable to chose for the tip shrouds described
above. The angel wings were analyzed as cantilevered beams. Figure b7 shows
that the Stage I angel wings met the creep limit stress criteria and that
they had sufficient frequency margins over vane-passing frequencies. Similar
analyses were made for Stages 2 through 5 angel wings. Again, no problems
were indicated.
The LPT blades are retained in dovetail slots by two different methods.
On Stages l, 2, and 3, they are retained from aft movement by integrally cast
retainers on the ends of the dovetails, as shown in }igure 68, and are retained
against forward movement by the rotor seals. On Stages 4 and 5 the blades are
retained against forward and aft movement by formed tab retainers as showll in
Figure 69.
Stages l, 2, and 3 blade retainers were designed so that they would
not exceed material limits when a maximum design force (larger than the ex-
pected steady-state force) was applied at the end of the retainer. Figure 68
shows that all these retainers either meet or exceed the required strength.
The designs of thp Stage 4 and 5 blade retainers were based on correla-
tions with CF6 load tests. Thickening of the retainers was necessary for
resisting axial transition (push-out) to meet requirements. The depths of
the disk dovetail slots were increased slightly to allow room for the thick-
ened retainers. The blade retainers are designed to withstand push-out force
greater than the calculated applied loads.
As a result of these stress/life and frequency studies; the blade designs
for all five stages are judged mechanically acceptable.
A.2.2 Dovetail Attachments
The dovetail design has been specifically tailored _o the load "ondi-
tions and design requirements of the E 3. Commonality in dovetail size was
achieved by using the same size for Stages I, 2, and 3; this provides a sub-
stantial saving in the cost of cutting tools. Stage 5 uses the saum dovetail
configuration except that the slot bottom was altered to permit a larger blade
retainer. The Stage 4 dovetail is smaller due to the larger number of Stage
4 blades (required for acoustic considerations) which must fit into the same
disk-rim circumference.
Detail stress distributions for the Stage I dovetail are shown in Figure
70. The peak stresses for the blade and disk a_e tndicated by the "boxed"
values and are the LCF life-limiting locations. A summary of peak stresses
and life values is shown in Table XII for all five stages of blades and disks.
Life requirements are met for all stages.
row.
4.2.3 Disks
Each disk is sized in proportion to the centrifugal loading of the blade
The spacer arms are forged integrally with the disks and are tapered to
102
mw
Aft
Angel
Wing
Forward
Angel
Wlng
Other Stage Angel Wings Also M_et Stress and Frequency Requirements
Sect lon
Forward Angel Wing
Aft Angel Wing
Stress, MPa (ksl) Frequency
Actual Creep Limit
162 (23.5)
162 (23.5)
A C t t_1,
(Sz)
12,725
82170
% Margin
Over
102 $2"
s(¢
23%
*Stage 2 Vane Forced Vibration, 102 pe,: Revolution
FI gure 6 7 • LPT Stage 1 Blade Angel Wing Stress/Life and Frequency.
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/
Blade
St_e 1
Stqze 2
Stalre 3
tl. cl (in.)
0. i09 (0. 043)
O. lU (0. OSO)
O.1T3 (0.068)
Omax., HIPs
t 2. cs (ta._ } F, N (lbf) (ks/)
0.267 (0,105) I 894 (201) 620.5 (90)
0.292 (0.115) i 1103 (248) 627.5 (91)
0.343 (0.135)11561 (351) 634.3 (92)
Design Allowable:
0.2_ Yield Stre_gLh
at 649" C (1200" FI
l_Pa (ksl)
63_.3 (92)
634.3 (92)
634,3 (92)
Figure 68. Blade Retainers f,'r Stages 1, 2, and 3.
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Conditions
• Hot Day Takeoff
Forward
/ ._..t.._'//®/> 0i;Lioo
/ / ./_-,,L" /_,, / / t o_ Rotat io_
C / //I; q...q
h o/ 6 _Y
Blade
Disk
_Pa
Stresses (ksi)
Location
Position
1 2 3 4 5 6 K t
Blade
DI sk
118.6 IQI.8 165.5 91.7 178.6 104.8
1.62
A (17.2) (27.8) .(24.0) (13.3) (25.9) (15.2)
w !
B I(31.3)i(27.0) (29.2) (17.6) 1.59
C
D
(i9.8)
66.9 191.7 171.0
(9.7) (27.8) .(24.8)
144.8 _ 180.0
(21.0)1(20.8) I (26.1)
MaximamStress
(15.4)
46.9 181.3 57.2
1.60
(6.8) (26.3) (8.3)
116.5 194.4 130.3
1.60(16.9) (28.2) (18.9)
Figure 70. LPT Stage ! Dovetail Stress Distribution.
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become thinner in the region away from the disk web attachment. Spacer arm
stresses in the LPT rotor were calculated at the limiting time steps a_d are
shown in Figure 71. There are no bolt hole stress concentrations in the main
load-carrying disk webs. Instead, the bolt holes are located in the low-
stressed spacer arms. A bolt analysis was conducted, and the results are
shown in Table XlII. The arm;table clamping load of the bolting was shown
to exceed the requirements, even _fter the relaxation effects of 9000 hours
of engine operation. Table ](IV describes the bolts and nuts selected for each
disk stage and also lists the limiting mode of "failure."
Analyses of transient engine operation were run to identify the critical
operating point (combined speed and temperature gradient) for each disk. As a
typical example, Figure 72 shows the stress distributions for the Stage 1 disk
at the critical operating point. A summary of disk LCF life limits is given
in Table XV. All disk designs meet or exceed the minimum life requirement:
72,000 cycles. An overspeed analysis was conducted to determine whether the
disks met the 120% redline speed requirement. All disks meet burst-speed
requirements with margin to spare.
4.2.4 Seals
LPT rotor seals have several functions. The primary function is to
prevent leakage past the vanes. Stages l, 2, and 3 seals have two other
important functions: to prevent forward movement of the blades and to direct
cooling flow to the blade/disk dovetails. All seals meet life requirements.
4.3 LPT STATOR
4.3.1 St.age 1 Nozzle Subassembly
The Stage I LPT nozzle assembly comprises the inner and outer transition
ducts, Stage I LPT nozzle, nozzle support, forward inner seal support, aft
inner seal support, and miscellaneous parts such as spoolies, windage shields,
heat shield, splash shield, nuts, and bolts. A schematic of this assembly is
shown in Figure 73.
One unique f_ature of this assembly is to direct fifth-stage compressor
air down through the nozzle airfoils to purge the Stage 2 HPT disk aft cavity
and to pressurize and purge the Stages 1 through 3 LPT rotor cavity.
Outer Duct
The outer HPT/LPT transition duct is assembled from 18 gene 80 cast and
machined segments. The segments are supported in the front by the nozzle
suppoxt and at the rear by a bolted joint as shown in Figure 74. A transient
heat-transfer analysis was completed for the bIPT aft case and adjacent hard-
ware including the outer ducts. The forward attachment hook of each duct
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2-3
3-4
4-5
Table XIII. LPT Rotor Bolt Analysis.
l equired Clam_ Load, . (ibf) : Available Clasping Load, .(ibf_
Torque _nd Cold Residual Cold
Radial Shear Assy. Clamp Clamp Load
, " 0.15 Separation Load After 9000 Hr
=
13,736
(3,088)
29,625
(0,660)
10,253
(2,3O5)
Torque
- 0. I0
13,745 7,184
(3,090) (I,615)
20,017 8,229
(4,500) (1,850)
27,525 15,680
(6,188) (3,525)
8,398 12,588
(1,888) (2,830)
34,430
(7,7_3)
53,379
(12,000)
21,796
(4,9OO)
21,796
(4,900)
33,139
(7,400)
21,796
(4,900)
Table XIV. Selected Bolts for Rotor Flanges.
Stages
I-2
2-3
3-4
4-5
Bolt Size
cm (in.) Quantity Bolt Raterial
0.635 **
(i/4 D-28)
O. 794
',5/lb D-24)
O. 794
(5/16 D-24)
0.953
(3/8 D-24)
O. 794
(__/16 D/24)
40
60
52
76
4O
Into 718
Into 718
Inco 718
Inco 718
Inco 718
WaspaLoy
_aspaloy
WaspaLoy
Waspaloy
Nut Naterial Limiting :_ode*
t_aximum
Bolt Spacing
Torque
Torque
To rq ue
Flange
tCaspa loy Separat ion
*Design requirement which determines bolt select ton.
**( 4t Diameter - 28 Threads per Xnch)
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Figure 73. LPT Stage 1 Nozzle Assembly.
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segment is scal_oped to ceduce the conduction Peat-transfer path into the
support. Both the forward attachment heJk and the aft attac._ment flange are
saw-cut to reduce thermal stresses. The forward hook is also co_ed with
Triballoy 800 to reduce wear.
All 18 ducts are identical for both the ICLS and the FPS. However, for
ICLS testing, provisiens were made in the ducts for accepting I_ T42 and P42
probes spaced circumferentiatly aroond the HPT aft casing.
Outer Transition-Duct/Nozzle Support
The final configuration of the outer transition-duct/nozzle support is
shown in Figure 74. This support is a 360" ring machined from an Into 718
forging and forms a plenum for the fifth-stage cooling air. The design
features a cylindrical support "arm" that has an interference fit with the HPT
casing and allows the support bolted flange to grow radially during accel,
thereby maincaicing a positive seal with the casing. Figur_ v_ shows effec-
tive stresses at takeoff, as calcula:ed by the GE CLASS/MASS computer program.
The deflection analysis of the support showed that the cylindrical "arm"
would not remain in contact with the HPT casing during a portion of the engine
decel; fifth-stage air leakage would occur at that point. It was determined
that this would occur because of the faster cooling rate of the support com-
pared to the casing, and a thermal shield _as added to minimize the proba-
bility of this leakage occurring.
To reduce wear, all support surfaces which mate with the HPT casing will
be thermal sprayed with Triballoy 800.
The only difference between the FPS and the ICLS designs is the addi-
tion of 14 bosses (spaced circumferentially) on the ICLS support. These bosses
will provide seating surfaces _or the temperature and pressure probes which
will be mounted on the HPT casing.
Sta_e 1LPT Nozzle
The LPT Stage 1 nozzle design has been modified sigE, ific_tiy since the
preliminary design phase. The final design (Figure 73) i_ a high-aspect-
ratio, 72-vane design with constant projected axial chord and radial trailing
edges. A total of 18 nozzle segments per engine set with 4 vanes per segment
will be cast from _en_ 125. The front hook of each segnment will be bolted to
the outer-duct/nozzle support. The nozzle aft hook radial load_ will be
carried by the HPT casing. _ocial airfoil gas loads and inner seal loads will
be resisted by the LP'!'.casing forward flange. The tangential gas
load on the airfoils is transmitted through the nozzle outer hand, the aft
hook, and iL_to the RPT casing via lugs brazed to the aft nozzle hook as shown
in Figure 7b. The operating conditions and calculated design life for the
D
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Stage I nozzle airfoil are displayed in Table XVI and meet all design require-
ments. The results of a similar analysis of the attachment hooks of the
Stage I nozzle are given in Figure 77 and are satisfactory.
Table XVI. LPT Stage i Nozzle Airfoil Operating Conditions and
Calculated Design Life.
• Takeoff, FPS Baseline
Material: Rene 125
TGas Max. = 957" C (1755" F) at 95% Span
TMeta I = 931" C (1708" F), 8" C (47" F) Cooling
TCooli_g (Fifth-Stage Purge) = 404" C (760" F)
1.2% Fifth-Stage Purge Air Maximum Cooling Capability - 22" C (72" F)
Axial Gas Load/Vane = 291N ($5.4 Ibf)
Tangential Gas Lcao/Vane = 348 N (78.2 lbf)
_P Load/Vmne = 263.5 N (59.25 Ibf)
Bending Stress at Limiting Section (Tip, Leading Edge)
a - 118.6 MPa (17.2 ksi)
Rupture Life = _.4
Required Life
0.5% Creep Life
- =4.3
Required Life
LCF Life
=I
Required Life
Leading Edge to Airfoil Radius K t = 2.02
The inner seal support region is made up of three major components (the
aft inner seal support, the forward inner seal support, and the mixer transi-
tion duct); features are illustrated in Figure 78.
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One difference between the FPS and ICLS nozzle designs is that the ICLS
nozzle will be cast Ren_ 77, rather than kcne 125, in order to reduce cost.
The lower creep and rupture life of Rene 77 will be satisfactory for the
planned ICLS testing. Another difference between the two designs is that an
integrally cast T42 probe pad on the nozzle outer band was eliminated from
the ICLS design in order to simplify tooling for the castings. The FPS
nozzles will also be CGdep coated; the ICLS parts will not.
Inner _PT/LPT Transition Duct
The inner transition duct is similar to the oute_ in that it is assembled
from 18 cast Rene 80 segments (Figure 78). The duct segments are supported
radially in the front by the forward inner seal support and at the rear by
slots in the Stage 1 nozzle inner band. The ducts are clamped axially between
a flange on the forward inner seal support and the Stage I nozzle inner band
and are positioL_ed tangentially by pins in the seal-support flange. The duct
forward attachment surfaces are coated with Triballoy 800 to reduce wear. The
FPS and ICLS designs are identical.
Forward Inner Seal Support
The forward inner seal s lpport configuration (Figure 78) is a 360" ring
machined from an Into 718 forging. This structure provides support for a
honeycomb seal located above the Stage 2 HPT blade retainer. Stresses calcu-
lated by CLASS/MASS for the maximum stress condition (takeoff) are shown in
Figure 79.
Aft Inner Seal Support
The LPT aft inner seal support is shown in Figure 78. This support is
fabricated from an Into 718 ring forging with Into 718 sheet metal joined to
it by tungsten inert gas (TIG) welds. A flash-welded Into 718 ring that forms
the backing for the honeycomb seal is then TIG welded to the sheet metal.
The aft inner seal support has several functions: (I) it provides sup-
port for the honeycomb seal over the HPT rotating seals, (2) it ducts fifth-
stage cooling air forward to purge the Stage 2 HPT disk cavity, (3) it directs
cooling air back to purge the LPT Stage 1-3 rotor cavity, (4) it provides
support for a honeycomb seal over the Stage I LPT rotating seal, (5) it is a
pressure-balance seal between the HPT and LPT, and (6) together with the for-
ward inner seal support, it positions and clamps the inner ducts in place.
The calculated teuperatures at takeoff along with the predicted pressure
loads were used in a CLASS/MASS stress and deflection analysis. Analytical
s_ress values at takeoff are shown in Figure 79.
Mi_cellaneous Hardware
Other miscellaneous hardware associated with the Stage i LPT nozzle
subassembly are: (I) air-transfer tubes or "spoolies" which help to seal anG
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(30 Seconds into HDTO)
Stress at A
o Nora = 386 MPa (56 ksi)
K t - 1.83
C; Max. = 703.3 M2a (102 ksi)
Msxlmum Elastic-stress
Limit at 538 ° C (i000 ° F)
for 72,000 Cycle Life:
710.2 MPa (103 ksi)
_a
(KSI)
82.7
(12)
144.8
(21)
62.1
(9)
L37.9
(2
View A
See View A
206.9
%
(30)
48.2 96.5
(7) (14)
131 .0
(19)
34.
(5) (29) 220.6
Forward Inner 103.4 (32)
Seal Support 75.8
158 6 (15) (No Kt)
• (li}
Aft Inner (23) 220.6
Seal Support (32)
75.8 234.4
27.6 (ii) (34)
(4)
(_o Kt)
117.2
(17)
(7)
Figure 79. LPT Stage 1 Nozzle Inner Seal Supports: Effective Stresses
at 1040 Seconds.
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direct the fifth-stage compressor cooling air from the nozzles into the aft
inner seal support, (2) a gang channel nut plate that also serves as a windage
shield over the nuts, (3) a windage shield over the heads of the 36 bolts that
clamp the forward and aft seal supports together, (4) a heat shield over the
flexible arm of the outer-duct support as described earlier, and (5) a splash
shield a_ the fifth-stage purge lir inlets to minimize circumferential tem.
perature variations around the outer duct support. Items i, 2, and 3 are
shown in Figure 78, and Items 4 and 5 are shown in Figure 74.
4.3.2 Stages 2 Through 5 Nozzles
Each of the E3 LPT Stages 2, 3, 4, and 5 stators is cast from Ren_ 77.
There are six vanes per segment. The quantity of vanes and segments is shown
in Figure 80. Stages 2 and 3 nozzle segments have hollow airfoils for reduced
weight, but Stages 4 and 5 nozzles are solid. (However, for the ICLS engine,
Stages 2 and 3 airfoils will be solid for reduced tooling costs.) All four
stages will have uncoated nozzle segments.
Each stage airfoil was analyzed for gas bending stress and life, assum-
ing the airfoil was cantilevered in the axial and tangential directions. The
results are shown in Figure 81. Bending stress_ LCF, creep, and rupture lives
due to reaction loads at the hooks were also calculated for each stage. Fig-
ure 82 tabulates the results of the hook calculations for Stage 2. Stresses
for Stages 3 through 5 are equal to or less than those shown for Stage 2.
The tangential gas load is transmitted from the nozzle, by means of a
slot in the aft rail of each _nozzle segment, through a lug brazed into the
adjacent shroud. This lug fits into a slot in the LPT casing (Figure 83),
thereby transferring the load into the casing. Table XVII shows the tangen-
tial gas load for each of the four stages and the resulting shear and bearing
stresses.
Table XVII. LPT Stages 2 Through 5 Tangential Load Stop Stresses.
• Hot-Day Takeoff, FPS Baseline
Scages
J
Stress
Limit
Tangential
Gas Load,
N(lbf)/Segamnt
2173 (488.5)
2288 (514.4)
1733 (389.6)
1266 (284.7)
Load Stop Slug
Shear Stress,
MPa (ksi)
63.4 (9.2)
64.8 (9.4)
37.2 (5.4)
33.3 (4.4)
372.3 (54)
Nozzle Hook
Bearing Stress
MPa (ksi)
382.6 (55.5)
443.3 (64.3)
182.7 (26.5)
153.3 (22.2)
517.1 (75)
Casing Hook
Bearing Stress,
HPa (ksi)
80.0 (11.6)
78.6 (11.4)
55.8 (8.1)
43.4 (6.3)
289.6 (42)
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The circumferential gaps between nozzle segment_ for all five LPT stages
were set to _.inimize leakage between nozzle segments but still prevent arch
bind The overall sealing scheme throughout the LPT stator is shown in Figure
4.3.3 LPT Casin_
The E 3 LPT casing is a 360" case fabricated from two Into 718 cylin-
drical forgings connected by one circumferential, electron-beam (EB) weld near
the axial center. There are no horizontal flanges as on current, commercial
turbofan engines. Pads for borescope ports (one for each stage) are EB welded
in place. Four lots! bolt flanges, for attachlent of the cooling manifold,
are integrally machined into the outer skin. A total of 132 bolts attach the
LPT casing flange to the HPT casing flange, and 120 bolts are used to attach
the aft frame flange to the aft casing flange. The LPT nozzles attach to the
casing by first engaging the front hook with the nozzle segment tilted forward.
The nozzle segment is moved forward and tilted back to engage the aft hook.
The shroud set is then installed, and this locks the nozzle segments into the
casing (Figure 85).
An analysis of the combined effects of thermal and mechanical loads
during transient operation was made using the computer model CLASS/MASS. The
results were used to calculate stress for "worst case" conditions and to cal-
culate casing deflections. These calculations allowed predictions to be made
of cooling effectiveness for the ACC system. Calculated stresses are shown in
Figures 86 and 8"; LPT clearances Oased on deflections are addressed later in
this report.
Figure 88 indicates that the containment capability of the LPT casing and
shrouds is satisfactory for the calculated impact energy of a given E3 LPT
blade, based on the minimum combined thickness for this design.
4.3.4 HPT/LPT Flan_e Bolt Capabilit_
TFe HPT/LPT connecting-flange bolts are designed to provide axial contain-
ment of the LPT rotor in the event the LPT shaft fails. The bolts selected are
0.79 cm (5/16 in.) in diameter, and in the event of a failure the bolts must
absorb the energy generated by the aft motion of the free LPT rotor. This bolt
dia_ter provides more than enough energy aborption capability in the event of
failure.
4.4 ACTIVE CLEARANCE CONTROL (ACC)
4.4.1 Approach
The mechanical design cf the ACC for the LPT is discussed in Section 3.5
with respect to both purpose and operational characteristics. The basic
intent of the design is to allow engine operation with small shroud and seal
•- 128
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Forward
C I
Aft
A (Re[erer, ce Figure 80)
Effective Stress, Most Severe Condition
Location (No Kt) MPa (ksl) K
t
Forward: A 241 (35) l.&
B 228 (33) 2.32
C_ 262 (38) 1.0
Aft: A 103 (15) i.O
B !i0 (16) 3.02
C 75.8 (ii) I
D 207 (30) 1.4
LCF Predicted
Life_CTcles
105 or
Greater
• 120 Seconds into HDTO, Minimum Cooling (Except as Denoted by *)
(* 30 Seconds into HDTO, Minimum Cooling)
• Conclusion: End Flanges Meet 36,000 Cycle Requirements
Figure 87. End-Flange Stress/Life on LPT Casing UndeD Maximum Stress
Condition.
D
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6775 (5000)
5420 (4000)
I
E
I
Z
; 2710 (20oo)(
2032 (1500)
o (o) ''_
1
l I I "I
_E 3 Minimum Actual
Combined Thickness
(Casing Plus Shroud)
4065 (3000) -
_----L 3 Single-Blade Impact
Energy at FPS Growth
Speed Plus 5% Overspeed
0.203 (0.080)
0.178 (0.070) =
%..a
E
ej
c.152 (o.o6o) d
c_
(J
0.127 (0.050) "_[-
0.102 (0.040)
o
.u
4.a
O. 076 (0. 030) .._
.,a
0.051 (0.020)
0.025 (0.010)
[ I I J o (0)
2 3 4 5
Stage
Figure 88. LPT Casing Containment Capability
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clearances, compared to current designs, in order to prevent significant
deterioration in LPT efficiency. The design provides for the directed distri-
bution of cooling air at appropriate times on the points of shroud and seal
attachments, yet the casing configuration will provide adequate life when sub-
jected to the resultant thermal cycling.
The description of the ACC configurmtion, the LPT clearance improvements
it provides, and the stress/life of the components are discussed in the follow--
in s paragraphs.
4.4.2 Casing Stress/Life
As discusaed in Section 4.3.3, the caning, which is the only component
significantly stressed by ACC cycling, is fully capable of completing more
that_ the required 36,000 mission cycles.
4.4.3 Coolin_ Manifold
The air-distribution system for the LPT ACC employs a cooling manifold
to deliver air from the fan airflow to be impinged on the LPT case at the
outer diameter of the I0 nozzle and shroud support l_ooks. By controlling the
temperatures of these sopport hooks, the casing size is controlled. This, in
turn, controls the shroud seal clearance at the blade tip of all five stages.
Thus, the efficiency of the LPT is improved.
The complete LPT cooling manifold is composed of four sectors, each
covering a 90" arc _as in Figure 89). Each sector is a backbone/rib-type con-
figuration - i.e., an axial distribution manifold with i0 circumferential
tubes extending from each side of the manifold (Figure 90). The axial mani-
fold is further divided into aft and forwacd parts. The forward part of the
manifold contains the seven distribution tubes impinging on the casing over
the first four stages of the LFT; the aft portion contains the three distribu-
tion tubes impinging on the casing over Stage 5 of the LPT. The forward and
aft portions of the m_nifold are connected by a bolted flange. An orifice
plate, installed at engine assembly, allows impingement cooling to be adjusted
or eliminated for Stage 5. By testing with various orifice plates, the effec-
tiveness of the ACC coolxng and tip clearance control on Stage 5 of the LPT
can be assessed accurately.
]'he cooling manifold, including the tubes and support brackets, is made
of 321 _tainless steel. The welded and brazed assembly is fabricated of
t_bing and sheet stock.
The cooling manifold is secured by a forward, middle, and aft mount at
the axi_l manifold backbone and the tube support on each side of the axial
manifold. The forward mount is a hard-mounted, bolted joint. The middle
mounE is a bolted joint spring-mounted to allow axial slip. The aft mount
is composed of two pins captured in and protruding from the LPT aft flange.
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Theee pins engage the aft end of the manifold and the tube supports, allowing
axial slip. By allowing axial slip at the middle and aft supports, differen-
tial thermal expansion between the LPT case and the cooling manifold is
acco_modat ed.
Another feature of the cooling manifold mounting is the capability of
separating the HI'T/LPT casing interface flange without requiring the removal
of the cooling manifold. This is accomplished by positioning the forward
mount brackets on the aft side of the bolted flange and designing the HPT/
LPT flange bolts to be imserted from the aft side of the flange. Another
important benefit of this bolting arrangement is the small envelope required
by the bolt head versus the large envelope required by a nut and protruding
bolt threads with the large associated tolerance buildup. The smaller head
envelope allows the front tube of the cooling manifold to be positioned over
the front shroud support hook without compromising the impingement distance
of the cooling air.
j-
4.4.4 Clearance Predictions
Small rotor-to-shroud radial clearances are extremely difficult to
achieve and maintain because of the varying dimensional changes of the rotor
and shroud that are brought about by operational changes (Figure ql).
With this background, the approach for setting cluse clearances in the
E 3 LPT is as follows:
For the full aircraft mission, determi,e radial dimension changes
for the rotor and shrouds, separately. These assume "round engine"
condit ions.
Determine clearance deviation values from "round engine" values
(e.g., maneuvering, concentricity, etc.).
s Evaluate closure capability of ACC system.
Q Include abradable characteristics of blade and shroud (e.g., wear
ratio).
Using this approach, the results of "round engine" clearances for the Stage 1
rotor and shroud (casing) are illustrated in Figure 92. The presented data
cover the range of aircraft operating points from ground idle (GIDLE) through
takeoff (T.O.), maximum clim*b (HXCL), a transient chop to flight idle (FIDLE),
then reacceleration (REBURST), out to maximum cruise (MXCR), and cruise (CR).
Superimposed on a normal casing-clearance trace are the reduced casing clear-
ances at MXCR attd CR with full ACC cooling air on.
Continuing this appreach, witn Stage I as an example, Table XVlll shows
the calculated out-of-rottnd deflections. Clearance changes are presented for
various sources such as beam bending, vibration, and ovalizati0n and are shown
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for engine operation at three major points: takeoff rotation, climb, and
cruise. Deflection values are given at each quadrant (3, b, 9, 12 o'clock);
these are the expected peak-deflection locations. Also listed is the cumm,ula-
live stackup tolerance of the rotor assembly.
The combiDa_ion of round-engine deflections wi_h out-of-round imposed
deflections is shown in Table XIX. The shroud/seal diameters are selected
such that round-engine clearance is zero initially (rotor/shroud touching)
at the minimum closure point (takeoff), and operating gaps are larger at all
other operating conditions. With calculated out-of-round values added, a
maximum rub of 0.036 cm (0.014 in.) occurs during takeoff and opens up all
clearances Co the "resultant gap" values. Reduction of the larg_ resultant
gaps (Table KIX) to the desired 0.038 cm (0.015 in.) gap requires ACC clo-
sures, as shown, which are well within the capability of the system.
A sumuary of LIT clearance values is shown in Table XI. This indicates
that new engine clearances will be exceptionally good and um,ch better than the
0.038 cm (0.0!5 in.) goal. With extended operat£ng time and assuming maximum
service conditions (imposed out-of-rout.d condiLions), clearances would pro-
gressively open to slightly greater than the goal value.
4.5 _rEIG_T STATUS
A su,mary of weights for the LPT components in the FPS design is pre-
sented in Table XXl. All major components are represented for the rotor and
stator assemblies. As indicated, the rotor and stator assemblies are approxi-
mately equal in weight (25A.4 versus 250.4 kg). Although not indica=ed, the
airfoils account for more than half of the total weight.
Table XlX. Typical LPT Stage I Combined Clearance Calculation,
I
I _ip
C | a.a ¢.lm¢:e
Ir.,,li,.,
FlLpc C._o_i_,l_ i ,i, (is.)
Cold A"e""kly r,.o,%0 (0.023)
T_lmof | I (0)
i
hm[. Climb i 0.0_ (0.026)
CruiN [0.091 (0.0361
_LLmiCinll lab PoLnc
Ouc-o f-lo_nd
Impoaed
an (ira.)
t
I 0,036 (0.01_)
0.051 (0.020)
0.023 (0.0O9)
Si.eqLI e Point Illlul t inc
Ihab _p
an (in.) cu (in.)
--- 0.09. (0.037)
,+ -0.036 ('O,O|4)tt i 0.036 (O.Ol')!
-0.015 (_0.006) 0.102 (0.040) i
B
I
i _.0.069 (*0.027) 0.L27 (0.0_))i
i
_till lge Ib_l_4 Out alaZn
k_ CLOI_rl
deed for
i
0.0_ ¢1 Gap I
(0.015 t_.) I CaqD_btlzty
(iu.) i ¢:1 (in.)
O.O_w_ (0.025) _" i O+t_3 (0.04_)
O.O_q (0.035) i 0+_6_ (0.0_,_,
l&l
Table XX. Summary ef LPT Clearance Calculations.
Cr_t Lcal I
I Operating i
Stages i Poxnt Needed
t
i ! Takeoff i 0.06_ (0.025)
i i
!
3 i Takeoff _ 0.069 (0.027)
j
5 i T,keo_ i 0.11_ (o.o_
Capability ! New
0.163 (0.O6_,) ! 0.010 (0.00_)
0.163 (0.O64_ i 0.010 (0.00_)
0.142 (0.O56) i 0.010 (0.004)
i
Op4_ratzng Clearance
ACC Cloaure cm (in.) i with 0.004 Rotor Tolerance cm (in.)
After ,Max. Service
0.061 (0.024)
0.038 (0.015}
0.094 (0.037)
Coal of 0.038 cm (0.015 in.) Ope-ating Clearance:
- Achieved on All Stages on New [nglr_
- Over Goal _f Subjected to Max. SLrvtce Environment
Table XXI. LPT Weight S_ary.
Rotor
Blade Sta_e
I
2
3
4
5
Disk Stage
I
2
3
5
Seals, Retain-
ers, Fasteners
Weight k8 (ib)
21.3 (47)
24.9 (55)
31.7 70)
29.0 64)
281 62)
14. I 31)
17.7 (39)
22.2 (49)
23.6 (52)
20.0 (44)
21.8 t48)
254.4 (561)
Stator
Vane Stage Weight kg (Ib)
I 26.8 (59)
2 22.7 (50)
3 27.6 (61)
31.3 (69)
5 33.1 (73)
Casing, ACC Manifold
Seals, Ring, Fasteners
59 0 (130)
_9.9 (ii0)
250.4 (552)
Total Weight = 504.8 kg (_I13 ib)
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LPT Airfoil Coordinates
ORIGINAL PA.3E I'.:,
OE POOR QUALITY
Suction Surface
RTHE T&
2. 694786 13.122117
2.696492
2.7030_8
2.714365
2 730552
2 751585
13.122778
13.125302
13.129676
13.135881
13 I_3883
2.777462
2.808265
2.843956
2.884575
2 930147
2 980693
3 035236
3 073814
3 07_814
3 130784
3 187758
3 244626
3 301316
3 357746
5 413857
3 469594
3.524906
3579780
3 534173
13 153642
13 165107
13 178217
13 192896
13 209066
13 226624
13 245463
13 257_39
13 257939
13 276438
13 294437
13.311903
13. 328817
13 345099
13 360700
_3 375772
13.300312
;3 464324
_3.4178_0
0 030561
0.016558
0.002359
-0.011913
-0.026059
-0039810
-0. 052830
-0 0(54734
-0. 075092
-0.08_455
-0.089362
-0.092356
-19.092053
-0 089472
-0.089972
-0.084117
-0.075142
-0063t15
-0 048166
-0.030356
-0.009794
0 01346_
0 0393;7
0 067"63
0 09_67_
3 588089
3 741512
3.794449
3.845904
3 898903
3 950445
4 001573
4.052293
4 102650
4 152678
4 202398
4.251360
• 301093
4 350142
4 399054
4 447862
4 495604
4 545331
4 5940'940
4 642917
4 691873
4 741005
4.782538
13 430779
_3.443240
13.455096
13.465571
13.477725
13 488552
"3.49cy098
_3 509339
135_929_
13 528989
13.538452
13.547836
13.557159
13 565429
13.575655
13 584844
13 594004
13 603142
_3 512388
13 621965
13 631642
_3 541427
13 649756
01319_1
0 I67681
0.205622
C.245827
0.288205
0.332736
0.379347
0.428027
0478724
0.531400
0.585041
0._426<)4
0 70 1074
0 7614 1%
0 823624
O. 887682
0.953568
021258
090703
161862
234585
30_137
373048
Pressure Su: _ce
RTHET&
694786
697191
703402
t3.1221t7 0.030561
13.123049 0.040420
13.125450 0.050C_7
713414
727224
744829
766226
13.129310 0.059446
13134609 0.068494
13.141320 0.077134
13. 149413 0.085330
2 791417 13. 158850 0.093110
2 820410 13.169590 O. t(X_19
2 853220 13.18t567 0.108169
2 897383 13.197474 0.117819
2 944431 _3 214067 0.127954
2 991263 13.230245 0.138285
3.037863 13.246015 0.149255
3.037883 13.246015 0.149255
3.084424 13.261422 0.161003
3 131018 13.2765t3 0.173££4
3 177773 13.291319 0. I_7395
3 224764 13.305859 0.202235
3 272073 13 320154 0.213286
3 319756 3 334212 0.23_653
3 367871 3 347946 0.254404
3 416465 3 361415 0.274_97
3 _65558 3.374695 0.29G331
3 515188 3 387787 0.319547
3 565352 3 400680 0.344633
3 616064 3.413365 0.375327
3.667320 3.42_830 0.3998;I
3.719114 3.4_8063 0.43013(
3.771422 3 449988 0.46234_
3.824244 3.461542 0.496469
3 877536
3.931292
3.985_69
4 040031
.094959
150202
.205728
.261495
.317459
373582
429826
486146
542489
595818
6550- 2
711;05
758J18
3 473168 0.532577
3.484560 0.570681
3 495803 0.510832
3.506883 0.653068
3.517791 0597403
3.528514 0.743880
13.539084 0 792516
13.549662 0.843336
13 560254 0 896364
13.570853 0.951522
13.581451 009146
13.592040 068936
13.5026t0
13.613312
13.624361
13.635483
13.644892
.130990
.195277
.261774
.330455
.389989
LPT Stator
lOZ
1 Airfoil Coordinates,
From Hub
l&&
Suction Surface
Suc _-ion Sur fgco
Z R I_THIE TA
2 695141 14 432846 0.030556
2 696609
2 703456
2.715697
2.733349
0.017093
0.003187
-0.011030
-0.0_5339
14 433523
14 4366_3
14 442292
14 450362
2.756441 14 460883 -0.039438
2.7850<)8 14.473766 -0.052949
2.819094 14.489033 -0.:)(55419
2 858742 14.506616 -0.07_340
2.904007 14.526460 -0.085142
2.954944 14.540498 -0.091216
3011612 14.572652 -0.093923
3.016001 14.574507 -0.093971
3.016001 14.574_07 -0.093971
3.073725 14.598685 -0.092561
3.131757 t4.622590 -0.047396
3.189947 14.646156 -0.078_59
3 246136 14.669318 -0.0_6073
3 3045200, 14 692024 -0.050051
3 364014 14 714167 -0.030_47
3 421471 14 735717 -0.007625
3 478493 14 756759 0.018624
3 535014 14 77727_ 0 048121
3.590960 14 797265 0.080776
3.646358 14.816717 0.116520
3 701114 14835633 0.155286
3.755255 14 854011 0.196968
3 808775 14.871592 0 241560
3861673 14.688652 0.288954
3 C13972 !4 905804 0.339103
3 965698 14.922459 0.391961
4 016865 14.938828 0.447482
4067528 14.954930 0.505(12
4 I17719 14 970777 0.566312
4167458 14.98638C 0 629564
4.216813 15.001891 0695310
4.265810 15.017432 -0.763541
4 3145,085 15.033017 0 834213
4 362938 15.048657 0.CJK:)7299
4 411159 15.0_4366 0.982811
4.459218 15.080158 I 0604564
4 507159 15.096047 1.140_K_)2
4 555017 15.112044 1 223441
4602860 15.128425 1.308234
4.650716 15.145297 1.395230
4.698645 15.162444 1.484369
4 746698 15.179887 1.575613
4 788324 15.195200 1.65_5
Pressure Surface
Z R RTHETA
2.89514! 14.432846 0.030_5_
2.698338 14.434319 0.040_22
2.706045 14.437863 0.05_
2.718250 14.443461 0.058872
2.734937 14.451085 0.0_6936
2.756093 14.460705 0.074084
2.781728 14.472289 0.080389
2.811879 14.485813 0.066285
2.846640 14.501269 0.092783
2.851788 14 503546 0.093786
2.899306 14 524411 0.104099
" 945928 14 544620 O. 114_36
2._92048 14 564357 0.125868
2._92048 14 564357 0.125868
3,037780 14 583676 0.138157
3.083273 14 602645 0.151587
_.126877 14.821331 0.166278
3.174149 14.639798 0.182296
3.219820 14.658097 0.199777
3.265810 14.676271 0.218820
3.312226 14.694357 0.239495
3.359149 14.712327 0.261937
3.406645 14.730189 0.286237
3.6_4041
3.705592
3.757813
3.810682
3.454766 14.746045 0.312499
3.503548 14.765697 0.340619
3.553023 14 783746 0.371263
3.603186 14 801581 0.403933
14 819390
14 837165
14 854854
14 872216
3.864178 14 8E9666 0.602918
3.918252 14 907186 0.6r'_0219
3.972871 14 924761 0 700124
4.028013 14.942380 0.752650
4083613 14.960019 0.807845
4.139641 14.977666 0.865718
4.196042 14.995346 0 926304
4.252780 15.013285 0,989608
4.309801 t5.031505 1.055651
4.3870_5 t5.0499_3 I 124445
4.424499 15.0_6736 1 196053
4.482097 15.087724 t 270405
4.539780 15. 106936 1 347498
4.597517 !5.126557 1 427273
4.555248 15.146908 1 509682
4.712922 15.167601 1 594699
4.762857 15.185736 1 670/I0
v.438907
0 476231
0.515976
0.558189
LPT Stage 1 Airfoil Coordinates
50% From Hub
ORIGI:,,AL. ?" -'; - " '
OF POOR QUALITY
Suction Surface Pressure Surface
Z R RTHETA
2 695176 15.657798 0.03_"_56
2 _96574 15.658738 0_018183
2 703170 15.663172 0.005333
2 714975 15.871089 -0.007896
2 732002 t5.682474 -0.021345
2 754276 t5.697303 -0.034793
2 781824 15.715543 -0.047959
2 814679 15.73715_ -0.060497
2 852882 15.762079 -0.072010
2 896477 15.790265 -0.0820,48
2.945512 15.821638 -0.090106
3.000044 15.8561t7 -0.095633
3.014307 15.865064 -0.096537
3.014307 15.865064 -0.096537
3.071924 t5.900903 °0.097962
3. 130124 15.936614 -0. 095757
3. 188708 15. 97206 1 -0. 089890
3. 247524 18.007145 -0.080351
3.306421 18.041773 -0 067124
3.365245 16.075771 -0.050206
3.423842 16 109067 -0.029634
3.482073 16 141716 -0.005424
3539831 16 173669 0.022349
3597011 16 204877 0.053634
3.653540 16 235316 0.086352
3.709365 16 264971 0.'26417
3 764449 16.293799 0.167755
3 818758 16.321775 0 212306
3.872289 16._-_129 0.259962
3 925053 16.375878 0.310703
3.977061 16.402034 0.364409
4.028346 18 427624 0.421029
4.078947 16.452676 0.480505
4.128905 16.477218 0.5J2778
4 178268 _6._01300 0 607801
4.227097 16.525100 0.675509
4.275458 16.548644 0.74585_
4.323394 16.571954 0 8188_I
4370996 16.595074 0 89428 _
4.418315 16.618031 0972286
4.465419 16.640857 1.052759
4 512385 16.663590 1.135658
4 559269 16.686257 t.220937
4 606137 16.709¢060 1.308521
4 653073 16.732050 1,398317
4 1.4r's0242
4 11584247
4 1.667427
Z R RTHETA
2.695176 15 657798 0.030556
2.698280 15 659886 0 0J9654
2.705744 15 664899 0.048271
2.717558 15 672819 0.056294
2.733707 15 683611 0 063591
2.754186 15 697244 0070100
2.779007 15.713683 0.075941
2.808215 15.732913 0.081573
2.841908 15.754940 0.087977
2.851944 15.761469 0.090064
2.900030 15.792550 0101185
2.947201 _5 822712 0 112763
2.893695 15 852125 0 125029
2.993695 15 852125 0 125029
3.039509 15 080800 0 138348
3.084805 15 9<)8849 0 152704
3.129784 15 93640" 0 168166
3.174599 15 9_3570 0 184816
3.219401 15 990433 0 202714
3.264348 16 017088 0.221967
3.:_K)9592 16 043623 0.242665
3.355275 1( 070_52 0.264917
3.401504 16 096426 0.288853
3.4"8386 t6 122882 0.314578
3.495992 16 149456 0.342229
3.544379 16 17_166 0.37192g
3.593581 16 203017 0.403787
700163
747464
780697
16.755153
16.778398
16.798692
3.643637 16
3.69_546 16
3.7_6299 1_
3.798886 _6
3.852273 16
3.906422 16
3.961291 16
4.016833 16
230013 0 437915
257138 0 474408
284371 0.513379
311565 0.55489fi
338927 0.599044
366457 0.645884
394125 0 695479
421897 0.747873
4.072986 16 449735 0 803119
4.129684 16 477599 0.861249
4.186883 16 50550_ 0922277
4.24449_ 16 533572 0+986240
4.3024_3 16 561779 1 053139
4.360-23 16.590086 1 122982
4.4!%196 16.618458 1. Iq5836
4.4,7827 16.646865 1.271632
4.536546 16.675274 1.350337
4.595268 16.703742 1.431895
4.653904 16.732457 1.51624_
4.712397 16.761161 1.603328
4.762961 16.786021 1.681049
LPT Stator 1Airfo_l Coordinates
901 From Hub
146
Suction Surface Pressure Surface
I_T_E TA
5 473056 13. 8 _0044 0 m
5 469523
5 468323
5 469537
5 473290
5 479733
5 489018
5 501269
5.515539
13.799177 0.005729
13.798883 0.013794
13.799181 0.024116
13.800101 0.036573
13.801679 0.051019
13,803948 0.067308
13.806933 0,065322
13.810638 0.105009
5.534772 13.8t5042 0,126428
5.552902 13.8_9397 0.146528
5.552902 13.819397 0.146528
5.579050 13.825639 0.173760
5.605876 13.831994 0.199706
5.633443 13.838472 0.224410
5.661801 13.845081 0.247888
5,691013 13.851831 0.270057
5 721131 13.858692 0 290_91
5.752169 13.865692 0 309568
5.784160 13.872654 0.325481
5.817127 13.880179 0.341202
5 851046 13 887656 0.353460
5.885841 13.895263 0.363037
5.921364 13.902964 0,369608
5.957405 13.910728 0.372980
5.993737 13 918529 0 373016
6 030085 13 926305 0.369618
6 0_067 13 933975 0.362800
C :01331 13 941465 0.352703
6 135642 13 348729 0.339525
6 158872 13 955729 0.323515
6 201007 13 962451 0.304905
232074 13 968975 0.283866
6 262163 13 975316 0.260559
6 291371 13 981493 0.235114
6 319781 13 987522 0.207668
6 347477 13 993419 0.176298
6 374609 13 999215 0.147053
6 401316 14 004961 0.113909
6 427758 14 010759 0.076819
6 454069 14 016574 0.041717
6 480403 14 022424 0,002565
6 506762 14 028324 -0.038537
6 533138 14 034268 -0.08t571
6 559509 14.040250 -0.126307
6 585868 14.046274 -0.172518
6 612296 14.052345 -0.220030
6.631968 14.056892 -0.256137
Z R QTHETA
5 473056 3.800044 O.
5 477397 3.801107 -0.002693
5 483228 3.802534 -0.003789
5 490483 3.804306 -0.003225
5 499063 3.806401 -0,000924
5 508991 3.806809 0.003153
5 520275 3.811542 0.008937
5 533204 3 ]14664 0.016170
5 553284 3.819469 0.027149
5 585935 13.827275 0.044108
5 616165 13.834888 0.060296
5.618165 13.834868 0.060296
5,649855 13.842304 0.075893
5.680865 t3.849493 0.090894
5.711136 13.856427 0.105048
5,740615 13,863092 0.118078
5.769240 13.869520 0.129731
5.796959 t3.8757U4 0.139919
5.823759 13.881645 0.148623
5.849606 13,887339 0.155653
5.874476 13892785 0.161669
5.898394 t3.897992 0.166160
5.921436 13.902980 0.169464
5.94377_ 13.907789 0. 171723
5.965547 13.912479 0.173049
5.987052 13.917098 0.173470
6.00854_ 13.921699 0.172976
6,030397 13.926371 O. 1714_5
6.052970 13.931186 0.168781
6.076496 13 936193 0. 164781
6.101_03 13.941417 0.159230
6.126806 13,946860 0.152027
6,153576 13.952515 0,143044
6, t813q4 13.956331 0.132140
6.209954 13.964328 0.119165
6.239381 13.970513 0.103952
6.269522 13.976870 0.086413
6.300227 13.983370 0.066466
6.331358 13.989985 0.04400_
6.362753 13.996680 0.018838
8.394259 14.003424 -0,009294
_.425783 14.010325 -0.040630
6.457261 14.017277 -0.075t54
_.486722 14.024282 -0. I12599
_.520168 14.031344 -0.152540
6.551647 14,038462 -0.194520
6.583076 14.045630 -0.238211
6.606412 14.050989 -0.271702
LPT Rotor 1 Airfoil Coordinates
10% From Hub
A--
147
ur_,_ .....
OF. pOOR _:_" _'
Suction Surface
Z _ RTHETA
5.491467 15.465573 O.
5.498070 15,464274 0.005048
5.486897 15.463826 0 012695
5,488038 15.464262 0.02286_
5.491634 15.465637 0.035440
5 497852 t5.468014 0 050284
5.50'6861 15.471454 0.067257
5518797 15.476007 0,086248
5.53372t 15,481692 0.107211
5,542783 15.485139 0.119055
5.542783 15.485t39 0.119055
5.567559 15.494547 0,148827
5.593048 15.504201 0.176088
5,619287 15.514111 0.201197
5.646559 15.524381 0.224343
5.6750_9 15.535082 0.245552
5.704991 15.548284 0.264670
5.736282 15.557899 0,281286
5.768699 15.589907 0.294924
5.802C_1 15.582240 0,305291
5.836105 15.594809 0.312133
5.8706_06 15.607521 0.315248
5905259 15.620264 0.314565
5 939759 15.832919 0 310059
5.973823 15.645422 0.301793
6 C07263 15.557730 0 289945
6.039929 i5.669786 0.274713
6.071618 IE.68151_ 0.256395
6.102215 15.692867 0.235356
6.131624 15 703806 O 211966
6.159856 _5 714394 O 186554
6.187192 15.724729 0.159184
6.213870 15.734857 C. 129807
6.240027 15.744828 0.098489
6.285762 15.754677 0 065306
6.291127 15.764423 0.030363
6.316161 15.774079 -0.006244
6 340967 15,783683 -0 044496
6.365671 15,793283 -0.084433
6.3904 15 15.802927 -0. 126133
6.415315 15.812668 -0. 169715
6.440434 t5,822530 -0 215186
6.465777 15.832516 -0.262394
6.491269 15.842598 -0.311013
6.516788 15.852726 -0.360531
6542162 15.862834 -01410480
6.567264 15.872869 -0.460530
6.585714 15.880268 0.497669
Pressure Surface
Z _ RTHETA
5.491467 15 465573 O.
5.495138 15.466977 -0.001890
5.499917 15.468802 -0.002379
5.505731 15.471023 -0 00_402
5.512487 15.47360t 0 001117
5 520125 15.476513 0.005228
5 528684 15.479774 0.010900
5 53839_ 15.463469 0.017945
5 56748 15.494511 0.038299
5 598196 15.506147 0.057987
5 598196 15._,_6147 0.057987
5.627972 15.5t7385 0.075366
5.657034 15.528318 0.091068
5.685346 15,538936 0.105379
5,712626 15.549124 0.118160
5.738677 15.558787 0.129012
5.763297 15.587907 0.137517
5,786558 15.576514 0.14359?
5.808692 15.584693 0.147563
5.82989; 15.592517 0.149743
5.850389 15.600075 0.150473
5.870440 15.607459 0.150034
5.890338 15.614780 0.146534
5.910389 15 622149 0.145994
5.930877 15,629665 0.142308
5.951988 15.637404 0137200
5.973873 15.645440 0.130309
5.996738 15.653852 0.121216
6.020690 15.662681 0.109586
6.045833 15.671969 0.095295
6.072152 15.681712 0.078532
6.099368 15 591809 0.059707
6.127241 15.702:74 0.039005
6.155636 15.712802 0.016303
6,184452 15.723691 -0.008554
6.213638 15,734769 -0.035663
6.243155 15.746023 -0.064969
6.272901 15.757417 -0.09636t
6,302748 15.768901 -0. 129865
6.332556 15.780423 -0. 165657
6.362207 15.791935 -0.203975
6.391640 15.603406 -0.245005
6.420848 15.814838 -0.288615
6.449908 15.826259 -0.334354
6+478940 15.8377!7 -0.381497
6.508118 15.849281 -0.429216
6.537567 15,861001 -0.476893
6.559658 15.8_9825 -0.512080
LPT Rotor 1 Airfoil Coordinates
50% From Hub
148
S
Suction Surface
Z _ PTHETA
5,483884 17.1345_6 O.
5.461210 17 133305 0 005321
5.460966 17.133194 0.012825
5.483213 17.1342t2 0.022443
5 488047 17 _36402 0.034074
5 495580 17 139811 0.047596
5 505922 17 144488 0,062889
5 519159 17 150462 0.079865
5 535316 t7 157743 0._96498
5 539410 17 159586 0.102988
5.539410 17.159586 O. 162988
5.564354 17.170794 O. !2_T66
5.589870 I?.182225 0 _$2729
5_6160_6 17.193912 ¢.1750G7
5.643061 17.20_943 0.195765
5.671102 17.218386 0.215023
5.700269 17.231282 0.232571
5.730458 17.2_4496 0.247990
5.761434 17258037 0.260933
5.793280 17.27t934 0.2712t5
5.826121 17.286241 0.278620
5.859622 17.300897 0 282837
5.894107 17.315780 0283631
5.928644 17 330761 0.2808_3
5.963036 17.345724 0.274406
5.996780
6.029492
6.G61046
6.091451
0 264427
0.251201
0 235021
0216146
17 360439
17 3747_5
17 388556
17 401901
6.120671 17 4t483"--9---- 0 194703
6.149486 17 427467 0 170791
6.177396 17.439843 0.144534
6.204684 17,451990 O, 1_6066
6,231323 17.4638_3 0,085563
6.257329 t7.475556 0.053230
6.282822 t7.487030 0.019143
6.307920 17.493365 -0.016706
6.332783 171509632 -0.054345
6.357564 17.5209405 -0.093854
6.382372 17.5322_9 -0 135264
6.407283 17.543705 -0 178543
6.432336 17,555263 -0.223629
6.457533 17.566933 -0.270395
6.482817 17.578691 -0.318648
6.508151 17.590518 -0.368094
6.533508 17.602403 -0.41_451
6.558881 17.614343 -0.469511
6.577914 17.623331 -0.508169
Pressure Surface
_THETA
5.483884 17.1345t6 0
5.487163 17.136001 -0,00230_
5.491670 17.138042 -0.00342_
- 5.497342 17 !4060_ -0.003292
5.504098 t7 143662 -0.001815
5.511884 t7 147179 0.001065
5.520723 17 151167 0.005325
5,53078_ 17 155703 0.010776
5.556774 17 167392 0.024742
5.587161 17,t810t3 0,040235
5.587161 17.181013 0.040235
5.616724 t7.194219 0,054381
5.645714 17.207123 0,_67525
5.674055 17.219694 0.079830
5.701535 17.231837 0.091036
5.728001 17.243423 0.100775
5.753340 17,254502 O. 1086_8
5.7776_7 17.26_119 O. 114806
5.801187 17.275361 0.119399
5 823847 17.285251 0.122639
5.845513 17.294677 0.124553
5.866318 17.303719 O. _251_6
5.886539 17.3124G7 0.124515
5._06508 17,321t57 0.122482
5.926622 17 329883 0 t18987
5.947365 17.33891t 0. 113856
5.969178 17,_48400 0.106944
5.992131 17 358410 0.098163
6.016233 17 368937 0.087511
6.041318 17 379912 0.075019
6,C_7207 17 391258 0.060563
6 093804 17 402934 0,043899
6. 12_024 17 41490_ 0.024776
6.146891 17 4272C2 0.003054
6.177391 17 439840 -0.021160
6.206405 17 452'158 -C.047580
6.235812 17.465904 -0,076037
6 265456 t7.479210 -0. 106569
6.295181 17.4_2607 -0. 139387
6.324_79 17 506046 -0.174771
6.354474 17.519494 -0.212822
6,383927 t7.532972 -0.253478
6.413237 17.546448 -0.296518
6.442459 17.559946 -0.34t60t
6.471631 t7 573483 -0,386302
6.500781 17.587072 -0.436190
6.529914 17.600716 -0,484956
6.551741 17.610979 -O.521977
LPT Rotor 1 Airfoil Coordinates
90 % From Hub
OR_GIt,IAI.PA_£ IS
OF r_OOR QUA-.TY
Suction Surface
Z R RTHETA
7.356423 14.205098 O.
7,352095 14.204351 -0.C07793
7 351199 14.20419i -O.018871
7 353842 14.204853 -0.033125
7 360189 14.205749 -0.050388
7 370435 14.207518 -0.070463
7 384775 14.209993 -0.093152
7 403362 14.213199 -0, 118302
7 426252 14.217144 -0. 145859
7 453344 14.22t810 -0. 175925
7.461118 14.223t49 -0. 184263
7.461118 14.223149 -0. 1842_3
7.495488 14.229061 -0._i9789
7.530938 14.235153 -0.253824
7.566676 14.24t286 -0.2S5767
7,602&73 14 247492 -0.316009
7.640136 14 253872 -0.344781..__
7 678788 14 260356 -0.371852
7 719027 14 267073 -0,396878
7.7_0910 14 274118 -0.419367
7.804401 14 281492 -0.43878_
7 849385 14 289q_I -0 454567
7 895592 14 297 _5 -0.466179
7.942576 14.305311 -0.473227
7.989794 14.313838 -0.475548
8 036790 14 322537 -0.473175
8 083153 14.33125t -0.466266
8.128504 t4.339901 -0 455133
8.172617 14,348435 -0.440173
8.215535 14.356851 -0.421703
8.257374 14.365t67 -0.399898
8.298275 14.373415 -0.374747
8 338293 14.381552 -0.346137
8 377377 14.389561 -0.314016
8 415503 14.397433 -0.278391
8 452719 14.405t75 -0.239454
8 489179 14.412814 -0. 197412
8 525018 t4.420375 -0. 152455
6.560300 14.427862 -0. I04773
8.595099 14.435224 -0.054548
8.629494 14.442f" t -0.002019
8.663604 14.449815 0.052513
8.697522 14.457087 0.108748
8.731344 14.464360 0.166382
8.765214 14.471694 0.225079
8.799324 14.479101 0.264521
8.833907 14.486645 0.344422
8.861738 14.492739 0.392176
Pressure Surface
Z R RTHET&
7.356423 14.205098 O.
7.362579 14.206161 0,003728
7.371271 14.207662 O.C'_) 4962
7.382500 14 209600 0 003705
7.396278 14,21t977 -0.000034
? 412630 14 214797 -0 006229
7.431617 14.2160459 -0.014821
7.453345 14,221811 -0 025700
7 477993 14.226052 -0 038689
-.503339 14.230411 -0.052248
-,545494 14 237652 -0.074739
?.545494 14 237652 -0.074739
7586325 14 244656 -0.095955
7.626074 14 251465 -0.115399
7.665537 14 258155 -0,133793
7.704540 t4 264649 -0. 151358
7.7424_8 14 271011 -0. 167728
7 779027 14 277183 "0 182517
7.813989 14.283125 -0. 195359
7.847306 14.288824 -0.206071
7.879015 t4,294280 -0,214673
7.909221 14.299508 -0.221349
7.938225 14.304552 -0,226375
7.966441 14.309566 -0 2300t5
7.994424 14.314689 -0.232425
8.022529 14.319902 -0.2336t9
8.051466 14.3252SI -0.233515
8.081315 14.33C903 -0 231898
8. 112403 14,3_6815 -0.228518
8.144885 14 J43017 -0 223169
8.178047 t_.349493 -0,215654
8.212347 '4.356222 -0.205"/69
8.247529 14.363199 -0. 193192
8 283645 14 370457 -0 IT7406
8.320720 14.377971 -0. 157_20
8.358704 14 385726 -0. 133809
8.39744_ 14.393697 -0. 105047
8.436807 14.40185_ -0.071585
8.476725 14.4t0198 -0.033854 _
8.517126 14.418706 0.007538
8.557931 t4.427362 0.052047
8.599022 _4.436056 0.099248
8.540305 t4.444838 0.148726
8.681884 14.453687 0.200116
8.,23014 14.462573 0.253118
8.764105 14.471453 0.307510
8.80472_ 14.480276 0.363190
8.836547" 14487222 0.408206
LPT Stator 2
i0
Airfoil Coordinates
% From Hub
[50
4_
ORIOIP_. PAGE IS
OF POOR OUALiT_:
Suction Surface Pressdre Surface
Z R RT_ET&
7.306841 16.162008 O.
7.300594 16.159725 -0.0_8878
7.29_937 16.158752 -0.021903
7.298385 16. 159136 -0.038974
7.303922 16.160942 -0.659939
7.312972 16.164241 -0.08460Q.
7.326379 16.169098 -0.112780
7.3443_8 16.175561 -0.144266
7.367101 16.183640 °0.178937
7.3_4629 16.193290 -0.216754
7.399384 16.194942 °0.222885
?.399384 16.194942 -0.222985
7.433762 16.206757 -0.265776
7.469963 16.218953 -0.306525
7.5C7122 16.2312t0 -0.344484
7.545344 16.243541 -0.379972
7 585329 _6.256t40 -0.413103
7 627317 16.268936 -0.443517
7 671469 16 281910 -0.470640
7 718261 16 295344 -0.493959
7 768135 16 309304 -0.512781
7 820794 16 323642 -0.526030
7 875373 16 338066 -0.532822
7 930663 16 352227 -0.532603
7 985291 16 365910 -0.525389
8 037950 16 378940 -0.511662
8 087815 16 391133 -0.492329
8 134677 16 402513 -0.468197
8 179413 16 413166 -0.439997
8 221672 Ir 423171 -0.408264
8 262043 _J 432703 -0.373479
8 301072 16 441978 -0.335809
8 339145 16 451074 -0.295178
8 376375 16 460015 -0.251397
8 412839 16 468818 -0.20429_
8 448514 16 477473 -0. 153805
8 483571 16 486019 -0.099968
8 518244 16.494512 -0.042833
8 552729 16.503053 0.017538
8 587195 16.511333 0.081023
8 621694 16.520TI0 0.147454
Z _ RTHET&
7 306841 16 162008 0-
7 313075 16.164278 0.002983
7 321593 16.167368 0.003315
7 332461 16 171290 0.001049
7 345782 16 176067 -0.003730
7 361_93 16 181727 -0.010906
7 380360 16 1883045 -0.020344
8 656316 16.529"09 0.216560
8691034 16.538832 0.288060
8.725889 16.54806_ 0 361564
8 760955 16.557450 0.436623
8.796327 ,6.567013 0.512821
8.832168 16.576198 0.589812
8.862335 16 585108 0 654202
7.401965 16 195837 -0.031889
7.426697 16 204347 -0.045388
7.466516 16 217803 -0.067065
7.511846 16 132749 -0.090937
7.511846 =6
7.555245 16
7.596822 16
7.637441 16
232749 -0.090937
246689 -0.112283
259705 -0.130455
271937 -0.146198
7.676994 16 283514 -0.159744
7.7147J9 16 294358 -0.170943
7.750578 16 304432 -0.17_,824
7.784205 16 313723 -0.1h6689
7.815190 16 322136 -0.191702
7.843093 16 329590 -0._94987
7.868213 16 336201 -0.196980
7.891411 16 342223 -0.198119
7.913899 16 347985 -0.198689
7.937048 16 353835 -0.198620
7.962167 16 360139 -0.197582
7.990079 16 367101 -0.195067
8.020795 16 374712 -_.190717
8.054037 16 382889 -0. 184133
8.089555 16 391556 -0 175005
8.12696_ 16 400608 -0.163002
8.165711 16
8.205416 16
8 245963 16
8.287277 16
409900 0.147885
419334 -0 129310
428897 -0 106790
438694 -0.079701
8.329380 16 448736 -0.047454
8.372100 16 458986 -0.009685
8.415206 16 _69391 0.033630
8.458498 16 479902 0.082268
8.501809 16 490481 0.135853
8.545088 t6 501118 0.193896
8.588244 t6 51:102 0.255R_1
8.631304 16 523199 0.32_191
8.674226 16 534399 0.369316
8.716938 _8 _45681 U.459682
8.759343 16 557017 0.53:823
8.801280 16 568360 0.605431
8.835693 16 577768 0 667_9
LPT Stator 2 Airfoil Coordinate_
¢;t'_ e/ 'L",r-_ *s,u.U
151
ORiGID,'.a,LPAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
Suctz)n Surface
z R RTHETA
7.263435 17.955466 O.
7 258673 17.953174 -0.008071
7 257204 17.952466 -0.019374
7 259076 17.953368 -0.033861
7 264367 17.955914 -0.051454
7 273180 t7.960147 -0.072050
7 285642 17.966111 -0.095525
7 301894 17.973855 -0.121740
7.322089 17.983422 -0.150545
7.345378 17.994846 -0.181792
7.374906 18.008154 -0.215342
7.407795 18.023342 -0.251078
7.440959 18.036493 -0.284726_"
7.440959 18.038493 -0.284726
7.479079 18.055704 -0.320805
7 517927 18.073019 -0.35C955
7.558188 18.090724 -0.387325
7.600123 18. 108814 -0.417536
7.643834 18.127357 -0.4450 ¢J7
7 689537 18. 146491 -0 469479
7.73737_ 18.166240 -0.490182
7 787345 18 186565 -0.506462
7 839208 18.207331 -0.517684
7 892520 18.228328 -0.523210
7.946566 18.249115 -0.522560
8 000245 18.269620 -0.515558
8.052541 18.289475 -0.502470
8 102983 18.308514 -0 483704
8 151372 18.326674 -0.459766
8 197688 18.343961 -0.431150
8 241986 18.360459 -0.3_8247
8 284401 t8.376367 -0.361482
8 325121 18.391747 -0.321160
8.364343 18.406660 -0.277480
8.402339 18.421201 -0.230595
8.439379 :_.435463 -0. 180520
8.475717 18 449540 -C. 127217
8.511581 18.4_3516 -0.070722
8 547142 18.477544 -0.011063
8.582510 18.491835 0.051646
8.617738 18.506208 0.117171
8.652872 18.520_84 0.185270
8.688002 18.535301 0.255652
8.723232 18.550103 0.328011
8.758761 18.565174 0.402002
8.794780 18._qC,_01 0.477333
8.831526 18.596494 0.553750
8.862685 "}_6t0092 0.618012
Pressure Surface
Z _ RT_ETA
7. 263435 17,955466 0 •
7. 269163 17. 958219 0.003310
7. 277351 17. 962146 0.004 t86
7. 288014 17,967244 0.002637
7.301179 17.973515 -0.001310
7.316889 17.980965 -0.0076t5
.335214 17. 999607 -0.016209
7. 356257 17. 999469 -0.026988
7.380170 t8.010596 -0.039808
7.418533 18.028266 0 060708
7.463920 18.048886 -0.085139
7.507762 18.0685t0 -0. 107609
7.550218 18.087238 -0. 127368
7.550218 18.087238 -0. 127368
7.592136 18. 105399 -0. 144992
7.633326, 18. 122921 -0. 160646
7.673104 t8. 139641 -0 173978
7 711208 18. 155473 -0 184848
7 747535 18. 170396 -0. 193346
7 781870 18. 184354 -O 199657
7 814071 t8.197308 -0. 203941
7 844 t39 !8. 209288 -0. 206560
7 872315 18.220412 -0. 2078 19
7 899041 18 230857 -0 208026
7. 925033 18. 240855 -0. 207396
7.95 t393 18. 250964 -0- 205925
7.979136 18.261571 -0. 203413
p .008732 18.272850 '0. 199580
8.040381 18.284869 -0 193992
8.074104 18.297628 -0 186100
8. 109845 18.31 t096 -0. 175422
8. 147468 18.325213 -0. 161337
B. 186786 18.339900 -0 143337
8.227603 18 .355091 -0. 121024
8.269646 18.370821 -0.094086
8.312644 18 .387023 -0. 06235 t
8. 356345 18.4036,11 -0. 025668
8.400519 18. 420502 0.016100
8. 444946 18. 437634 O- 062900
8.489667 18.454967 O. 114502
8.534477 t8.4_2_81 O. 170418
8.579382 16. 490566 O. 230077
8. 624291 18.508897 O- 292954
8. 669099 1_. 527419 C. 359_,31
8.713608 16. 546045 O- 426800
8. 757628 18.564691 0. 497211
8. 800920 16. 583246 0. 569736
8. 836291 16. 598666 O- 631540
LPT Stator 2 Airfoil
90% Fro_
Coordinates
Hub
152
_uction Surface Fressure Surface
_THETA
9. 387539 14.614119 O,
9.383391 14.613030 0.006358
9.381896 14.6t2637 0.015580
9.383161 1_.612969 0.027570
9.387346 14.514(>58 0.042185
9,394645 14.615982 0.059250
9 405259 14.618755 0.078587
9.419351 14.622423 0.100051
9.437001 14.626993 0.123572
9.458154 14.632435 0.149203
9.464258 14.633998 0.156299
9.464258 14.633998 0.156299
9.490591 14.640705 0.185661
9._7731 14.647555 0.213V69
9,545644 14.654535 0.240621
9.574293 14.661628 0.266154
9.603704 14.668838 0.290207
9.6339!_ 14.676t99 0.312614
9.664980 ;4.683702 0.333159
9.697034 14.691338 0.3_1724
9.730220 14.699130 0.368113
9.764552 14.707070 0.382037
9.799966 14.715132 0.393123
9.836286 14.723264 0.401035
9.873255 14.731351 0.405470
9.910607 14,739325 0.40_45
9,948015 14,747t38 0.403233
9.985029 14.754691 0.396434
10 02133= 14.761914 0.386025
10.056355 14.768763 0.372245
10.090245 14.775149 0.355378
10.122952 14.780971 0.335664
10,154574 14.786558 0.313267
iO
10
185244 14.791936 0.288307
215076 14.797_30 0.260894
244069 14.802t42 0.231231
272270 14.806983 0.199501
10299792 14.811676 0.165794
10.326749 14.816358 0.;30_66
10.353268 14 821142 0.092647
10.379450 14.825900 0.053281
I0
10
I0
10
10
I0
I0
40540i 14.830645 0.012085
431200 14.835393 -0.030906
456922 14.840156 -0.075670
482664 14.844952 -0.122161
508544 14.849805 -0.170331
534629 14.854726 -0.220t75
554520 t4,85850t -0.258986
Z R _T_E_I
9.387539 14.614119 O,
9.392686 14.615469 0.002894
9.399_20 14.617257 -0.003832
9.407952 14.619458 -0.002734
9.417875 14.622040 0.00_497
9.429230 _4.624985 0.005915
9.442090 1_ 628306 0,013456
9.456716 14.632082 0.022831
9.470537 f4.635603 0.031523
£.503430 14.643953 0.0515_5
9.535_96 14.652130 0.0?_350
9.535996 14.652t30 0.070950
9.567916 14.660056 0.0;9578
9.599030 14.667697 O, 107223
9.629370 14.675094 O, '23526
9.658974 14.682260 O, t38214
9.687816 14.689153 0. I_1194
9.715862 14.695773 0.162458
9.743046 14.702110 0.172102
91769246 141708146 0.180114
9 7943_2 !a 713853 0.186487
9 818233 14 719239 0.191277
9 841073 14 724325 O, 194672
9 863_6 14 "29132 0.196863
9 884290 14 733725 C. 198052
9 905192 14 338t80 0.198328
9 926036 14 742568 0.197720
9 9472_5 14 746983 0.196148
9 969321 14 751506 0.193428
9 992455 14 756186 01189368
10.016819 14 761042 0.183763
10.0_365 14.7_6053 0 176424
I0.068995 14.771190 01167153
10.096579 _4,776280 O. 158_96
10.125(00 14.781334 0.141707
I0. t54_60 14 786503 0. 124816
I0. 184_I_ 14 791_74 O. I0489_
10.215043 14.797124 0.082037
10.246339 14._0_533 0.056415
10.278084 14.807_77 0.028168
10.310145 14.8t3432 -0.002568
t0.342447 14.819t87 -0.035807
10.374901 14.825072 -0.071491
10.407432 14.8310!8 -0,109587
10.439944 14.837008 -0. 150075
10.472316 14.843021 -0. 192954
10.504485 14,849042 -0.238200
10.528635 14.853593 -0.273971
LPT Rotor 2 Airfoil Coordinates
10% From Hub
153
V ,
ORiGiNAL PAaE |$
OF POOR Q ;-!_''-tTY
Suction Surface Pressure Surface
Z R WTHETA
9.403337 16,759952 O.
9.399696 16.758581 0.005106
9 396257 16.758039 0.012922
9.399108 16.758360 0.023380
9 402384 16.759593 0.036370
9.408256 16 761804 0.051761
9 416903 16 765060 0.069411
9 428489 16.769425 0.089193
9.443129 16.774942 0,111020
9460843 16.781623 0.134877
9.479573 16.788691 0.158304
9 479573 16 _88691 0.158304
9 505755 16 798579 0.188368
9 532647 16 808744 0.216153
9 560309 t6 819211 0.241770
9 598743 t6 829982 0.265034
9 617919 16 841044 0.285741
9 647977 16 852579 0.303771
9 679063 16.864491 0.318945
9 71'250 16.876778 0,330999
9 744373 16.889394 0.339673
9 778255 16.902263 0 344669
9 812598 16 915270 0.345733
9 847027 16 928227 0.342708
9.881164 16.940868 0.335609
9.914728 16 953208 0_324590
9.9_7520 16.965180 0.3098_4
9 979405 16,976741 0 291597
_0,010314 16,987883 0.270138
10,040304 16.99860t 0 245725
t0,069325 17.008862 0.218663
10.097452 17 018686 0.189169
10.!24757 17.028200 0.157426
Z R _THETA
9.403337 16.759952 O,
9.407841 16.761647 -0 002090
9.413717 16.763860 -0.002320
9.420827 16.766538 -0.00058t
9 42899' 16.769614 0.003271
9.43806? 16.773032 0 009353
9.448029 t6.775790 0.017672
9.459158 16.780987 0.028021
9.4_9892 16.7_881f 0.047241
9,5C9882 16.800138 0 073623
9.539189 16 811219 0.097416
9.539189 16 811219 0.097416
9.567877 16 822077 0.118686
9.595856 i6 832678 0.137474
9.623068 16 843017 0.153518
9.649500 16 853163 0 166872
9,675195 16 86300= O. 1778q8
9.700008 16 872488 _ 186843
9.723772 16 881552 0.193954
9,746476 16 890194 0.199348
9 768223 16 898457 0 203133
9 789211 16 906417 0 205433
9.809739 '5 914189 0,206318
9.830180 16 921914 0.205_50
9.850913 16 929671 0,203524
9.872219 16 937565 0 199262
9.894298 16.945708 0.192532
9.917284 16954145 0.182861
9.941215 16,962E85 0 169878
9.966126 16,971936 0.153400
9.991975 16.98t277 0.133504
10 018718 t6.990885 0.110556
4C, 046284 17.000732 0.085038
1C,.074393 17.010634 0_057333
1C,102766 17,020539 0.027214
10,131354 17,030495 -0.0C_5864
10.160253 17.040534 -0 04_795
10,189464 17_050655 -0.08_0075
10,218974 17,060854 -0. 120364
t0,248647 17 071082 -0. 162622
10,278295 17,081279 -0.207007
10,307845 17.091587 -0.253671
10,333305 17 101878 -0.302555
10,36£_10 17 112165 -0.353425
10.396081 17 122455 -0.405896
10.42542F 17 132750 -0.459549
10.454739 17 143049 -0.514067
10.477231 17 _50961 -0.556396
10, _51518 _7 037502 0.123352
10. t78015 17.046691 0086743
10.204298 17 055785 0 047_55
1C.230270 17,064751 0,00667_ __
fC.255929 17.073588 -0,036309
10.281289 17.082322 -0,081146
10.306486 17,091112 -0. 127797
10.331709 17.099922 -0_17G271
10.357C30 17.108777 -0,226582
t0.382440 17.117674 -0,278665
:0.407905 17 126601 -0,33233_
10.433405 17.t35552 -0,387260
10.458931 17.t44523 -0,443128
10.484488 t7.153516 -0.499700
10,504130 17 160436 -0,543531
LPT Rotor 2 Airfoil Coordinates
5_!, From Hub
154
,I
b
ce:'_":AL PA_E {S
0: P99R QUAL'.TY
9 399739 _8 856664 ©
9 396036 I_ 854945 O 012361
9 397523 18 B55636 O 021720
9 401338 _8 857407 0 033097
9 407581 _8 860303 0 046391
9 416362 18 864374 0 06149?
9 427??5 18.869660 0 018321
9 441877 18 876182 0096808
458669 _8 88393? 0 116962
9 479056 t8 892873 0 138741
9 478056 18 892873 0 138741
9 503562 18 904602 0 165349
9 399739 _8 856664 0.
9 403614 _8 658463 -0 992426
9 4_8881 iS 86C906 -0 0033?0
9 423180 18 867532 -0 000403
9 431q93 16 871612 0 003?28
_.44_891 18 876189 0.0'C,9_48
9 453o8_ ,8 8s_360 .... _-5_s-_
9 474386 18 891182 0 031382
9 504896 t8 905215 O 050?88
9 534725 f8.918891 0 068374
9 529653 t8 _16569 0 190360
9 556488 18.928843 0 213833
9 584168 _8 941468 0 23_651
9 612799 _8.954489 0 2556'6
9 642524 !8 967997 9 "273505
9 673488 18 982016 0 289031
9 7057_6 _8 9965?0 0 301879
9 ?39354 19 01164_ 0 3_635
9 7_4032 t9 027146 0 3 I78_6
9 909410 19 042882 _ 32C:_3 9 806114
9 944966 _9 058589 0 318394 9 82_353
9 880154 19 073975 0 3 _241_ 9 844959
9 914551 19 088954 0 3_2393 9 86_357
9 947848 19 103395 ,_ 288614 9 886855
9 979841 _9 _ 172i7 0 271448 9 9C9_5 _
_0 0!0480 _9 !30405 0 251223 __ 9 933812
_0 039953 19 ,43045 9 2;8150 9 959)35
10 068507 t9 15518_ 0 20_3_J 9 985375
10 096472 19 t670"5 0 _3630 !0 012;05
lO. 124063 19 I78717 0.141976 I0 039409
_0 151227 19 190265 O 107606 I0 06?040
I0 197943 _9 20_650 0 070R67 iO 095118
_0 204114 19 212829 0 03_983 10.123742
_0 229640 _9 223756 0 908759 lO 153011
10 2547_3 19 234513 -0 051324 t0 _82_32
10 2?9622 i9.245270 -0 095969 fO 212619
I0 3045_0 19.256212 -0 142797 10 242525
t0.3294_4 19.2672_9 -0. 19!707 10.272366
I0 354467 19 278373 -0 242602 10 302_58
10.379509 19 239582 -0 295327 _0.37_I0
10 404597 I_.300877 -0.349654 10 361818
10.429765 19 3_2275 -0 405292 _0 391244
sO 455028 19 323783 -0 461983 _0 4207_6
_0 480332 _9.335378 -0.519572 _0 450267
10.499930 19.344405 -0.5646_9 10 473058
9 534725 18 918891 O 0_8374
9 564014 18 932279 0.08431!
9 592718 18 945360 0 0_3675
9 62067? '3.958011 0 111337
9.647792 18 970386 0 122199
9 673956 18 982223 0 131262
9 699028 18 993536 0 138_37
9 _22_57 19 004251 O. 144C66
9 7453?3 _9 014344 0 147871
9 ?66580 '9 023822 O 150C77
9 _86697 ,9 032788 0 ,50_ _8
_9 04_419 0 _50354
!9 o49§4§ ..... _ ;48768
'9 05_585 O *460_4
19 067513 O _42132
!9 C-6893 0 "36v23
_9 097315 Q '20314
19 _082_8 0 I08909
!9 _'9603 O 095065
19 142812 0 058186
_ ,54562 0 033644
19 166441 O _'047_2__
T_......... :6 _2,698
_9 ,9,025 -0 062767
19 203694 -0 099709
19 216467 -0 _38623
19 229281 -0 18008;'
19 242101 -0 2242_)
19 255175 -0 27109(..'
19 268334 -0 320218
19 281567 -0 37,379
19 29485? -0 424238
19 30819_ -0 47845?
f9.321609 -0 533757
19.332038 +0 577!77
LPT Rotor 2 Airfoil Coordinates
90Z From Hub
135
#r,_ a,.I'-
oRIGINAL PA3£ I_
OF pOOR O,jAL_'r'f
_6_983 '4 9 _ 330_D 0
'55266 _4 9"2'2J "0 C20356
!52'240 ,4 9"_3466 -0 035540
'62922 14 9-3465 -0 053169
' '863.(_5 '4 977590 "0 )99'3",
I 204452 '4 980803 "0 1256311
22" '53 (4 984838 "0 i544v2
254508 !4 989"23 0 !85540
286492 !4 995466 0 2168_I
316976 i5 000971 0 248803
3_69"6 '5 0009'I O 248803
39_265 15 015619 0 320672
438437 15 023_1& "0 353889
480553 15 03_041 -0 385220
523838 5 039205
6n4"65 5 056535
6626?7 5 .D.65_36
_'2293 5 0"53,5
"635"3 5 _8526_
' _'5339 5 _955_9
' 9"_262 5 '26"59
2 _2T'02 '5 '36694
2 C_&'41 _5 '4_28 _
'68856 '5 '64401
2 2'3'00 !5 1"2824
2 _9644T _5 '81'45
"0 4,4_97
0 441022
0 4_4_37
D 485,_3
50'920
% '&3=3
523866
-0 5_9896
-0 5'©3''
0 4956v2
-O 4_6629
9 453768-
O 42"60T
O 398353
-0 36_965
2 34"303 '5 _9_632 -_ 290685
2 382609 '5 205"52 0 24v455
"2 42301' _5 2'3754 "9 2._,688
"2 50'09_8 '5 229398 "O 098058
'2 538829 t5 23_3,9 -0 542_60
'2 5?6264 15 215255 O 515210
'2 6,3_59 _5 253241 0 075753
!2 650632 15 261323 0 '38607
_2 68804_ 15 269557 O 2_'3390
'2 "25825 15 27V977 0 269?C_
;2 _641C'0 15 28_6!2 " - O 33Ti65
'2 802928 !5 295480 O 405530
"2 835123 '5 302916 O 46200_
"; r e S 5'g." e :_ :_.." _ _AC _.
' _ '6'983 '4 9_3300
i ! ,69_46 14 9"4667 C QQ_4560
'i '80655 !4 97659 ' 0 005895
-- 7 _94664 '4 9Tc_68 O C'03989
2,1_26 '4 982094 -0 _"i'_'2'5
' _31826 _4 98567' "0 "309_3 _
i , ._5026 !_ 989816 -0 021513
_ I 5' 808 15 000_._36 -0 053_67
i I 3;e...,-,-_7 15 r_396!9 -0 Cu6"863
_ I 2_15!2 15 010898 -O 086"62
_ I l'6128 15 019092 "0 109801
,i 459926 !5 027200 -0 '30712
'' 503092 15 035275 O 149501
_,_545 15 043326 -0 166164
_i 587055 _5 051235 "0 '80_3
'!.527396 !5 058956 -0 !9_079
11 666339 ,5.06644! "0 203526
t! 703722 15 0_]656 --0 2120_3
,i _39435 5 0805 _? "0 2,8"51
II v734&5 5 087192 "O 2236_3
11 805791 5 0935045 0 22692 _
_ 8665'0 5 '0535' -0 229_08
i* 8964_4 5 111189 0 229618
'" 92_506 5 117262 "0 228414
_i 960392 '5 '23661 -C 225843
'! 9949_9 15 1304_6 -0 22'564
'2 ©31404 '5 13_535 -0 2_5288
'2 0695'6 '5 '44991 -0 2_'_'89
_2 149 '77 15 '60594 "O 182622
12 _90088 15 168434 -O 166358
!2 231573 '5 1_36_ -0 '464_
'2 _;_9--_ .... ,-_ _&45,4 - --_ i_T_§_ --
'2 317'_6 '5 '92906 "O 09'744
_ 36_297 15 201555 "O 05620'
!2 406402 15 2'0458 "0 0!5891
12 452176 _5.2'956_ 0 028103
12 498366 _5 228855 0 0_5368
_2 544799 15 238_78 0 126022
12 59i251 15 248461 0 180063
_2 637467 _5 258449 0 237316
_2 683310 15 268510 0 291339
12 T2866_ 15 2_86!3 0 359637
12 7_3459 '5 288"39 0 4_3832
12 809658 !5 297028 0 4T"580
LPT Seater 3 ALrfet_' Coerdinates
I0". Fr_ Hub
,)
_u=tion _urS_ce
_T_5 _5_re bL_U :_Ce
Z
, q 129883 q_ 387064 0
,t ,_8483 17 382939 -0 024179
,_ _18478 _7 382937 -0 042889
,i _13849 _7 392092 -0 123396
,i _61776 _7 39850_ -0 _5755 _
_1 184961 !7 406731 -0. 19496
.... _--_'-2_3"_5q 17 416806 -0 235417--
_1 248026 17 428715 "0 278P02
_t 267990 q7 435556 -0 302296
,_ 26_990 17 435556 -0 302.._..8_
- ,i 300188 17 449155 -0 346426
_ 349594 17 412921 -0 387644
,_ 392411 17 4_69 ? -0 426543
_i 436967 17 491162 -0 462378
_i 483371 _? 505655
,_ 5826:, 17 535565
,_ 637041 ,? 551444
,, 69491_ ,7 567917
,, 755d_ _7 5_4696
_l 81_3a. i_ 601317
._ 878_58 t7 617259
---_V 937_75 _7 632210
-C 494932
"0 323835
-0 54887_
-0 56935_
0 563932
"0 59_34_
0 590528
"0 5_09_3
"0 563483
,' 991'12
'2 04¶446
_2 089_94
'2 "34492
'2 _77623
'2 2_9079
'2 259294
17 645829 -0 539581
17 658380 -0 510530
17 670144 "0 4?7009
17 691810 -0 3991_4
17 _020'90 -0 355722
*7 7_2052 -0 309389__
_2 298726 _7._2_t -- - TO 259_40
'2 33 _14 _7 73145_ -0 2_264
'2 376528 17 _41639 -0 148484
_2 415435 17 75C,_40 .... -0085946
12 454307 11 _60224 0 0_9_30
_2 492915 17 769_42 O 051218
12 531_08 17 7_9197 0 _24375
_2 569041 17 _88590 0.200573
12 607035 17 798000 0 279816
_2 645352 17 807492 0 361892
t2 684013 17 817072 0 446481
'2 "22886 17 826707 __ 0 533100
'2 80165 _ 17 846236 0 710 It4
_2 _35600 17 8547C_ 0 7_6335
_v_£TA
iv 387064
i? 390062
_7 394079
0
O 0037_4
0 C0397_
11 ,29883
il 138199
,¢.149389
_, _63446 17 399101 0 0C0594
_ _80382 17 405113 -0 006361
il 200287 17 412119 -0 01683_
II 2232_0 17420157 -0 030_9(9
*_ 2_9779 17 429318 "0 047_36
1 200384 _7 439774 -0.0_7184
130_234 17 448500 -0 082951
1.354097 t7 464404 "0-109@7_
1 400635 17 47G552 -0 _33539
1400635 17 479552 -0 13353_
1 445629 17 493965 -01_3587
11 489815 17 507535 -0 170367
11 532391 17 520584 "0 184119
II 573227 17 532790 -0 195022
_ I 612215 17 544247 -0 203873
1_.649295 17 554967 -0 209868
,t 683760 17 564775 -0 214238
11 7¢4722 17 573459 -0 2166_&
_ _42244 17 581077 "0 21753&
_ 767107 t7 587677 -0 217_43
,i v90598 17 594230 -0 217171
11 814575 17 6_594 -0216614
il 84!550 IT 607628 -0 21524(
il 873006 17 615776 -0 212340
_* 908064 t7 624785 -0 207521
_i 945_08 ,7 _34376 -0 200408
11 985802 ¢" 644496 +0 i90412
12 028064 _ 655056 -0 1_6914
_2 072000 _z 665923 -0 159701
!2 I¢7177 17 5"_973 -0138_2_
'2 _63135 _7 688215 -0 I133fi2
12 209542 17 699726 -0 083044
_2 256120 17 ''1266 0 046271
12 302606 17 _2277' -0 0,01484
12 349126 17 _34271 0 05205_
12 395910 17 745823 0 I_2_16
12 443110 17 75_464 0 177476
12.490569 17.7691_I 0 245731
12.537967 _7780695 0 317744
12,585043 17 792553 0 393_24
12 _31774 77 804128 0 47300_-
_2 678293 _7 8i5655 0 5_5155
12 724528 17 827114 0 639343
12.770313 17 &38465 0.725095
12 808836 17 848018 01799092
LPT Stato: ] Airfoil Coordinates
50_ From Hub
1%7
O qlG!NAL PAC_
.,F POOR QCALITY
I 099155
' 093014
' 090810
I 092624
098593
108895
123746
143388
168070
198038
I 2335_1
I 274663
I 288110
19 682155 -0 223380
19.698985 -0 264247
t9 718217 -0.307611
19.724433 -0 321066
288110
I 329916
i 372582
i 41E522
19 724433 -0 321066
19 743545 -0 360880
19 7627_E -0. 398476
19 782101 -0=433R15
'9 _09204 -0 571781
19 932129 -0 574831
19 9546_4 -0 570662
'9 975492 0 559443'
!9 997433 -O 54_959
20.017420 -0 5'_747
_ 056484 +0 490144
'2
;2
12
12
454_42
492612
530356
56_075
60587_
_: 643963
12 682564
12 721714
20 0_45_4
20 0_1890
20 088514
29 !044R¢
_O 119942
20135C24
20 149843
20 _4490
_0 "79048
20 _93683
20 208606
20 223659
-0 45645_
-0 41_038
-0 375242
-0 328385
-0 27"834
"0 223_68
-0 166273
-0 105302
"0 _40849--
02"063
098493
0 1735_3
20 238883 0 252213
20 254364 0 334092
20 270199 0 41868_
20 286407 0 505407
_2 76_393
12 _01609
12836328
20 302987 0 593693
20 319949 0 6R3f22
20 334720 0 760_89
!9 634012 ,3
19 637603 0 0433912
19 642627 O 004723
19 64907_ 0 002431
29 o_6922 -0 002947
19.666178 -0 011368
19 676859 "0 022730
19 689021 "0 036850
19 702?73 -0 053425
19 716020 -0 069374
19.738_5_ -0 09571_
19 759804 "0 '19435
_9 780145 "0 '3976J
19.780f45 "0 139763
19.799614 "0 157099
19 818232 -0 17iv60
!9 836.C_8 -0 ,63670
19r852962 --0 '_3535
!9.866834 -0.20f009
19 8_6605 "0 209774
19 908394 -0 2'i?iO
19 919134 -0 212468
12 051633 20 028995 3 i5!665
_2 0956_3 20 044964 -0 '3_71
'2 141260 20 C_1498 -0 _06062
12 1881_9 20 0"8707 -0 0_5774
_2 236042 90 0964CI -0 03986----5....
'2 284601 20 I _4493 O CX91872
12 333624 __0 !3_903 0 049489
12 382867 20 151541 0 102863
12 432_36 20 170336 0 161745
12 48143 I 20 189289 O 225445
12 5301542 20 208720 0 2950_9
12 579569 20 228273 0 368914
12 627982 20 247851 0 44_006
12 675845 20 267432 0 528469
12 _23179 20 287016 _ 512_5i
'2 _59976 20.306594 0 698352
;2 809453 2C 3232/_ 0 772843
LPT Stator J Airfoil Coordinates
90% From Hub
-f
Suction 5ur_sce Pressure Surface
Z _ _I'HET& Z _ _T_ETA
13.364055 15 _2_972 O.
13,368981 15.427261 -O 002741
13.375526 15 42S?70 -0.003592
13.383601 15 431072 -0 002471
13.393096 15 433535 O 000721
13.403946 15 436339 0 006042
f3.416217 15 439495 0.013435
13 430218 15 443079 0 022623
13.451127 15 448393 0 036090
13.486479 15 457277 0.057873
13.521515 15 465957 0.078905
13.521515 15 465957 0 078905
13.55570'6 15 474308 0.098750
f3.588977 15 492320 0.117080
13.621559 15 4¢JK2157 0.133820
13.653419 15 497846 0 148822
t3.684380 15.505149 0.161898
13 714414 15 512074 0.173028
13.743545 15.5t8642 0 182376
13_771634 15 524835 0.190039
!3 798510 15 530632 O, 196086
13 824167 15,536050 0.200566
13 848693 15 541122 0.203691
13 872263 15 545772 0 205573
13 8951_ 1515_50 0 2065401
13 917725 15 554148 0 206289
13.940384 15 556"40 0 205204
13 963497 15562986 o 203084
13 987381 15 566031 0 19971t
14 012277 15 56_999 0 194814
!4.038354 15 573998 0.188060
14 065768 15 578028 0 179117
14 094559 15 582069 0.167832
14 124527 15 586011 0.154162
14.155492 15.589835 0.138054
14 187311 15593578 0.119320
14.219876 15.597216 0.097813
14.253112 15.600726 0.073431
14.286935 15.604087 0.046235
14 321202 15 607277 0.016360
t4 355758 t5.610273 _0.016209
14 390493 15.613241 -0.051587
14.425328 15 616070 -0.089806
t4.460178 15_618727 -0.130838
14 494959 15_621205 -0. t74581
14.529598 t5.623503 -0.220912
14.564020 t5.625616 -0 269741
14.590447 t5.627124 -0.309168
t3 364055 i5.425972 O.
_3 360089 15.424932 0.006079
13 358675 15.424562 0 014924
13 3599t4 15.424887 0.026445
13 363959 15 425947 0.040505
t3 370992 15 427786 0.056941
13 381195 15 430446 0.075593
t3 394706 15 433952 0.096337
13 411571 15 438302 0 119135
13 431687 15 443453 0 144082
t3.449066 15 447871 0 164645
13 44_6 15 447871 0 164645
13.477356 15 455C_4 0 19G390
13 50662_ 15 462283 0 226694
_3.536553 15 469_44 01255360
i3,567202 15 47?089 0.282519
13._98751 15 484653 0.308065
13,631227 15 492506 0.331782
13.664606 15 500'504 0.353421
13 699027 15 508546 0.3728t4
13.734661 15 516654 0.389727
13.771513 15 524809 0403875
13509498 15 532966 0.414922
'3 848438 15 541070 0.422528
13,888058 !5 548738 0 426390
13 92?996 15 5559?2 0 426306
_3.967847 15.5628t5 0 422176
14 0_7244 15 569209 0 4140_I
14 045869 15575120 0402101
14 083483 15 580537 0 386514
14 119917 15.585427 0 367587
'4 155012 15 _q9777 0 345677
14 1887_I 15.593741 0 32i081
14 22)274 15 59736a 0 293981
14 _528t8 15 600695 0 264445
14 2S3509 15 603756 0 232604
14.313454 15.606575 0 '98551
_4 342728 15 60916_ 0 162411
14 371414 156116i9 0 124288
14 399658 15,514002 0 084178
!4 427612 15 616249 0 042053
_4 455387 15 618372 -0.002083
14.463061 15.620377 -0.048216
14 510722 15 622272 -0 0962g8
14 538450 15.624062 -0 146260
,4 566321 15.625751 -0 198036
14 594409 15.627341 -0 251579
_4 6_6308 '5.628503 -0 294168
LPT Rotor 3 Airfoil Coordinates
10% From Hub
159
®O_:1:;"r-.L PAGE Jg
OF POOR QUALITY
Suc_Lon S_r:ace
Z _ _T_ET4
_3.398"r5_ 18 022804 C
13 394760 18 021491 _ CX_5699
_3.393111 '8 020949 0 014104
13 393897 !8 021238 0 025137
13 397260 18 022314 0 039676
13 403377 18 024328 0 0_4575
I_412436 18027316 0072875
13 424606 18.031339 0 092838
13 439999 18.036442 0.114971
13 458628 18 042641 0 139065
13 476381 18.048570 0 160408
13,476381 ?_.048570 0.I¢_3408
13503494 18.057669 0.190328
13 531684 18 067183 0 218_26
13.560867 18.077092 0.243702
13.591084 18.087415 0 268983
13 622465 18.098203 0 287802
13 655179 18
13689391 18
13 725108 18
_3 762185 18
13
13
13
13
_3
13
14
14
800240
938716
83_987
91.463
95(666
985342
018467
050169
.109778
121913
134559
147660
18 161079
18 174618
18 1878_0
18 200559
18 212632
18 224042
18 234802
18 244972
0 305952
0 321122
0 332914
0 340897
0 344634
0 343841
0 338469
0.328666
0 314805
o 297378
0276?95
0.253357
14 080830 18 254688 0.227158
t4 110728 18 263883 0.198163
14 139927 18.272699 0 t66568
4.168466 18 2812_ 0132532
4 198446 18 289574 0 096158
4 223932 18 297889 0 057487
4 251071 18 305644 o 016582
4.277964 18.313469 -0.026528
4 304641 18 321176 -0 071753
4 331122 18 328827 -0. 118940
4.357459 18 336549 -0. ,67981
4 383697 18.344232 -0.2t8818
.4 409878 18 351886 -0 271377
4 436071 18 359533 -0 325525
4 462306 18.367180 -0 781109
4.488632 18.3_4843 -0.437939
4 515089 18.382533 -0.495839
14 541707 18.390257 -0.554688
1a.562_73 18 396304 -0 601187
Pressure Surface
Z _ _T_ETa
13.398751 18 022804 o
13.403529 _S 024378 -o 0_2476
13.409_88 18 025442 -0 0031C,_
13.4_7434 18 028967 -0 c_1809
13 426349 18 031916 0.0Q1514
13 436460 18 035268 0 00'F926
13.447826 18 039044 0 014378
13.460750 18 043348 0 023615
13.481237 18.050196 0 037960
13.513915 18 061180 0 059528
13.545831 18 071979 0 079279
13.545831 18 07 1979 0.079279
13.576743 18.082508 0 097053
13.6(>6578 18 092732 0112739
13.635419 t8 t02758 0 126311
13.663228 18.t12635 0 137798
13 689872 18 122084 0 147279
13.715182 18.f31047 0 f54781
13.738998 18.139489 0 180336
13.761304 18147349 0.163990
13.7_2251 18 154739 0 165847
13 802221 18 16_776 0 166058
13.621771 18.168_59 01_4720
13.841524 18 t75605 0 161792
_3 862073 18.182799 0 157143
13 883895 18 190238 0 150545
13 907245 _8.t98133 0.141770
13 932144 18 20_476 0 130759
13 958467 !8 215212 0 _ 17557
13.9@5831 18 224202 0 102210
14.013958 18.233346 0 084520
14.042783 18.242614 0 083972
14 072269 18 251987 0 040281
14 102314 t8 2613_0 0 013385
14.132854 18.270570 -0 016618
14.163740 18 _79840 -0 049637
14 194871 I_28910_ -0 08558_
14 226219 18 298362 -0 124368
14 257763 18 307596 --Or 165758
14.289451 18 31679 r -0 209485
14 321238 ,8 325942 -0.255385
14353082 18 335267 -0303385
14.3849f4 18344588 -0.353379
14 416703 18r353879 -0 405202
14 448403 18.383129 -0 458851
14.479971 18.372323 -0.513518
14.511378 18.381455 -0,569649
14.535757 18.388_21 -0.614221
LPT Rotor 3 Airfoil Coo:dinates
50% From Hub
160
Suction Surface
.c,:- - . ,
$
Pressure Surface
z gTHETA
_3 379752 20.568110 0
13 376703 20 566803 0
13 376333 20 566644 0
13 378703 20 567660 0
13.383912 20.569892 O
006110
014544
025231
038O60
13 392080 20 573390 0.052898
13403337 20.578209 0.069599
!3 417800 20 584395 0 088031
13.435554 20.591981 O. 108105
13 456616 20.600970 0.129801
13.463873 20.604064 0.136925
13.463873 20.604064 0.136925
13.491464 20.61_817 0.162562
13.519865 20.627894 0.186517
f3 548967 20.640247 0.208619
13 678866 20.652g15 0.228825
13.609774 20.66_987 0.246977
13 641870 20.679558 0.262854
13.6"75282 20.693649 0.276131
13.709853 20.706188 0.286400
3.745282 20.723047 0.293308
3.781294 20.73610_ 0.296520
3817528 20.753214 0.295820
3853566 20.766199 0.291109
3.889006 20.782881 0.282444
3.923603 20.797151 0.27C,064
13 957211 20 810954 0 254180
13.989793 20 824279 0.234963
14021439 20.837170 0.212575
14 052406 20.849733 0 186988
14 082904 20.861998 0 158152
14 112836 20.873904 0 126261
14 142187 20.885556 0.091613
14 170_45 20896953 0.054299
14 199151 20 908111 O 014449
14 226938 20 919083 -0.027862
14 254450 20 _29927 -0.072630
14 281719 20 94C_60 -0.1t9755
14 308730 20 951294 -0 169039
14 335528 20 961938 -0,220319
14 362159 20 972525 -0.273509
14 388684 20 983078 -0328509
14 415156 20 993619 -0.3651_0
14 441619 21_004165 -0 443391
14 468109 21.014730 -0.502927
!4 21 025338 -0.563514
1* 21.036004 -0 625328
1_ 21.044452 -0 674611
494684
521382
542514
Z _ _THET&
13 379752 20.568110 O,
13.384064 20 569957 -0.C_3096
13 390")86 20,572536 -0,004587
20 575805 -0.(X84360
20 579705 -0.002268
20584194 0.0<31803
20.589271 0.007851
13 39?720
13 406835
13 417331
13 429209
13 442682
13 457956
13 489823
13 520991
13 520991
13 551328
13 580855
13 609681
13 637710 20+67780t 0 118457
13 664730 20.689203 0 129493
13.690561 20.700079 0 138763
13.715077 20.710382 O 145962
13,738434 20.720178 0 +50917
13.760932 20.729596 0 153626
13 7_2_49 20.7387_5 0 154242
13.804542 20.747805 0.I_2888
13 826432 20.756920 O. 149653
13.848920 20.766269 0.144562
13.872251 20.775948 0 t37498
13,896571 20.786006 O, _28370
13+921917 20.796451 O. I_T092
13948198 20.807258 0.103485
13 975160 20.818301 U-0673 +11
14.002589 20.829496 0.067986
14 030585 20.840885 0.044820
14 059162 20.852468 0.0+7648
14,088332 20864159 -0.013110
14.118053 20 875976 -0+047009
!4 148194 20 887938 -0.083715
14.178610 20.899987 -0.123157
14.209269 20 912108 -0. 165360
14.240186 20 924308 -o 210130
14 271315 20.936568 -0 257182
14 302613 20.948869 -0 306343
14.334016 20.961337 -0.357557
14.365471 20.973842 -0.410716
14,396936 20.986363 -0,465673
14.428374 20.998885 -0.522235
14.459727 21.011386 -0_5802t6
14,490957 21+023850 -0.639478
14.515455 21 033636 -0.687000
20 5950_4 0 0_5639
20.601541 0.024603
20.615119 0.043032
20.628372 0.060591
20.628372 C' 060591
201641248 0.075986
20.653757 0.092093
20.665948 0.105938
LP_ Rotor 3 Airfoil Coordinates
90% From Hub
iol
C_IC-tN_L I-'AG_ I"4
GF POOR QUALITY
Suctien Surface
Z _ _T_E'r_ Z _ _THETA
15 435551 15.657863 O.
I_ 439271 15.657941 0 001702
I_44464_ 15 658054 0,001520
15 451595 15 658201 -0.0C_621
15.460014 15.658382 -0 0(34813
15.469833 15.658595 -0.011123
15.461084 15.658843 -0.019521
15 493997 15 659133 -0.029796
15 525_'" t5.659862 -0 054264
15 565345 15.660827 -0.083902
15.605312 15.661846 -0.113200
I5 644174 15 662884 -0.141267
15 681815 ;5 663935 -0. 166744
15 681815 15 663935 -0.166744
I_ .718461 15.665000 -0.18904_
'5 754217 15 665970 -0.207986
15.789115 15.666978 -0223721
15.823153 15 668027 -0.236591
15.856393 15.669114 -0.247036
--15 888824 15 6v0236 -0.255355
15 920508 15 671389 -0.261680
15 95159? 15.672576 -0.266148
15 982307 15.673803 -0.268841
t6 012881 _5 6v5077 -0.269897
16 043606 15 676641 -0.269347
_6 074816 15 678292 -0 267158
t6.106752 t5.680036 -0 263157
16 139458 :5.681879 -0 257q58
16 172871 15 683822 -0 248932
16 206789 15 685857 -0 238152
16.241097 15.687978 -0.224326
18 275860 15 690192 "0 206_80
16 311109 15.692501 -0 184952
16.346982 15.694860 -0 158656
16.383560 15.697269 -0. 128373
16 420686 15.6997_6 -0.094896
_6 458190 15 702191 -0 058528
16 495942 15.704886 -0 01b157
t6.533887 t5.707197 0.023_40
16532007 151709722 0 068109
16 610336 15.712226 0 115475
16.648835 15.714620 0 165045
16 687458 15.716990 0 "16619
16 726154 15.719331 0 269985
16.764866 15.721640 0 324917
16 803541 15.723914 0 384204
16.84_125 15.726151 0.438698
16 872671 15727898 0485130
_5 435551 15.657863 O.
15 433051 15 657_11 -0 005376
15.43364_ 15.657_23 -0.014111
!5.4373_1 15 657901 -0.026181
_5 444227 15 658045 -0.041540
15 454343 15 658260 -0.060122
15 467802 15 658551 -0.081833
15 484742 15 658925 -0 106548
15 505342 151659392 -0. t34102
15 529634 15.659964 -0. 164284
15 558510 15.66065_ -0 196827
15 591736 t5.661494 -0.231399
_5 613944 15.6J2072 -0 252837
15 513944 15 66:072 -0.252837
15 650540 15 663059 -0.285299
15 688028 15 664112 -0.314898
15.726373 _5.665216 -0.341375
15 ?65568 15.666291 -0 364529
15 805581 t5 667477 -0.384157
15 846393 15 668780 -0.40¢3173
15 987952 15 670205 -0.412529
15 930106 15 671750 -0 421100
15 972639 15 673411 -0 425806
16 015308 15 675189 "0 426508
1E 057826 15 677387 -0.423180
!6 099859 15 679655 -0415887
16 _41166 _5 681977 -0 404905
16 181703 15 684346 -0 390494
16 221533 15.686760 -0 372834
16 260858 15 689228 -0 351956
16 299793 15 691754 -0 327716
16 3382?3 15 694287 -0.300062
,6 37626_ 15 696788 -0.26_045
16 413637 15 699251 -0 234890
t6 450302 15 701671 -0 197952
16 486419 _5 ?04057 -0 _5_343
16 522159 15 70642C -0 116016
16 557649 15 708770 -0.071112
16,592947 15.7111t0 -0 023824
16 628070 15.713333 0 02570_
16.662985 15.7154_2 0.077374
16 697729 1_ 717614 0.131003
16.732348 15 719702 0.186392
16.766896 1572'760 0.243318
16.801427 15.723791 0301544
16 835994 15 725797 0 360867
16.870654 15.727783 0 421132
16.898251 15.729346 0.4G9581
LPT Stator _ Airfoil Coordinates
10% From Hub
I_2
Suction Surface
CF - ,...
Pressure Surface
Z # _T_ETA
1_.311727 18.597028 O.
15 308790 18.59£312 -0 006098
15 309153 18.596400 -0.015695
15 312868 18 597307 0.028441
15.320028 18.59£053 -0.044548
15 330765 18 601685 -0 063791
15.345257 18.605182 -0.086000
15.363733 18.609649 -0.110957
15.386483 18.615124 -0. 138390
15.413861 18 621676 -0.167960
15 446299 18 629387 -0. 199258
15.484317 i8 638352 -0.23179t
15.516309 18.645836 -0.256185
15.516309 t8._45836 -0.256185
15 557442 18._55378 -0.283661
15.599505 18.665042 -0.307386
15.642352 18 674813 -0.327326
15 685933 18 684667 -0.343399
15730214 18 694560 -0.355425
!5 ?75082 18 ?04459 -0.363188
15 820345 18 714319 -0.366506
15 865776 18 724087 -0.365331
15 911_40 18 733714 -0.359645
15 956220 18 743141 -O 349517
16 000843 18 752310 -0.335062
16 044888 18 751215 -0.316411
16 088287 18 769848 -0.293721
16 131010 18 778211 -0.267143
'5 173062 !8 786309 -0.236831
_6 214474 !8 794156 -0 202909
.6.255302 18 801768 -0. 165509
_6 295582 18 80900_ -0 124734
16 335374 18_816052 -0 080712
16 374734 18 822942 -0.033_52
16 413713 18 829681 0 016647
16 452359 18 836282 O 069780
_5 490721 18 842?54 0.125730
1_ 528835 18 849104 O 184381
16 566745 18 855342 0.245596
16 604493 18 861599 0.309251
16 642120 18 867822 0.375220
16.679654 18 873986 0.443374
16.717139 18 880098 0.513_41
16.754606 18 686165 0 565528
16.792094 18 892192 0659115
16 829649 18 898186 0 734098
16 867300 _8 904154 0.810331
_6 898673 18 909090 0 874525
#THETA
15 31172_
15 316607
15 323822
15 313203
15 344525
15 357607
15 372434
15.389330
15.408887
t5.449583
15.490011
8 597028
8 598219
8 599977
8 602258
8 605OO5
8 608110
8 811746
8.615807
18.620488
18.630164
18.639689
O.
0.002267
0.001948
-O.OOt 120
-0. 007 i54
-0 016328
-0.028657
-0.043830
-0,061145
-0.094751
-0.124274
15.530018
15.569224
15.569224
15.607465
18.649026
18.658095
18.658095
18.666860
-0.150167
-0,172974
-0.172974
-0.192730
15.644774
15.681301
15717093
15.752184
18.675364
18.683626
18.691641
18.699422
-0.209347
-0.222722
-0.232855
-0.239819
15786689
15.820798
15.854740
15.888749
15.923042
15 957792
15 993120
15.029093
18.706999
18 714417
18 721726
18 728979
18 736219
18 743467
18 750734
18 758038
-0.243732
-0.244693
-0.242718
-0.237802
-0.229870
-0.218833
-0.204592
-0 187035
t6.065743
16 103064
16 141025
15 179570
18
!8
18
18
765381
77275_
78015 °
787551
-0 166074
-0.141647
-0 113737
-0.082329
16 218663
1£.258244
1-.298257
"6.338650
6379377
6 420388
J6461647
f6.503'¢0
16.544734
t8
18
18
;8
!8
18
18
18
18
794943
a02306
809477
5,6628
823749
330827
837856
844827
851730
-0 047460
C.00_:72
0.032454
0.07733t
0,125370
0 17_472
0.230514
0.287368
0.346894
16.586480
16.628319
16.570207
18 858605
18.865545
18.$72438
0.406968
0.473458
0.540209
16.712113
16.753998
16.795816
16.837529
18.879281
18.886067
18.892788
18.899438
0.609029
0.679696
0.752003
0.825797
16.872080 18.904907 0.888137
LPT Stator 4 Airfoil Coordinates
50% From Hub
163
OF pOOR _J;"-:_ _'
Suction Surface Pressure Surface
z _THET A
15 194873 21.296166 O.
!5 192670 2!.295379 -0.005929
15 193923 21 295827 -0.014903
15, 196678 21.297525 -0,026884
'5,20?009 21.300496 -0,04t784
15.219018 _1 304q74 0,059492
15.234835 21.310397 -0 079864
15 254614 21.317411 -0.102732
15.278528 21.325865 -0. 127904
15 306773 21.335814 -O 155164
15.339557 21.347311 -O. 184287
15.377339 21.36C494 -0 215095
15.377339 21.360494 -0.215096
15.419928 21.375268 -0 246325
15.463455 21 390275 -0.274404
15.5C7838 21.405479 -0.299233
15.552941 21.420885 -0.320820
15.598762 ; ' 436474 -0.339037
15 645318 2 452169 -0.353654
15.692554 21 _7944 -0.3644_4
15.740343 21.:_3751 -0.371071
15788514 21.499529 -0.373507
15 836866 21.515209 -0.371598
15 885186 21.530682 -0.365301
f5 933267 21.545786 -9 354_2_
15 980930 21 560569 -0,339622
16 028031 2_ 57499Q -0.320392
16 0_4480 21.589031 -0.297067
16 '20223 21.602682 -0,269781
16 165246 21.6!5_47 -0 238662
_6 209571 21 628841 -0.203849
16 253234 21.641104 -0.165454
16 296287 21.653106 -0. _23588
_6 338_79 2_ 664e8_ G 078352
16 380761 21 676461 -0.029845
f6 422300 _1 687851 0 021825
16 463439 21 699070 0.076568
16 504244 0.134266
16 544767 0. 194793
16 585056 0 258048
16 625172 0.323908
f6 665137 0 39224S
16 705057 0.4629_8
16 744925 0 535729
t6 784618 0,61046_
_6
16
'r6
2 _ ?10138
21.721069
2" 732163
21 743285
21 754388
21 765484
21 7T6588
21 7_77_6
824798 21 798886 0.686939
864915 21 810110 0_650_3
898620 _I 819553 0 831510
Z _ _THE TA
15. 194873 2!.296166 0
_5 200546 2'.298191 0 003552
15.208933 21.3OI182 0.004545
15.219877 21 305080 0.0"02803
_5 233164 21.309803 -0,0019_5
_5,248590 21.315277 -0.009936
15.266058 2t.321460 -0.02!073
15.285701 21 328395 -0.035476
15.308032 21.336_56 -0.052474
15.345593 21 349422 -0.079134
15.389259 21.364638 -0. I06968
15,432490 2 379609 -O _3189£
15.432490 2 379609 -0, 131898
15.474900 2 394205 -0, 154441
15.516312 2 408391 -0. 174530
15.556988 2 422267 -0 191945
15 596885 2 435838 -0.20_452
15.636063 2 449060 -0.217994
15.67456_ 2 461934 -0.226597
15 712269 2 4?4483 -0 232331
15.749479 2 486755 -0.235269
15 ?86308 2 .4988t0 -0 2354t6
t5 822955 2 .5107t4 -0 232762
15 859634 2 522538 -0 227321
15.896552 21 534270 -0 218971
!5,933888 21 545980 -0 207631
!5.971786 21.557747 -0. 193!87
16 010337 21 569594 -0 175513
16.049593 21.581530 -0 154503
16 089569 2t.593553 -0.130_,84
16.130243 21.605649 -0. f02189
t6. 171579 21 617799 -0 070798
_5.2_35_5 2_ 629975 -0 035899
16 256032 21 641886 0.002488
16.299050 21.653874 0.044320
!6 342510 21 665917 0 089548
16.386369 2' 678002 0 138088
!6.430564 21.690110 0.189868
_647504¶ 21.702223 0 244779
16 519750 21714328 0 302700
16 564633 21.726507 0 363528
16,609647 21 738979 0 427153
I_.654746 21 751496 0.493424
16.699878 21.764043 0 562167
16 144984 21 776605 0 633180
16 790004 21.789164 0 706266
16.834885 21 801706 0. 781282
16 872331 21.812187 0.8454_8
LPT Stator 4 Airfoil Coordinates
90% From Hub
i,"Y
Suction Surface
;HETA
17.618050 _5 758063 0
17615121
17 6 t,_500
17 ,6 16270
17 62055"/
15
!5
15
15
757894
757859
757961
758208
17.6275;5
t7=637299
17.650032
17,665767
t5 758608
15.759170
!5.759897
15_60792
0,C_35103
0.012528
0.022193
0033976
0 047728
0.C_3302
0.C_0578
0099505
17.684443
17.700133
17.700133
17.726316
17.752928
15 761847
15 76272_
15,762728
15.764_88
!5,765657
17.7799_0
17.807387
17.835361
15.767133
15.7686t8
15.770116
0 120142
0.126667
0 136667
0.182837
0.187617
0210961
0.232912
0.253451
0,272435
0.289699
0.305123
0.318537
0,329766
0 338603
o 344832
0r348304
0 348810
0 346557
0 341238
0,333006
0.322022
0 30£456
0.2924R4
0274:37
t7.863931
_7 89314_
t7 92301T
t7 953562
17
18
18
18
t8
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
15.771721
15.773321
15.774908
tS.7764Rt
984775 15
016620 15
049015 15
081825 15
114912 15
1=809_ 15
181110 15
213694 15
245628 15
276771 15
307099
3366A1
778036
779567
781068
782436
783685
?84838
785884
786819
787640
788351
15 78888_
15 789329
18 365479 15 7897045 0 253_t0
18.393701 15 790020 0.23':78
18.421375 15.790274 0 20_757
18 44_545 f5.79_471 0180301
_8 475296 15,790616 0.151979
18 501704 '5.7¢J_)710 0 121826
18.527883 15 790838 0 _89848
18.553925 15.790935 0 0%60_6
18 579861 157910,(32
!8 605748 15.791040
18.631621 15791048
18.657516 t5.791026
18.683430 15.790975
18.709312 _5.790895
18.727962 15.790818
0.02032-
0 017145
0 056258
-0.096815
- -o _;8658
0 181704
-o 213468
Pressure Surface
17 618050 15.758063 o.
IT 622063 15.758295 _ 00233'
17 527529 15.758609 -0.003139
17 634338 15759000 -0 002194
17 642342 15.75_458 0 1000605
17 651428 15 759977 0.005369
17.661597 15.760555 0.0t2094
17,673085 t5 761205 0.020554
17.69164t _5 762252 0 0_4137
17,721618 15.763927 0.055112
17.75t259 15.765565 0.074734
17.751259 15.765565 0.074734
17.780486 15.767163 0.092922
17.809288 15.768721 O. 1096_0
17.837688 15.770244 0.124950
17.865653 t5.77t817 0.138780
17.893091 t5.773318 0.151047
17.919933 15.774747 0 181737
17,946130 15.776103 0.170086
17.971670 15.777389 0 '78506
17.996537 15.778607 0 184678
18.020736 15 7797E" 0.189494
18,044303 15.780853 0.193078
18.067320 15.78185"7 0 195564
18.089921 15 782_51 0 197019
18.112_47 15.783589 0.197455
18.134476 15,784377 0.196843
18= 156872 15.785126 0 195082
18 '79700 _5 78584_ 0.192062
18.203;77 15.786529 0 187630
18.127447 !5,787184 0.181675
18.252530 15.787805 0 174107
18,278400 15 788386 0. 164843
18.304974 15.788848 0 153777
18.332164 15.789265 0.140736
18 359902 15.789638 O. 125482
18.38R143 15.789962 0 I09879
18.416805 15.790235 0 08'7830
18.445808 15.790454 0.065315
18.4750_1
18.5044ti
18 533886
'8 563412
18 592950
18 622467
18 651965
18 681495
18 702822
15 790615
15 790725
15 790863
15 790963
15 7910_5
15 791048
15 791033
15 790980
15.790918
0 040330
0_12833
-0 017200
-0.049715
0 084539
-0 _21402
-0.159976
-0.199990
-Q.229672
LPT Rotor 4 Airfoil Coordinates
10% From Hub
Io 5
ORiG;;';_; ,
OF POOR QUALJ, ..
Suction Surface Pressure Surface
_ _THETA Z _ _T_ETA
17.677414 19046764 0
17.680359 '9.047306 -0 002172
17.684485 19.048067 -0.003257
!7.889720 191049034 -0 003173
17.695974 19.0b0194 -0 C_1815
17.703175 19.051533 0.0008_g
17.7it328 19.053056 0.004964
17.720588 19.0_4792 0 010202
17.738261 19.058130 0_020184
i7 _62926 19.062838 0.033287
17.786681 19.067428 0.044_62
17.786681 Ig.067428 0.044662
17.810096 19,072004 0.054923
17.933219 t9.076575 0.064486
17.655776 t9.081083 0.073333
17.877542 lg 085555 0 081227
17.698399 t9.089886 0.087673
17.918486 19.094074 0092380
17.938037 t9.098166 0.095310
17 677414 19 046764 0
17 679326 19.046380 0.004258
17 675086 19 046336 0 010086
t7.676739 19.046640 0 017435
11.680351 19.047305 0.026227
17.686013 19.048349 0.036357
17 693830 19.049796 0.047706
t7.703914 19.051671 0 060143
17 716379 f9.054002 0.073539
17 731327 t9.056817 0 087777
17.749822 19 060330 0 103515
17 749822 19.060330 0.103515
17.772899 19.0t54759 0.120871
17 _96268 19.069295 0.136380
17.820202 19.073995 0.150268
t7.844929 19.078909 0.162556
17.870563 !9.084110 0.173108
17 896968 19 089588 0.181662
17 _23908 19.095207 0. t87953
17 951183 19 10_925 01191605
t7.978578 19.106699 0.193135
18.005948 19
18.033!57 19
18060085 19
18.086618 19
18 i12640 19
18 ,38117 19
18 163174 19
18.187953 19
18 _3445 19
18236657 19
_8 260482 19
18.283870 19
112498 0.191908
118293 0.188102
124009 0.181809
129579 0.173090
135017 0 '62047
140318 0 148817
145510 0.133387
150622 O. _15747
15_654 0.095967
160593 0 074167
165345 0 050466
169995 0.925067
16.306908 _9 174560 -n 00_005
18 329710 ,9 179063 0 03082b
18 352368 19 183523 -0 061341
t8.37,$897 19 187943 -0.093481
8 397297 19 192323 -0 127157
8 419571 !9 196665 -0. 162250
8.441739 19.201034 -0.198674
8.463842 19.205389 -0.236368
8 485833 19.209733 -0 275264
8 507916 19 214070 -0.315236
8 529924 19.218404 -0.356t10
8.551931 19.222736 -0.397671
8.573926 19 227066 -0.439738
8.595882 19.231386 0.482193
8.611173 t9.234395 -0.512013
17.957255 19.102203 0 096552
17.976351 19 106229 0 096234
17.995473 19.110275 0.094493
18.014756 19. 1_4371 0.091439
18.034320 _9. 118541 0 087049
18.054279 19 122767 0.081311
18 074749 19 127090 0 074182
18.095763 19. 131492 0.065602
18.117198 19. 135967 0 055534
18.138910 19. 140483 0 043682
18 160910 19. 145042 0 029618
18.183190 19.149641 0.013031
!8.205857 19 154303 0 006090
18 228960 19. 159035 -0 027477
18.252414 19 163738 _O 050707
18.276104 19. 168453 -0.075667
18.299938 19 173181 -0 _02523
18.323900 19 177917 -0 131302
18.347992 19 182663 "0 161913
18.372210 19.187416 -0 194196
181396534 '9.192174 -0 227981
18 420923 t9 196932 -0 263188
18.445363 19 201748 -0.299760
181469832 19.206569 -0 337600
18.4_4316 19 211392 -0 376541
18.518800 19 2i6213 -0 416360
18.543297 19.221C37 -0.456808
18.567833 19.225866 -0.497680
18.584988 19 229243 -0.52_395
LPT Rotor 4 Airfoil Coordinates
>0,o From Hub
166
Suction Surface
_THETA
17
17
17
17
t7
664443
663537
664742
668080
673585
22 030995
22 030762
22 03_073
22 031933
22 033352
22 035344
22 037924
22 041108
22 044914
22 049361
22 054463
22 057812
22 057812
22 064058
22 070377
22.076794
22.063443
O.
0.004841
0010605
0.017243
0.024677
17 6P1305 0,032804
t7 691295 0.041500
17 703614 0.050631
17 718326 0.060059
17 735487 0.069655
17 755148 0.079308
17 768036 0.085030
17 768036 0.085030
17 792032 0.094531
17 816258 0.102680
17 840813 0.109468
17 865844 0.114779
17 891374 22.090245 0.118471
17.917372 22.097144 0.120384
47 943718 22.104107 0.120390
17.970259 22.111093 0.118354
!7.996848 22. 118063 0 114244
18.023326 22.124974 0.107986
18049544 22.131690 0.099588
18.075381 22. 138_82 0.089123
18.100831 22.144508 0.076638
t_ 125905 22.150677 0.062141
18 150692 22.156711 0.045638
18.175239 22.152624 0.027079
18.199505 22. 168409 0 006587
18 223426 22.174037 -0.015730
18 247050 22. 179456 -0 039841
I8_270412 22.184788 -0.065775
18 293561 22. 190047 -0 093491
18.316530 22. 195239 -0 122927
18 339321 22.2"0(3366 '0 154001
18 36,9t3 22.205424 -0 186603
18.384311 22.210414 -0 220606
18 406527 22 215347 -0 255900
18.428602 22.220345 -0 292425
18.450570 22.225323 -0 330191
18.472462 22.230286 -0 369159
18.494323 22.235246 -0.409204
18.516205 22.240214 -0.450122
18.538100 22.245188 -0.49,676
18.559961 22.250158 -0.533663
18.5817t9 22.255108 -0.575964
18.596818 22.258545 -0.605602
Pressure Surface
Z _ _T_ET&
17.664443 22.030995 O
17.666973 2?,031648 -0.003348
!7.671:93 22.032736 -0.005869
17.677044 22,034245 -0 007431
17.684447 22.036155 -0.CK97857
17.693337 22.03845' -O.OCT(XX)
17.703704 22.041131 -0.004840
17.715654 22.044223 -0.001612
17,720024 22.045354 -0.000391
17.743822 22.051523 0.006068
t7.766976 22.057537 0.011781
17.789687 22.063447 0.016702
17.789687 22.063447 0.016702
17.312086 22.069288 0.020884
17.834255 22.07507_ 0.024413
17.856094 22.080838 0.027323
17.877459 22.086541 0.029551
17.898324 22.092092 0.030930
17.918720 22.097501 0.031275
17.938770 22.102802 0.030405
17.958624 22.108034 0.028221
17.9784%0 22.113238 0.024613
t7.99_J47 22.118455 0.019581
18.C 8528 22.123724 0.013124
18.U39082 22.129043 0.005244
18 060027 22 134333 -0.004029
18.081349 22.139671 -0.014700
18.102957 22.145034 -0.026888
18.t24804 22 150407 -0.0408t2
18.146934 22.155800 tO 056602
18.t69408 22.161225 -0.074914
18.192_79 22 166669 -O 095041
18.215212 22.172121 -0 117108
18.238458 22.177488 -0. 141151
18.261884 22.182845 -0. 167170
_.285488 22.188215 -0. _95105
18.309291 22.193605 -0 224798
18.333788 22.199011 -0 25505_
_8.357467 22.204430 -0 288711
18.38,787 22._09853 -O 322636
18.406214 22.215276 -0 357823
18.4307_8 22.220824 -0 394313
18.455252 22.226384 -0 432075
1R.479764 22.231942 -0 470969
18.504265 22.237503 -0 510729
18.528799 22.243075 -0 551037
t8.553436 22.248674 -0 591634
,8.570689 22 252598 -0 62003.l
LPT Rotor 4 Airfoil Coordinates
90% From Hub
167
ORIGINAL FAG_ ;S
OF POOR OUALIT_
Z R _THET#_
' 9.61 -,7 !9 13. 756459 0.
_9.614491 15lT56645 -0.C_5925
19.613723 15lT56690 -01014075
19,615479 15.756588 "0.024381
19.619855 15.756335 -0.036740
19.626960 15.755922 "0,051034
19 636889 15.755340 "0.067158
19.6_9697 15.754582 "0.085056
19.535350 15.753644 "0. I04761
19 6_5599 15.751795 -0.139449
19.695599 15 751795 -0. 139449
19.730685 15 749592 -0. t75114
19.766671 15 747267 -0.207195
_9.803423 15 744823 -0.236628
19.841450 15 742221 -0.263561
19.880417 15 739477 -0.287680
19.919873 15 736644 -0.308699
19.959917 15 733738 -0.326302
20.000525 15 730680 -0.340669
20.041705 15 727465 -0.351871
20.083461 15 724087 -0.359800
20.125597 15 720558 -0,364311
20. 167850 15 716899 -0.365382
20.209958 15 713101 -0.362949
20.251688 15.709021 -0,357103
20.292941 15.704881 -0.347942
20.333629 I_ 700693 -0.335573
20 373586 15.696478 -0 3201R6
20 412797 15.692244 -0.302077
20 451634 15.687955 -0 281298
20 490363 15 683584 -0 257694
20 528742 15679113 -0.23!26b
20 566576 _5.674675 -0.202197
20 603861 !5 670296 -0.1704,4
20 640597 15 665976 -0 135787
20 677002 !5 661690 -0098578
20 713283 !5 657414 -0.059032
20 749349 15 653158 -0.017170
20 785040 15.648942 0.026941
20 820542 15.644897 0 072953
20 855933 15.640962 0,120668
20 891171 15 637087 0.169974
2n 926359 15.633259 0.220633
20 961405 15.629488 0.272551
20.996396 _5.625765 0.325493
21.031469 '/5 622076 0.379220
21.06689_ 15 618391 0 433451
21.094615 15,615538 0.475859
Pressure Surface
DTHETA
19 617719
_9621630
19.627333
15 756459
_5756232
t5.755900
002389
003050
19.634749
19.643775
19.654326
19.666400
15.755466
15.754933
15.754306
!5 753580
15752745
15.750688
15.748115
15.748115
0 001895
-0 001186
-0 006283
-0 813400
19 680150 -0 022372
19 113356 -0044566
19 753664 -0 071149
19 713664 -0.071149
19 792408 15.745562 -0.095403
19 830253 15 742994 -0.1i8161
19 867332 15740407 -0.139370
19 903136 15.737841 -0.158387
19.937999 15,735342 -0.174_81
19.972373 15.732812 -0 188504
20.006160 15.730247 -0 2C0512
20.039383 15.727549 -0.210673
20,072034 15 725023 -0 218850
20. 1041CE 15 722373 -0.224907
20.135803 15.719685 -0.2287_2
20.167381 15.716940 -0.230179
20.199104 15 714114 -0 229349
20.231204 15.711038 -0.226271
20 263782 15 707819 -0 221035
201296925 16.704476 l 0 2_3670
20.330799 15 700987 -0 204182
20 365418 15.697348 "0 192589
20.400412 15.693592 -0.178885
20.435513 15,689747 -0162684
20.470966 15.685785 0 143442
20_506963 15 681666 -0.121040
20,543508 15 677382 -0.095809
20.580602 _5.673028 -0.067924
20.618028 15.66863t -0 037084
20.655578 t5.664213 -0 003112
20 693342 15 659765 0 033758
20.731482 15.655267 0.073115
20.769811 15 650741 0 114"165
20 808251 15 646274 O. _58471
20,846843 15 641969 0203962
20.885486 15 637709 0.251096
20,924270 15 633485 0 299578
20.963111 15 629306 0.349251
21.001868 15 625187 0.400009
21.040274 15.621156 0.451885
21 06G852 15.618086 0.492838
LPT Stator
10%
5 Airfoil
From Hub
Coordinates
[68
_ ,7.p
.... Z _ #tHE TA
19 472_47 19 378800 0-
19 469239 19 378395 -0.007904
t9 469927 19 378491 -0.018263
!9 474305 19 379101 -0.03C341
19 482519 !9 380239 -0 045735
19 494749 !9 381923 -0.062386
19 511189 19 384163 -0.080621
19 532016 t9.386963 -0. I00191
19 557353 _9.390312 -0.120922
19 587229 19.394180 -0. 142773
19 6_5781 19.396538 -0. 155435
19 603781 19.396538 -0.155435
19.646496 19.401594 -0.181218
19.68_69d 19.406545 -0.204733
19.729575 19.411408 -0 226002
19.772124 t9.416173 -0 244708
19.81526t 19.420867 -0 260474
!9.858898 19.425444 -0 273233
19.902966 19.429853 -0 282989
19.947433 19.434087 -0 289636
19.992255 19.438136 -0 293039
20.037348 19.441987 -0 293101
20.082608 !9.445628 -0 2896_2
20. 127905 19.448988 -0 282644
20.173066 19.451975 -0.271875
20.217838 19.454726 -0.257390
20.262020 19.457234 -0.239335
20.305603 19.459507 -0.217963
20.348601 19.461556 -0.193485
20.390946 19.463_83 -0 166198
20.432653 19.465000 -0136451
20.474064 19,466388 -0.'04484
20.515402 19.467654 -0.070189
20.556339 19 468807 -0.033140
20.596786 19 469844 0.006611
20 636772 19 470773 0048916
20.676352 19 471596 0.093603
20,715557 19 472317 0.140524
20.754481 19 472941 0.189467
20.193205 19 473605 0.240264
20.831786 19 474264 0.292798
20.870274 19 474873 0.346934
20.908736 19 475432 0.402500
20.947219 t9 475942 0,459311
20.985783 19 476403 0.517152
21.024504 19,476817 0.575815
21.063534 19.477_84 0.635092
21.094832 t9.477441 0.682612
LPT Stator 5 Airfoil
50% From Hub
Z _ _T_ETA
19.472147 19,378800 O.
19475609 19.379282 0,002_44
'9 481257 19.380065 0.003"50
!9.488982 '9 381131 0,002566
19 498644 _9 382456 -0.C.00308
_9.510123 19.384019 -0.005343
19 523398 19.385809 -0.012569
19.538646 19.387845 -0.021735
19.565605 19 391389 -0.037817
19.6070t2 19.396693 -0.060975
19.6480483 _9,401785 -0.081496
19.6480453 19.401785
19 685676 19.406661
19,728805 19.411320
19.768251 19.415746
19.807030
1_.845221
19.882910
19.920171
19.957030
19.993536
20.029771
20.065838
19.419981
19 424032
19 427873
19 431517
19 434973
19 438248
19 441355
19 444305
20.101868 19 447109
20.138035 19.449676
20.174590 19.452072
20.211735 19.454363
-0.081496
-0 100138
-0 16896
-0 131395
-0 143416
-0 153090
-0 160417
-0 165350
-0 t679r'JO
-0 168263
-O 166278
-0 162011
-0 155458
-0 146594
-0. 35337
-0, 21633
20.249480 19.456542 -0.t05382
20 287810 19.458603 -0.086488
20.326792 19.460541 -0.064892
20.366412 19.462348 -0.040725
20.406328 19.464001 -0.014099
20.446318 19.465479 0.015020
20.486708 19.466786 0.046491
20.527589 1q.468008 0.080426
20.568931 19.469140 0.116861
20.610678 19.470198 0.155761
20.652800 19.471t17 0.197008
20.695204 19.471954 _.240499
20.737807 19.472685 0.286097
?O.780554 19.473378 0.333680
20.823393 19.474125 0.383151
20.866258 19.474812 0.434394
20.909102 19.475437 0.487244
20.951866 19.A76000 0.541513
2_ 994472 19.476501 0.597027
21.036770 _9.476938 0.653721
21,070t59 19.477241 0.699605
Coordinates
169
P,.su:", (L : T'f
'9 3437"3 22 _0_337 0
_9 343104 _2 402235 -0 005493
'9 345_49 22 402653 0 Q_28_9
19 351950 22 403582 -0 022092
_9 36)323 22 405C<)3 -0 033473
'9 3?3879 22.40_896
_9 389555 22.409243
19 408352 22.412034
19 430378 22.415270
-9 041133
-0 C_3193
"0 08_655
-0 I02308
19 465907 22 41897? -0
19.489064 2" 423718 -0
19 4890_4 2" 423718 -0
9.532609 2. 429821 -0
9.578347 22 438080 -0
9.624457 22 442232 -0
9 670843 22 448263 "0
9.718042 22.454312 -0.
204034
224388
24134
255411
9 765891 22 460300 -0 266115
9.813948 22 466103 -0 273320
9 862097 _2.47t705 -0.277162
19 910319 22.477103 -0.277780
19 958467 22.48228! -0.275272
20 006389 22.487224 -0.269778
20 053964 22.491861 -0 261425
20. I01077 22.498082 -0.250402
20 147948 22 500,043 -0 236930
20 194061 22 503758 -0,221293
20 240282 22.507251 -0._03617
20.286570 22.510535 -0. I_3708
20.332762 22.513599 -0 161303
_0 378612 22.516428 -0.136180
20.423881 22 518839 -0. _08116
20.4685C3 22.52f038 -9 077208
20.512590 22.523120 -0 043738
20 556276 22.525093 -0,007943
20 599534 22.526958 0 030141
20.6423!2 22_528716 0.070481
20684753 22.530375 0.112814
20 726956 22.531941 0.156956
20 768928 22.533645 0.202879
20.810725 22.535447 0.250522
20.852444 22.537241 0.299736
20 894140 22.539030 0.350383
20.935847 22.540816 0.402169
20.977434 22.542592 0.455067
21.0t9026 22.544364 0.508734
21.060947 22.548146 0.562757
21.0943_5 _2.547564 0.605333
19
'9
19
f9
19
19
19
?Fess':re _&rface
2 Q ;T_ETA
3437?3 22 402337 O
347963 22 402975 0 004074
355377 22 404102 0.00_367
365915 22 405698 0.00_687
319448 22.407732 0 004783
395873 22 410184 0.00_456
415189 22.413042 -0.0C_293
19 437603 22.416324 -0.015Ct58
19 446408 22 417603 "0.0f8520
19 493841 22 424394 -0.036148
19.541240 22.431014 -010_1675
19 5412,t0 22 431014 -0.05i675
'9 585306 22 437018 -0 C_6785
; 627181 22 442591 -0 079822
19.668682 22.447985 -0.091188
19.709907 22.453273 -).I0104_
f9 7_0320 22 458374 -0.108947
19.790082 22.463248 -O.i149cJ_
i9 829639 22.467952 -0. ! t9328
19 869100 22.47250_ -0 122011
_9 908490 22.476902 -0_22_39
19.947953 22.481169 -0. 122002
18.987643 22.485315 -0. 119107
20.027689 22.489353 -0 114245
20.068177 22.493159 -0 i07414
20.109118 22.496780 -_ 098608
20 150417 22.500283 -0.087739
20.191808 22.503582 -0.074693
20.233131 22.506725 -0.059366
20.274550 22.509703 -0.041664
20.316312 22.512532 -0.021657
20 358654 22 515222 0.000430
20 401644 22 517708 0 024615
20 445168 22.519_00 0 Q510_9
20.489095 22.522022 0,079929
20 533448 22 524073 0 11t1C9
20 578281 22 526052 0 I_4460
20 623452 22.527951 0 180023
20.668860 21.529764 0.217732
20.714500 22.531488 0.2574_2
20.7603f4 22 533273 0 299(925
20.8.,"H5207 22.535252 0.342603
20.852123 22.537227 0.388064
20.898027 22.539197 0.435215
20.944052 22.541167 0.4%3643
20.990072 22 543131 0.533133
21.035762 2_.545076 0.583715
21.071317 2.546586 0.624350
LPT Stator 5 Airfoil Coordinates
90Z From Hub
,;CL.- :, . •f
21 _'O133
2! "9T_5' ---35 5:5C44
2' -0_884 15 575G37
2! 711491 _5 574984
21 7_8365 _5 574882
21 "42473 I_ 574533
21 760077 15.574284
21 _8_686 15573987
21 _07_71 15 57]640
21 _38035 15.573248
21 873412 !5.572812
21 891989 15.572592
'5 5750C4 ©
0 0C_6885
0 016019
0027324
0 040673
0 055888
0 072743
0090962
0.110222
0m_30155
0.150349
0.170352
0._79618
21 891989 15.572592 O. 179618
21 928785 15.572174 0.195805
21 965821 15.571777 0.209545
22003443 15.571381 0.221019
22,041506 15.571000 0.230110
22.079750 15.57£M55t 0.236719
22 !_8131 15 570335 0.240864
22.156655 15 570053 0.242567
22 195252 15 569804 0 241796
_2 233829 15 569591 0 238549
22 272301 15 569421 0.232849
22 3_0584 !5 569316 0 224742
22 348589 !5
22.386266 +5
22 423680 15
22.460902 75
569254 0 214307
569234 0.201619
56925 v 0, 186688
5693_9 9.169502
22 497952 15 569423 J. 150145
22 534T75 15 569565 0 128699
22 571092 15 569733 0 105397
22.606667 15 569938 0.080532
22 641683 t5 570180 0.054065
22.676493 15 570460 0.0_5985
22.711072 15 570778 -0._D3605
22.745294 15 571132 -0.034569
22.779179 15 571520 -0.066851
22 812860 15.571943 -0 100353
22 846318 15.572414 -0. 135076
22 879560 15.572925 -0 170948
22.912605 15.573_73 -0.207851
22,945481 15.514057 -0.245627
22.978207 15.574677 -0.284091
23.010792 15.575333 -0.323047
23.043319 15.576026 -C 362266
23.075954 15,576760 -0 401491
23099690 15.577918 -0.429778
LPT Rotor q _: _ '_
10% From Hub
Fre55ure _u_fa,_e
t
21 710133 !5 5750204
21 7_3532 _5 574953
2_ _8845 '5 574875
_T_E_A
0
"0 9(32593
-0 ,903738
-2_ 726028 15 574770
2' 735033 _5 574640
21 745835 15 574485
21 758475 15 574307
-0 0033 v7
-0 W1443
0 0<32098
0 0_7189
2'.773121 15.574104 0 013603
21.793224 15,5"3831 0 022335
21 829692 15 573354 0 037653
2_.865399 15.572909 0.052238
21
21
21
21
21
22
22
22
8995£9 15 572505 0 06536!
932E59 15 572131 0 076173
932669 _5.572131 0.076173
965648 15 571779 0.085272
998387 15.571435 0 092902
030540 15.57110 _ 0.098923
062252 15 57080 0.103269
093784 15.570532 0.106094
22 125177 15 570281 0.107530
22 156428 15.570054 0 107609
22 187607 15 569851 0 106348
22 218804 15.569670 0.103735
22 250108 15.5695'I 0 099729
22 281600 15.569392 0 094268
22.313370 15.5693!0 0 087275
22.345457 15.569257 0.078711
22.377829 !5.569235 0 068538
22.410381 15.569244 0.056594
22 443106 15.569284 0.042569
22.475058 15.569357 0.026224
22.509516 15 569463 0 007521
22.543717 15569604 -0.0!3083
22.578475 15.569772 -0 034_68
22.613440 15.569981 -0.057815
22 648637 15 570233 -0.082205
22 684190 15 570528 -0108007
22 720080 15 570868 -0.135011
22 756174 15 571252 -0.163218
22 792490 15 571683 -0.192605
22 829024 15 572164 -0.223159
22 865754 15 572708 -0.254835
22 902653 15 573304 -0.287532
22 939702 15 573951 -0.321078
22 976892 15.574651 -0.355228
_3 014140 15.575403 -0.389781
23.051279 15.576202 -0.424683
23.078015 t5.576808 -0.450128
Coordinates
LTL
.... , p::'= ;.;
OF POCR QcALITY
_ction Surface
2 _ "02990 ,9 485240
2_ _0_6_4 19 _852t3 0 006602
2! _03330 19 485247 0.014_q5
21 _07989 19 485342 O 023_4
21.?15701 19 485500 0.034390
21 ?26545 19 485'725 0,045935
2' ?40638 19.486022 0 058285
2t v58128 19.486399 0.071113
21,779220 19 4_6864 0 083_93
21 791797 19.487147 0.090581
21.791797 19.4_?t47 0.090581
2i.829v15 19.488027 O _C_J_4
21.867672 _9,488948 O. 117705
21.905394 19 489901 0. I2555_
21 943396 19.4q0901 0.130861
21.981648 19.491948 O. 1335_7
22.019953 t9.493079 0.133640
22 058222
22 096405
22 134474
22 172409
19 494236
19 495416
19 496619
19 497844
19 499088
t9 500350
19.501620
19 502879
0 131361
0.126755
0.119900
0.110888
22 210168 0.099752
22 247710 0.086547
22 285006 0 071349
22.322039 0.054234
22 358816 19 504131 0 035235
22 395334 19 505375 0 014513
22.431571 _9.506610 -0.0_79_1
22 ;C_ _17 19.507836 -0.032156 ___
22 503206 :9 _9053 -0 057_0
2_.538652 19.510264 C ?Q5_(_4
22 573817 19 511404 -0. I14272
22 508681 _9 _2529 -0 I_4766
22 643254 19.51;540- --C "_66_3
22 677548 19.5_4740 -0 209916
92 711615 19 51_831 -0.244350
22_745482 i_ biCg_1 -rJ.2_9_
22 779163 19.517983 -0 3_653 _
22_812672 19,519047 -0.35a150
22 846041 19.5_0t23 -0._92699
22.879286 i9.32!202 °0.432164
22 912400 19.522279 -0.472501
22 945395 19.523355 -O __,0__
22.978272 _Q 524429 -0.555345
_3.010902 !9 525498 0.%9_665
23.043477 19.526568 0._40262
23.076352 19.5276bu -O _82743
23.100588 19.528449 -0.713929
LPT Rotor 5 _" ......
-_ From
?resS_J;_ S:JT_ ace
Z _THET&
2! 702990 19 485240 0
21 707036 !9 485322 -0.005137
21 713691 19.485458 -0.C_)8978
21 ?22902 19,485649 -0 011411
21 734597 19.485894 -0.012"84
21 748713 19,486195 -0.01t 85
2_ 765233 19.486554 -0.008915
2;
21
21
2_
784230 19.486976 -0.004792
805931 19.487471 0 000427
823510 !9.487880 0.004433
823510 19.487880 0.004433
2;.855368 19.488645 0.010457B
2t.887187 t9.489436 0.015294
21.919240 t9 49©_1 0.018540
21.951014 19.491407 0.020196
21.982537 19.491973 0 020220
22 0,4008 19.492902 0 018565
22.045515 19 493849 0.015223
2_.077107 19.4_4_15 0.010234
22. I08_14 19.495806 0.003608
22.140655 19.4968_T -0.004656
_ _77_71 lq 497852 -0.014555
_L.204905 t9.498913 -0.026060
22.237385 19 500001
22.270127 19 501114
22 303126 19 502_36"
22.336383 _9 b033_7
-0.039!63
-0.053846
-0.070090
-0.087866
22.369922 :9 504509
22.403752 19.505662
22 437839 13 506824
22.4Y2188 19.507994
22.506779 19.509175
22.541690 19.510365
22.576893 19.511503
22 6_2375 19.512647
-0 227921
-C 150123
-0 173725
-0 198704
O 22 _ 42
-0 25. '2
-0.281648
22:648084 19.513796 -0.311_92
22 G83;32 19.514S47 -0 343072
22.720086 19.516101 -0 375426
22.756353 19.517257 -0.408784
22 792760 19.518415 -0.443088
22.829291 19.519_80 -0.41830)
_ ===_=_ 19.520769 -0.514425
.......... =.521964 -_.551381
22.939632 19.523167 -0-589050
22.976778 19.524380 -_.S_?_33
23.013978 19 525599 -0.66558_
23.050879 19.526811 -0.704528
93.077893 19.527700 -0.733305
Coordinates
172
OF pDCR C ' :'/*Y
nuctien Surface ?ressure 5urface
..... Z.......... _ .... _THETA Z _ _T_ETA
21 ?02999 22 5622 _0 0
21703525 22
21 ?06883 22
2_7'3078 22
21 ?22123 22
21734036
21 748841
21 766567
2t 787249
21 803407
21 803407
21 840916
21 b_8_47
21.9_'80
21 954608
21.992308
22.029883
5632_8 0.0C5956
563.70 0 012331
563365 0019074
563505 0.026104
22 563689 0 033305
22 563917 0040524
22 564189 0.047572
22 564507 0.054219
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
564756 0.058454
56a756 0.058454
565331 0,065345
565913 0.C_8462
566493 0.068545
567071 0.065976
567656 0.060989
568260 0.053782
22.067258 22 568849 0_044479
22.104389 22 569423 0.033286
22, 14_315 22 569982 0.020366
22178059 22 570527 0.005756
22 214628 22
22.251027 22
22.28_e48 22
22.$23285 22
22.359142 22
22.394_15 22
22.430297 22
22.465590 22
57_059 -0.010484
571577 -0.028293
572056 -0.047648
572502 -0.068529
572923
577320
573693
574042
22.503697 22 514368
22 535623 22 _74671
22.570359 22 574899
22.604903 22 575110
22.639269 22 57531 f
22.673476 22 575504
22. ;07527 22 575689
22.741453 22 575865
22.7?5263 22 516032
22.808955 22,576192
22.842569 22.576386
22.876122 22.576604
-0,090899
-0 114742
-0 140031
-0 166729
-0 194814
-0 224266
-0 255033
-0 287117
-0 320396
-0 354822
-0 390346
-0 426887
-0 464374
-0 502733
-0.541870
-0.5817_8
22.909614 22576827
22.943053 22.577056
2;.97644 _ 22.577290
23.C3_'99744 22.577530
23.0_2982
-0.622217
-0.663288
-0.704840
-0.746813
22.577776 -0.789107
23.07fi233 22.578028
23.100651 22.578217
-0.831603
-0.862941
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
702999
705121
709750
7_6872
726466
738518
753012
22 563210
22 563243
2_ 5633_4
22 563424
22 5635?2
22 563758
22 563981
22 564242
22 564541
22 564887
22 564887
22 565382
22 565870
22 566357
22 5668_5
22 567334
72 567847
22 5683_5
22 568878
22 569386
22 569887
_2.570382
22.570871
0.
-0.C'05409
-0.010390
-0.0t4852
-0.018667
-0.021718
-0.02_954
21 769970 -0.025466
21 789440 -0.026582
21 _11_15 -0.027852
21 811915 -0.027852
21 844181 -0.C30079
21 876025 -0.033005
21 907866 -0.037032
21 _39813 -0.042199
21 971889 -0.048500
22 004088 -0.056004
22 036488 -0.064738
22 069132 -0.074770
22 101981 -0.086126
22 1350_1 -0.098774
22 168217 -0.112740
22 201593 -0. 128058
22 235147 22.571352 -0.144719
22 268885 22.571820 .0.162718
22 302803 22.572251 -v 182063
22 336904 22,572664 -0.202745
22 371197 22.373060 -_.224756
22 405679 22.573t3G -0.248090
22 440347 22.573794 -0.272724
22 475195 22.574133 -0.298646
22 310235 22.574453 -0,325842
22 545465 22 574743 -0.354290
22,580814 22.574964 -0.383948
22.616_42 22.57517_ -0.414776
22.652166 22.575385 0.446714
2_ 6880_ 22.575_84 -0 47972q
22.723980 22.575775 -0.513762
22.760062 22.5759_R -0.54872R
22.796223 22.576133 -0._456t
22.832445 22.576322 -0.62119_
22.868728 22.576555 -0.658557
22.905(>54 22.576796 -0.69657_
22.941449 22.577044 -0.73_41
22.977921 22.577301 -0.774122
23.014459 22.577565 -0.813418
23-050983 22.577836 -0.853008
23 0778"8 22.578040 -0.882231
LPT Rotor 5 Airfoil Coordinates
90% From Hub
173
,)

